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Chapter 1

Introduction

The interrelationship between product and labor markets has long been neglected in

both the labor market literature as well as in industrial economics. Until the 1980s, the

theoretic labor market literature either assumed that the product market is monopolistic

or that it is perfectly competitive. Excellent surveys of this literature are Oswald (1985)

and Ulph and Ulph (1990). The results of this literature were, however not entirely

satisfactory. Ulph and Ulph conclude: \(...) imperfections in the labor markets go

hand in hand with those in the product market (...). Some models exist along these

lines (...)|but much still remains to be done." Since the end of the 1980s, a number of

papers were published which take imperfections in the product market, more precisely

oligopolies, into account. Thereby, they do not abstract from interesting interactions

between �rms and unions that a�ect the outcome of collective bargaining. This group

of models are referred to as unionized oligopoly models. These models assume that in

an labor market unions are active and possess market power. In a �rst stage, unions

have to agree on wages with �rms, which themselves compete which each other in an

oligopolistic downstream product market in a second stage. In these unionized oligopoly

models, unions have to take more e�ects into account than in the previous literature:

If a union demands higher wages from a �rm, it weakens the competitive position of

that �rm in the product market. As a consequence, the �rm may lose market share and

then reduce its employment. As long as the aim of unions is to maximize wage and
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employment, they have to pay attention to the trade{o� between higher wages and a

weakened competitive position during wage negotiations.

This survey summarizes the unionized oligopoly literature. I present the common

features of these models. Afterwards, I discuss papers dealing with di�erent topics such

as innovations, international trade, and di�erent types of negotiations. The assignment

of the di�erent papers to di�erent topics is rather subjective. A large number of papers

can be categorized to di�erent topics. My objective is to group papers mostly related.

1.1 Building Blocks

Unionized oligopoly models have several features in common. To obtain a better under-

standing of this group of models, I sum up the main building blocks:

Oligopoly in the Product Market A common feature is the limited number of

�rms. Normally, 2 to n �rms compete in di�erent fashions. Usually, Cournot competition

is assumed, but Bertrand or Conjectural Variation models can also be found. Some

models work with general demand functions, but for simplicity linear demand functions

are common. Products can be homogeneous or heterogeneous as well as substitutes or

complements.

Level of Organization Unions as well as employers' associations organize them-

selves on di�erent levels. This is reected in the models. The level of organization of

unions as well as employers associations' varies from national organization at the one end

to �rm speci�c (i.e., vertical coordination) at the other. While usually workers are as-

sumed to be substitutable against each other, some articles also consider complementary

workers in craft unions|such as pilots and ight attendants. Here, cooperation takes

place on the professional line (i.e., horizontal cooperation). The level of organization is

endogenized in some unionized oligopoly models.
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Union Utility The early papers establish results with general union preferences

increasing in wages and employment. Newer publications presume di�erent and speci�c

utility functions. One is the wage bill maximization (Dunlop 1944), U = wn, with w

as the wage and n as the number of workers employed. The objection of the union

is to maximize the total amount of wages received by its members. Sometimes rent

maximization is assumed that is a utility of U = (w � w)n; where w is the reservation

wage. Here, the union maximizes the mark{up on the reservation wage of its members.

Another common utility function is the Stone{Geary utility function (Geary 1950, Stone

1954), U = (w � w)� (n� n)(1��) ; with n as the reservation employment and parameter

� measures the relative importance of wages. With a Stone{Geary utility function, wage

oriented as well as employment oriented unions can be modeled. Additionally, some

unionized oligopoly papers use a utilitarian utility function, U = lu (w) + (m� l)u (b) ;

established by Dreze and Modigliani (1981), MacDonald and Solow (1981), and Oswald

(1982). In this expression m represents the total number of union members and l the

number of employed union members. The utility of a representative worker u (�) is strictly

increasing with respect to wage w and unemployment bene�t b: The utility function adds

utility of employed as well as unemployed union members. For an overview of additional

union utility functions, see Naylor (2003).

Bargaining One can distinguish both the scope of bargaining and the type of

bargaining. The scopes of bargaining are usually either wages only or both wages and

employment. When negotiations encompass only wages, this is referred to as right{to{

manage (Nickell and Andrews 1983). Here, �rms and unions bargain over wages, where

as �rms alone have the right to choose employment. In this case equilibrium solutions

lie on the labor demand function. The second case, where unions and �rms bargain

over wages as well as employment, is called e�cient bargaining (MacDonald and Solow

1981). The Pareto e�cient equilibrium lies on the contract curve.

As type of negotiations, mostly the Nash{Bargaining Solution (Nash 1950) is used

in the unionized oligopoly literature. The Nash{Bargaining Solution maximizes B =
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�
U � U

��
(� � �)1�� with respect to the scope of bargaining. Here, � represents the

relative negotiation strength of the union, � is �rm pro�t, and U and � are the outside

options of union and �rm during the negotiations. Some models insert strike payo�s as

outside options, while others do not take any outside options into consideration. As a

special case of the Nash{Bargaining solution, the Monopoly Union model (Dunlop 1944,

Oswald 1982) is frequently applied. Unions can set wages (i.e., � = 1) and afterwards

�rms set employment. But sometimes also the approach of Rubinstein (1982) is applied

instead of the Nash{Bargaining Solution.

Sequence of the Game Nearly uniformly, the papers assume that negotiations

take place simultaneously for di�erent �rms and unions. Exceptions are Corneo (1995),

De Fraja (1993a), and Brcena-Ruiz and Campo Corredera (2003). These papers establish

results when di�erent sequences of bargaining take place. Nevertheless, apart from a

few exceptions most papers assume that wage negotiations are long{run decisions and,

thus, wages are established �rst, while competition in the product market takes place

afterwards. With e�cient bargaining it is mostly assumed that wages and employment

are determined simultaneously|and very rarely also sequentially (e.g., Santoni (1996)).

1.2 The First Models and Results

As an introduction to the unionized oligopoly literature let us discuss four models rep-

resenting the early literature, namely Davidson (1988), Dowrick (1989), Dowrick (1993),

and Horn and Wolinsky (1988a).

Davidson (1988) examines wage changes as a result of di�erent levels of union orga-

nization in a Cournot duopoly. In his right{to{manage model the level of bargaining is

always the �rm level, while the level of union organization can be either �rm speci�c or

industry wide. In addition, the paper also takes strikes into consideration.

Davidson's main result is that wages are higher if unions are organized at an industry

level than they are if unions are organized at the �rm level. The reasons are twofold:

First, there is an externality e�ect. When unions are �rm{speci�c and one of the two
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is able to negotiate for higher wages, this results in a positive externality for the other

union. The �rm that has to pay higher wages, has a competitive disadvantage in the

product market, and this is bene�cial for the other �rm. This other �rm can produce

more, earn a higher pro�t and the second union shares this higher rents. This positive

externality is not internalized with �rm{speci�c unions. However, once the unions coor-

dinate their behavior and form an industry{wide union, this e�ect is internalized, and

the union succeeds in securing a higher wage rate, as they do not have to he concerned

about the competitive position of \their" �rm. The second reason beside the internal-

ization of a positive externality is union payo�s during strikes. Davidson assumes that

threat points during negotiations are zero for �rm{speci�c unions. In contrast, when an

industry{wide union demands a wage increase in the �rst �rm, it can go on strike in that

�rm. The second �rm is a monopolist during the strike and needs more workers supplied

by the union. Therefore, an industry union can extract rents from the second �rm during

the strike at the �rst �rm. This strengthens the threat point for industry{unions does,

ceteris paribus, also raise earnings in comparison to �rm speci�c union wages. Notably,

Davidson establishes his results with a general, concave utility function increasing in

wages and employment.

He is also able to show that coordination of the two �rm speci�c unions on industry

level is a stable form of collusion. Neither union has an incentive to deviate, and this

is di�erent from collusion in the product market: Coordination between �rms needs

policy. When one �rm restricts output, the other �rm bene�ts due to higher prices, but

the �rm with the restricted output su�ers. Each �rm bene�ts from the agreement on the

condition that the other �rm also reduces output. A deviation from the collusive outcome

is always pro�t enhancing and, therefore, cartels may dissolve. In contrast, both unions

bene�t from coordination and deviating is not utility enhancing. All workers in the

industry bene�t when one �rm union pair agrees on higher wages. One group of workers

receiving directly higher wages, the other group of workers bene�t indirectly since their

�rm becomes more competitive and employs more workers and this also increases the

other unions' wage bill. No individual union has an incentive to cheat on the collusive
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agreement. However, coordination of the �rms to form employers' association is not

stable since the �rm paying lower wages bene�ts and the other �rm is indirectly harmed.

Dowrick (1989) extends the unionized oligopoly literature taking into consideration

how di�erent levels, di�erent scopes of bargaining as well as di�erent bargaining strengths

inuence wages and employment. Dowrick applies a model of parametric conjectural

variation oligopoly to establish his results. The demand function is unspeci�ed, n �rms

compete in the industry, and union utility is also unspeci�c. Unions are �rm{speci�c and

can be risk{friendly, risk{avers or risk{neutral. Most of the results are quite intuitive: an

increase in union bargaining strength as well as in unions' threat points increase wage

rates. This is independent of whether the scope of bargaining is wages only, or both

wages and employment. In addition, equilibrium wages are decreasing in the unions'

risk{aversion. Less obvious is the inuence the level of organization has. The scope

of bargaining has to be taken into account here: with right{to{manage negotiations,

wages increase with an increase in the coordination between unions. This is the same

result that Davidson (1988) has shown. However, enlarging the scope of bargaining to

wages and employment complicates results. In contrast to right{to{manage models an

increase in wages does not need to result in lower employment as �rms and unions agree

on employment separately. Therefore, higher wages in one union do not have a clear

e�ect on the other union through employment in the product market. Thus, an increase

in the level of coordination, which normally internalizes the external e�ect, does not

simply lead to higher wages and lower employment. E�ects of a shift in the level of

organization are ambiguous with e�cient bargaining.

Another intuitive result is that all factors that increase the total surplus to be split

between union and �rm (i.e., a higher demand or a lower number of �rms), increase

earnings of workers. The behavior of �rms in the product market, (collusion or com-

petition) is also analyzed. When �rms collude, they bene�t from higher pro�ts, and

unions participate when the scope of bargaining is both employment and wages. With

right{to{manage negotiations, the wage rate follows an inverted U{shaped function of

coordination of �rms: wages are lowest without any coordination between �rms, increase
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as expected with coordination, but decrease to the point where �rms perfectly collude

and produce the monopoly quantity together. As long as unions are �rm speci�c and

one union succeeds in securing an increase in the wage rate, this reduces the market

share of its �rm|and therefore employment|more the higher the level of collusion is.

To refrain from the negative e�ect of lower employment, unions abstain from demanding

higher wages with higher collusion in the product market. As a result, wages decrease

when collusion becomes perfect.

The focus of Dowrick's second paper (Dowrick 1993) is a variation in the level of

bargaining. The papers sheds light on the question of what happens if the level of

bargaining is shifted from industry to �rm{level. Dowrick examines this against the

backdrop of an Australian debate that a decrease in wages can be implemented through

a shift in bargaining level. The novelties of his paper are numerous: First, he is the �rst

modeling horizontal union coordination on the professional line. Second, he distinguishes

between the level of organization of �rms and unions and the level of wage negotiations.

The level of organization determines which external e�ects are internalized. The level

of bargaining inuences the costs during strikes. Thus, he can work out di�erences

between a decentral organization and a decentral level of bargaining which drives some

of his results. Third, Dowrick endogenizes strike payo�s, he takes into consideration the

pro�ts of �rms during strikes as well as strike utility of unions. Fourth, the model is

highly general. For costs as well as demand the assumptions are not speci�c.

The main results of the paper are not always clear and unambiguous. Dowrick shows

that wages are lower (a) if substitutable workers are organized in competing unions and

(b) if complementary workers are organized in the same union. The reason is the in-

ternalization of external e�ects. Substitutable workers exert positive external e�ects on

each other and, therefore, they should coordinate their behavior to increase wages. This

is not optimal for complementary workers, however higher wages for one group negatively

a�ects the other group since demand is reduced for the workers. Thus, complementary

workers are better o� splitting up when they want to increase wages.

The results for the level of �rm coordination as well as the level of bargaining are am-
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biguous. Dowrick concludes that it is generally not true that a lower level of bargaining

reduces earnings. In contrast, if the levels of organization of unions and �rms is central,

the pressure on wages can also be high even if negotiations are decentral.

Horn and Wolinsky (1988a) di�er from the previous models as they build a classical

industrial economics model with two vertically connected markets. In the upstream

market two �rm speci�c suppliers sell an input to two �rms in the downstream market.

The upstream �rms can be understood as two unions, each selling workers to one of the

downstream �rms. This way of building the model became standard for many following

papers in the unionized oligopoly literature. It is assumed that unions maximize a speci�c

utility function, more precisely they maximize the wage bill. Negotiations between �rms

and unions take place solely over the wage rates, and demand on the product market

is linear. The novelty of this paper, despite its inuence on the following literature, is

that substitutable as well as complementary products are taken into consideration. In

addition, a merger in the upstream as well as in the downstream market is modeled.

Horn and Wolinsky con�rm some results of Dowrick and Davidson. When the up-

stream unions merge and products are substitutes, wages increase. However, results

di�er when products are complements. Then, with �rm speci�c unions, an increase in

wages in one of the �rms decreases the demand for the product in the other �rm and

thus employment. This negative external e�ect is internalized when the unions merge

and lower wages.

However, when the �rms in the product market also merge, wages increase for sub-

stitutable goods. Wages increase since �rms and unions do not have to consider their

competitive position and can increase wages without losing market share (no business

stealing e�ect). This leads to monopoly pro�ts which are lower than the joint duopoly

pro�ts of the two �rms. As a result, �rms would not merge. The situation for comple-

mentary products is the opposite. A higher wage yields a negative external e�ect in a

duopoly, and a merger for the �rm would decrease earnings of workers, but increases

�rms' pro�ts. Thus, �rms have incentives to merge with complementary products.

The publication of Horn and Wolinsky was pathbreaking for the unionized oligopoly
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literature since an explicit assumption of a union utility function as well as demand

function results in much more tractable models. Even if the models loose generality, this

enables researchers to gain insights otherwise not possible.1

1.3 International Unionized Oligopolies

How globalization a�ects unions is an often discussed topic. It is sometimes claimed that

national unions loose inuence on �rms exposed to international competition. Dreher

and Gaston (2007) distinguish four channels through which union workers su�er. First,

the economic rents employers and workers bargain over are reduced, since �rms compete

more �ercely with an increase in the number of competitors. Second, �rms can relocate

production|or threaten to relocate production|to low{wage countries. Hence, the

bargaining position of the union is weakened. Third, Governments may adopt policies

that weaken union bargaining strength. Fourth, social integration may adversely a�ect

unionization; for example sometimes globalization is equated with \americanization".

If indeed globalization leads to institutional convergence to the U.S. benchmark, then

the less unionized and less regulated U.S. labor market servers as a benchmark for

\successful" globalization to the disadvantage of unions.

Economists mostly welcome globalization|at least American economists, see Fuller

and Geide-Stevenson (2003)|due to lower prices and, thereby, higher consumer rents.

The impact on workers is less clear, however, on the one hand, they bene�t from lower

prices, on the other hand wages can decline and jobs become less secure.

The theoretical literature on international unionized oligopolies is numerous and can

be distinguished according to the di�erent core topics. A common feature is that most

papers study two{country models. One group of papers emphasize the role of trade

liberalization with either unions active in one or in both countries. Another group deals

1Around the time of the publication of Horn and Wolinsky a strand of literature arises, focusing on
the interaction between retailers and manufacturers, or more generally vertical connected markets. They
sometimes focus on questions not relevant for unions as upstream suppliers (e.g., the vertical integration
of upstream and downstream �rm) but sometimes are very related to the unionized oligopoly literature.
However, it is beyond the scope of this survey also to summarize these papers.
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with foreign direct investments and the e�ect on wages and employment. They investi-

gate whether it is bene�cial for a �rm to relocate production to a low{cost country and

export the products to the former domestic country or whether it is always (interna-

tional) welfare enhancing if foreign direct investments are attracted to create new jobs.

Finally, some papers examine how di�erent levels of organization of unions and di�erent

levels of bargaining in countries drive the e�ects of globalization.

1.3.1 Trade Liberalization

Unions in One Country

Brander and Spencer (1988) published one of the �rst and most cited paper considering

the e�ects of trade policy interventions in a unionized oligopoly. They examine tari�s,

subsidies, and import quotas. In their Cournot duopoly model, two �rms are active in

two di�erent countries. The domestic country is unionized and can decide about policy

interventions. Union and �rm in the domestic country negotiate about wages applying a

Nash{Bargaining Solution, while wages in the foreign country are exogenous. The timing

of the game is as follows: First, the domestic country's Government chooses an optimal

level of policy intervention in order to maximize domestic welfare. Second, �rm and

union bargain for wages. Finally, in the third stage, �rms compete in the international

product market. With policy interventions, the foreign �rm has to pay tari�s or has to

stick to quotas, and subsidies are only paid to the domestic �rm.

As a �rst result, Brander and Spencer show that without any trade policy interven-

tion, the presence of a union in the domestic country reduces domestic producer surplus

and total industry output. Total producer surplus (domestic plus foreign) is larger with

than without unions. The reasons are obvious: the union increases cost for the domestic

�rm. Hence, the competitive position of the domestic �rm in the product market is

weakened. The �rm reduces output and thereby increases pro�ts of the foreign �rm.

Industry production is lower with unions and this increases overall producer surplus.

In what follows, Brander and Spencer build on their previous models of tari� reduc-

tion (Brander and Spencer 1984) and subsidies (Brander and Spencer 1985) in imper-
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fect product markets. In these papers, the authors have shown that in non{unionized

oligopolies strategic trade policy can increase domestic welfare through a pro�t{shifting

e�ect. As long as a foreign �rm earns rents in an imperfectly competitive market, at

least in part from the domestic country, strategic trade policy can shift these pro�ts

to the domestic market. In Brander and Spencer (1988), they extend former �ndings

to a unionized oligopoly. Brander and Spencer �nd that an increase in subsidies re-

sults in higher wages. This due to the fact that the increase in subsidies leads to a

higher production of the domestic �rm. Unions bene�t from higher employment and

thus earnings rise. In a unionized oligopoly, the optimal level of subsidies that a welfare

maximizing Government chooses is higher than in a non{unionized oligopoly. Within

unionized oligopolies, the positive e�ect of one unit of the subsidy is reduced since the

union undercuts the objectives of the policy: the welfare enhancing output enlargement

of the domestic �rm is reduced because of the higher wages. Therefore, optimal subsides

are higher with active unions in order to shift production.

The situation for tari�s is comparable. As a consequence of higher tari�s the do-

mestic �rm is protected and earns higher pro�ts. The union appropriates a part of the

rents through higher wages. Di�erent to subsidies, with tari�s prices for consumers in-

crease and this lowers consumer surplus. The total e�ect of a tari� is again reduced in

a unionized compared to a non{unionized oligopoly: with tari�s, the competitive ad-

vantage of the domestic �rm is only slightly enlarged because unions extract part of the

rents. At the same time, prices increase more for consumers in a unionized oligopoly

than in a standard oligopoly model. Consumers have to pay for both tari�s and the

higher earnings of workers.

At last, Brander and Spencer also analyze import quotas. In contrast to a tari�, with

import quotas the domestic �rm does not have to fear higher imports when the union

demands higher wages. Thus, imports stay constant, only wages increase. This results

in even higher earnings for unions because higher wages do not incur much pressure

on the competitive position of the �rm when compared to tari�s. However, prices are

even higher and consumer surplus is reduced. To sum up, the di�erent policy options
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result in very di�erent outcomes. Unions bene�t from each form of protection; they can

participate in higher rents of �rms. Import quotas are most bene�cial for unions, while

consumers prefer subsidies due to lower prices. Both with tari�s and with import quotas

prices increase.

An extension of Brander and Spencer is Mezzetti and Dinopoulos (1991). They apply

the model of Brander and Spencer and focus on di�erent bargaining strengths of unions.

In addition, they enlarge the scope of bargaining to e�cient bargaining and unions are

either employment or wage oriented. Furthermore, the �rm can credibly threat the union

to relocate production to the foreign country. Mezzetti and Dinopoulos concentrate on

tari�s as strategic trade policy instruments.

In the beginning, the paper analyzes what e�ect an increase in union power has

in an international Cournot duopoly with one unionized country. When the union is

employment oriented and its negotiation strength increases, employment and therefore

output of the domestic �rm increases. At the same time, wages increase as well as overall

consumption. The foreign �rm su�ers and, thus, imports are lower. In summary, an

increase in union power increases welfare in the domestic country with employment ori-

ented unions. In contrast, with wage oriented unions, employment and output decrease

with an increase in union power. The foreign �rm bene�ts from a higher union strength,

while consumption and welfare are lower at home. This is in line with the results of

Brander and Spencer.

With tari�s, imports decrease as well as domestic consumption, but nevertheless

wages increase. The e�ects on employment are ambiguous and depend on the curvature

of the demand function and on whether the union focuses on wage or employment.

Mezzetti and Dinopoulos show that under very special circumstances employment in the

domestic country decreases with an increase in tari�s. Nevertheless, tari�s are always in

the interest of the union. For welfare, results are ambiguous. With a concave demand

function and a low level of tari�s, domestic welfare is increasing in tari�s. The rents

are transferred from the foreign �rm to the �rm and union in the domestic country.

However, welfare can decrease with tari�s if the union is wage oriented and the demand
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function convex.

After the publications of Brander and Spencer and Mezzetti and Dinopoulos numer-

ous papers were published which extend their discussions:

Campbell and Vousden (2000) focus on di�erent policy instruments leading to more

productive workers. They compare a tari� reduction and a reduction of union power due

to labor market reforms. Undeniably, both instruments can lower wages. A reduction of

union power is the direct way, but can be disadvantageous for politicians. An indirect

and maybe politically less harmful way may be a reduction of tari�s. Do they both

lead to more productive workers? Are the welfare implication of reduced union power

and tari�s also equal? To answer this, Campbell and Vousden employ the models of

Brander and Spencer and Mezzetti and Dinopoulos. In contrast to the previous papers,

they assume that union and �rm negotiate over wages as well as work{e�ort instead of

employment. Campbell and Vousden examines whether labor market liberalization (i.e.,

a reduction in union bargaining power) yields the same results as trade liberalization

(i.e., a tari� reduction). First, they �nd that with an employment oriented union, both

policy instruments lead to a higher e�ort of workers. However, many e�ects di�er: A

labor market reform increases �rm pro�ts, enlarges domestic production and results in

higher welfare. In contrast, lower tari�s decrease �rm pro�ts and domestic production

and decrease welfare. To put it in a nutshell, it is economically preferred to lower

unions bargaining strength directly, and the possibly politically easier way to use trade

liberalization as a substitute for labor market reforms is disadvantageous.

Santoni (1996) extends the seminal papers of Brander and Spencer and Mezzetti

and Dinopoulos to asymmetric �rm sizes. He applies the sequential bargaining solution

introduced by Manning (1987). Similar to e�cient bargaining, unions and �rms negotiate

over wages and employment, albeit in two separate negotiation rounds. First, �rms and

unions agree on wages, then on employment. Santoni concentrates on the change of

results due to di�erent �rm sizes. One result is that the domestic �rm and union bene�t

from policy interventions, but whether they prefer subsidies or tari�s depends on the

foreign �rm size. With a large �rm in the foreign country, unions and �rms prefer tari�s,
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with a smaller �rm in the foreign country unions and �rms prefer subsidies.

Another related model is Bandyopadhyay and Bandyopadhyay (1999). They consider

three countries where goods are produced in two countries, which export to a third

country without production. The two production countries are similar apart from the

fact that only one of them is unionized. Wages are determined endogenous. In the non{

unionized exporting country wages are at the competitive level. Bandyopadhyay and

Bandyopadhyay establish the surprising result that both exports as well as welfare are

higher in the unionized country. This results from the optimal export subsidies the two

exporting Governments choose. With optimal subsidies, the unionized country enjoys a

higher welfare ceteris paribus.

Bandyopadhyay and Bandyopadhyay extend their �ndings in a follow-up paper (Bandy-

opadhyay and Bandyopadhyay 2001). Here, they also consider e�cient bargaining and

�nd that welfare of the unionized country increases the more the more wage oriented its

union is. This contrasts with Mezzetti and Dinopoulos, due to the strategic export policy

of the two Governments. In addition, welfare also increases if the union is wage oriented

and the unions' bargaining strength increases. Instead, a higher union strength leads to

a welfare reduction with employment oriented unions. The market share of the unionized

country can also be higher than the market share of the �rm paying competitive wages

if reservation wages in the unionized country are lower than abroad.

Ma (2008) also extends the �ndings of Brander and Spencer (1988). In a similar

framework he shows that an export subsidy is not necessarily the equilibrium outcome.

One reason can be an opportunity cost for the Government in addition to the costs of the

subsidy. For su�ciently high opportunity costs, subsidies lead to lower welfare. Other

reasons are unions and �rms lobbying the domestic Government. If the Government

maximizes own utility|a weighed average of political contributions of �rm and union and

of welfare|Ma shows that also export taxes can be optimal. This result is established

for Bertrand as well as for Cournot competition.

Bastos, Kreickemeier, and Wright (2007a) do not assume that all workers are union-

ized; but instead they examine open shop unions (i.e., not all workers are union mem-
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bers). Bastos et al. build a Cournot duopoly model with the two �rms being located in

two countries, product markets are separated and trade is possible, but a tari� must be

paid. One of the two countries is unionized, and it is assumed that all workers receive the

negotiated wage. However, not all workers are union members in the model, where union

density is exogenously given. Thus, the unionized wage has aspects of a public good for

the workers. In addition, union density has an impact on the �rms' fallback position

during a strike. Non{union members continue to work in case of a strike, and this weak-

ens the position of the union. With an increase in international competition unionized

�rm's position is weakened during a strike because it induces a reaction from the rival

�rm and this dampens the position of the home �rm. This weakened position of the

home �rms due to international competition boosts the union position. Thus, the �rm

will accept higher union demands with strong international competition. Hence, trade

liberalization may in fact lead to higher wages, due to the threat of trade is necessary

to make the �rms \su�er" in the wage negotiations.

All the papers presented so far have in common that wages in one country are

endogenously determined by union{�rm{negotiations, but wages in the other country are

exogenous. Beyond this, trade liberalization was mostly asymmetric: only the unionized

country sets up trade barriers. A bridge to the papers where unions are active in both

countries and trade barriers are symmetric are Fisher and Wright (1999) and Mauleon,

Song, and Vanettelbosch (2006).

In Fisher and Wright (1999), two countries are unionized; a third country is not

unionized and pays competitive wages, and all countries charge tari�s. As forms of

trade liberalization, either one country can lower tari�s for one other country (unilat-

eral tari� reduction), or two countries can agree on bilateral reduction of tari�s (free

trade agreement). Finally, also free trade between all three countries is modeled (free

trade). In the model, the union sets wages in the upstream market, �rms choose in

the downstream market quantities (and thereby employment) and demand for the �nal

product is assumed to be linear. When in two of the three countries the unions set

wages, only a free trade agreement between unionized countries increases welfare. An
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agreement with the non{unionized country or even free trade lowers welfare. Reasons

are intuitively: if a unionized country lowers tari�s as well as the non{unionized country,

incomes through tari�s are reduced. Additionally, imports increase more than export

since the non{unionized �rm has a strategic advantage through lower costs. The welfare

of the unionized countries is thus reduced.

Concerning wage altering due to trade liberalization, Fisher and Wright show that

union wages are higher after bilateral or multilateral trade liberalizations. The increased

labor demand of the higher exports o�sets the lower domestic market share of the union-

ized �rm.

Mauleon, Song, and Vanettelbosch (2006) examine free trade agreements in a network

formation game. International trade can occur between three countries. They examine

which level of free trade a country should choose. The game is as follows: In the �rst

stage, Governments decide on the trade agreements. In the second stage, unions in

unionized countries set wages. In the non{unionized nations, �rms choose wages. In the

last stage, �rms compete in the three di�erent markets in Cournot fashion. The model

is asymmetric since countries can be unionized. The e�cient result is always a free trade

network. However, for this to be also a pairwise stable network either all countries or no

country have to be unionized. Nevertheless, when only one or two of the three countries

are unionized, the free{trade network is not pairwise stable. In addition, the authors

show that when starting from the point of a no{trade agreement, mostly the pro�table

deviations do not lead to the free trade agreement. This is also true for cases in which,

if it would be reached, a free trade agreement would be stable.

Unions in Both Countries

As described above, with unions active in only one country, results are ambiguous with

respect to policy interventions. Nevertheless, most papers predict that some strate-

gic trade policy is welfare enhancing. However, even trade liberalization can lead to

higher wages for unionized workers. Let us now discuss the papers which assume that

both countries under consideration are unionized. These papers di�er since one group
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concludes that wages decrease and the other group that wages increase after trade lib-

eralization. Otherwise, their results are just as diverse as with unions active only in one

country.

Wages Decrease After Trade Liberalization Huizinga (1993) models two coun-

tries, with one �rm and one union active in each of them. In the beginning, no trade

takes place between the countries. The unions set wages to maximize their rents; then

�rms set quantities and thereby employment. Without trade liberalization, �rms are

monopolists in their markets. When trade liberalization is implemented, the markets

are uni�ed and demand is higher, but �rms compete in a Cournot duopoly. Wages and

prices are lower after the liberalization, employment increases as well as �rm pro�ts and

union utility and thus welfare. These results are driven by the fact that the market

is enlarged. Overall, trade liberalization is advantageous for the economy, but for an

employed worker the situation is less clear, since wages decline. The positive e�ect on

union utility is solely driven by higher employment. Very similar results are established

in S�rensen (1993), who models wage bargaining between �rm and union instead of wage

setting and slightly change other assumptions of Huizinga. However, he mainly con�rms

the previous results.

Kikuchi and Amegashie (2003) focus on an asymmetric situation. Before liberaliza-

tion, the markets of both countries are separated. By assumption one country has fewer

�rms than the other. In each country, one union sets industry wages while �rms choose

employment. Without international trade, wages in the two countries are independent

from the number of �rms. Nevertheless, product market prices in the small country

are larger since there competition is less intense. When trade liberalization takes place,

the two markets are integrated and all �rms compete in one market. The wages in the

small country are now lower than in the big country, since due to lower employment

the small union is more sensible to competition disadvantages. Thus, the small union

reduces wages more. This can result in the former high priced, small country becoming

a net exporter after the liberalization. Whether this results depends on the di�erence in
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market size between th two countries.

Wages Increase After Trade Liberalization The papers discussed so far mostly

show a decrease in wages after trade liberalization. This is independent from the type

of liberalization, i.e., whether liberalization is modeled through a decrease in tari�s, an

abolishment of tari�s or enlarged product markets. This contrasts with empirical study

of Gaston and Treer (1995) who �nd higher wages after liberalization. Theoretical

explanations can be found in Bastos, Kreickemeier, and Wright (2007a) or the following

papers: Naylor, for example, (Naylor 1998, Naylor 1999, and Naylor 2000), points out

that a tari� reduction can lead to higher wages.

Naylor (1998), which is highly related to Huizinga (1993), examines two countries

with one �rm and one union active in each of them. Monopoly unions set wages to

maximize their rents, and �rms choose employment. Product markets are separated,

and after liberalization consumers solely buy in their domestic market. Hence, the two

�rms can export the products to the other market, but they have to pay tari�s. Firms

can decide whether they produce for their domestic market only or if they export as well.

Hence, no trade, one{way trade, or two{way trade may result. For simplicity, Naylor

(1998) only considers a situation where both �rms choose to export (i.e., two way trade)

to the other country, but trade patterns are endogenized in his following papers.

Under the condition that both �rms export to the other market, a reduction of tari�s

increases earnings of workers. The advantage to sell more in the foreign markets o�sets

the disadvantage of higher competition in the domestic market. Even if fewer workers

are needed to satisfy domestic demand, more workers are needed to produce goods for

export. The last e�ect is larger than the �rst so that employment and wages increase.

Prices decrease, union rent and welfare increase. The implication on �rm pro�ts is less

clear cut. When tari�s are very high and then marginally reduced, pro�ts decrease: the

higher cost due to higher wages o�set the e�ect of lower tari�s. However, if the level of

tari�s is low, a further reduction increases �rm pro�ts, as the cost increase is less severe

and the tari� reduction dominates.
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Naylor extends his own model in Naylor (1999), not solely focusing on two{way trade.

Instead, he assumes that unions have a \high wage" or a \low wage" strategy. When a

union chooses the high wage strategy, no trade occurs. With low wages, the probability

that two{way trade takes place is high. However, Naylor (1999) shows that a critical

level of tari�s exists. For higher tari�s unions choose the high wage strategy and induce

no trade. Below this threshold, no equilibrium exists. For even lower tari�s, a second

threshold exists below which unions demand low wages and two{way trade occurs.

Naylor (2000) di�ers in that the home country is unionized while abroad competitive

wages are paid. In equilibrium, no trade, one{way trade and two{way trade can take

place. With high tari�s, both �rms do not want to trade. After a reduction in tari�s,

one{way trade occurs since the non{unionized �rm has lower wages to pay and so with

equal tari�s, exports are pro�table for the foreign �rm but not for the home �rm. When

the tari� is so high that only one{way trade occurs, a reduction in tari�s leads unions

to reduce labor demand due to an increase in international competition. A further

reduction of tari�s leads to two{way trade. The union increases wage demand after a

marginal further reduction of tari�s. However, the decision between \high{wage" and

\low{wage" strategies does not solely depend on whether trade is one{way or two{way.

Even if the strategy decision depends on the level of tari�s, the competition between

the �rms, the level of product di�erentiation, unions preferences and the level of the

reservation wages also matter.

In a nutshell, Naylor shows that a marginal tari� reduction can increase wages when

even before the reduction, trade was reciprocal. Then, the market expansion e�ect

dominates the market discipline e�ect. Nevertheless, the absolute wages in case of

autarky are higher than with reciprocal trade. This due to the fact that for a high level

of tari�s, unions choose a high wage strategy and only induce one{way trade. Below a

critical level of tari�s, unions switch to a low{wage strategy. Then, a further marginal

reduction of tari�s can increase wages. The main di�erence between the papers of Naylor

and Huizinga is that the latter only considers the extreme cases of autarky and free trade,

whereas Naylor also examines a marginal reduction of tari�s, and this can increase low
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wages.

Piperakis, Hine, and Wright (2003) analyze the stability of Naylor's model. Even if

the two markets have di�erent sizes, Naylor's results can be con�rmed. Only for very

large market size di�erences, and for reciprocal trade, a reduction of tari�s leads to lower

employment and lower wages in the big country. Advantages to sell more products for

the big �rm are small when the other market is much smaller. The big country only

su�ers the increased competition, and hence welfare can also be reduced.

Another extension to Naylor's model is Munch and Skaksen (2002). They divide the

trade costs in a �xed and a variable part. The �xed trade costs are set{up costs and have

to be paid if the �rms want to export. For each unit of the export good, also a variable

tari� must be borne. They show that wages decrease with a decrease in �xed trade costs.

The results of the variable costs are ambiguous, they can increase or decrease wages.

G�urtzgen (2002) also con�rms Naylor's �ndings. She extends the model to Bertrand

competition with heterogeneous products. G�urtzgen shows that wages, employment,

and welfare increase with a marginal reduction in tari�s. Her results are not sensitive

whether products being complements or substitutes.

Straume (2002) also re{establishes several of Naylor's �ndings allowing for both col-

lusion between unions and �rms. Collusion between �rms is understood in the sense

that both �rms prefer autarky, that is being monopolists in separated markets and thus

do not export. With union collusion, the two unions in the two countries maximize prof-

its together. Straume �nds that non{unionized �rms prefer autarky to trade and thus

this form of collusion occurs. However, with two non{collusive unions in the upstream

market, �rms bene�t if the unions choose a low{wage strategy with free trade and thus

prefer free trade and do not collude. Nevertheless, unions only choose the low wage

strategy for transportation cost (or tari�s) lower than a certain threshold. In summary,

Straume shows that the presence of unions can actually promote intra{industry trade

(i.e., non collusion of �rms) as an equilibrium outcome.

Finally, Bandyopadhyay, Bandyopadhyay, and Park (2000)'s model is related to Nay-

lor as well as to Brander and Spencer (1988). They examine a two country model in
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which in one or in both countries unions are active and Bertrand competition takes place

in the product market. They focus on optimal trade policies. Bandyopadhyay et al. show

that export subsidies are welfare maximizing independent from whether unions are ac-

tive in one or two countries. However, results are only applicable if products are not

nearly perfect substitutes.

The recapitulation of the �ndings on trade liberalization in unionized oligopolies

is challenging since the results are diverse. With one country being unionized, lots of

articles|but there are exceptions|show that wages decrease with trade liberalization.

Usual protectionism is welfare enhancing for the unionized country. The articles focusing

on trade between two unionized countries �nd that comparing autarky with free trade

again results in lower wages but welfare increase with free trade. Finally, starting from a

two{way trade equilibrium a further reduction in trade barriers mostly increases wages.

1.3.2 Foreign Direct Investments

The papers discussed so far mainly dealt with trade liberalization. Another group of

papers focuses on the inuence that unions have on foreign direct investments (FDI)

and vice versa. These models have in common that they examine whether it pays o� for

�rms to escape union wages through shifting production to another country or at least

to threaten to relocate production. The �rms can blackmail unions to lower wages in

these papers. If unions deny a wage reduction, �rms move. Tari�s, quotas, and subsidies

are only rarely taken into consideration within this strand of literature, however.

Seminal contributions in this �eld are the publications of Zhao (Zhao 1995 and Zhao

1998). In his �rst paper, Zhao (1995) builds a Cournot duopoly model with two �rms

being located in two di�erent countries. In each of them, one union negotiates for wages

and employment with the respective �rm. Unions can be wage as well as employment

oriented. The products �rms sell are homogeneous and sold in one international market.

The game has two stages. In the �rst, �rms choose independently whether they want

to invest abroad. In the second, �rms and unions negotiate for wages and employment.

At the outset, Zhao calculates pro�ts, wages, employment, union utility, and welfare
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without any FDI to have a reference point. When �rms invest abroad, they have to pay

union wages in the foreign country, too. However, the wage negotiation range changes

with FDIs. It is assumed that after two FDIs have taken place in both countries, both

�rms and the union negotiate in one negotiation round in each country for an industry

wage and �rm speci�c employment. Additionally, �rms' threat points di�er: With an

FDI, they can produce in the other country during strikes. However, unions threat points

are zero after the FDI. Zhao shows that after two FDIs have taken place and a wage

oriented union negotiates with the �rms, wages decrease and employment increases.

Firms can threaten to produce in the other country and, therefore, wages decrease.

In addition, employment is larger due to a higher production. The situation di�ers

with an employment oriented union. After the FDIs have taken place, wages as well

as employment decrease. The reason is that due to the stronger position of the union

before the FDI, wages and employment were very high and thus, with a weaker position

of the union after the FDI, employment as well as wages are lower. Firms' pro�ts are

higher with FDIs in case of a wage oriented as well as an employment oriented union.

Taken the asymmetric case into consideration with only one FDI, Zhao shows that this

is the preferred case for the �rm investing abroad. Pro�ts are even higher than with two

FDIs. However, the non{FDI �rm su�ers. Thus, both �rms have a dominant strategy

to invest in the other country. In equilibrium two FDIs take place. For welfare and with

wage oriented unions employment increases with two FDIs and this leads to a higher

welfare. With employment oriented unions employment and also welfare decrease. A

conclusive policy advice whether FDIs are welfare enhancing or not therefore depends

on union preferences. Nevertheless, wages are always lower with FDIs.

Zhao (1998) applies the same model but focuses on di�erent levels of union organiza-

tion and levels of bargaining. With union organization and bargaining on industry{level

as in his previous publication, Zhao �nds that wages always decrease after FDI takes

place. This is independent from unions being wage or employment oriented. The wage

reduction is due to two e�ects. First, there is the threat{point e�ects which simply states

that �rms can produce abroad during a strike. This strengthens �rms' position during
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negotiations, thereby reducing wages. Second, the two �rms negotiate together with the

union in one round and internalize the external e�ect of altered wages and quantities on

each other which lowers wages (i.e., the collusive e�ect).

If the union organization is industry wide but wages are �rm speci�c, the threat point

for the union during a strike is increased since the union can extract rents from the non{

striking �rm. The threat point e�ect of the �rms is unchanged, but the collusive e�ect

does not appear anymore with both �rms negotiating separately. Both e�ects together

increase wages. Finally, if union organization is also shifted to �rm{level, the union's

threat point is reduced. The position for �rms remains unchanged, and this reduces

wages.

The idea to examine the e�ects of di�erent union organization levels as well as

di�erent negotiation levels on FDIs is also a central point in Leahy and Montagna (2000),

even though the framework is very di�erent to Zhao. In Leahy and Montagna one

multinational enterprise (MNE) can invest in the unionized domestic country. Even

before the investment, n di�erent �rms are active in the market. Leahy and Montagna

take decentral unions and thus �rm speci�c wages into consideration as well as one

central union with central or �rm speci�c wages. Unions always set wages. The claim

that international �rms prefer a decentral wage negotiations is not supported by the

�ndings of the authors. By assumption, the MNE is more productive than the other

�rms and thus the MNE bene�ts from industry wide wages. Hence, with a central union

organization and bargaining, the union cannot extract as much rent from the more

productive MNE than the union would like to, since this would weaken the domestic

�rms even more. In addition, Leahy and Montagna show that national welfare decreases

with an FDI in their model. The MNE extract pro�ts from the national �rms and these

rents are transferred to the home country of the MNE. Welfare in the unionized country

decreases and this e�ect becomes more severe the larger the competitive advantage of

the MNE is.

In contrast to the right{to{manage model of Leahy and Montagna, Bughin and Van-

nini (2003) analyze e�cient bargaining. In their duopoly model, an FDI can increase
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welfare when union bargaining strength is not too high. Additionally, the decision be-

tween FDI and exports is rather simple in Leahy and Montagna. Firms produce in the

country with lower wages since no trade barriers are taken into consideration. With ef-

�cient bargaining, the decision becomes more complicated: wage as well as employment

e�ects are noteworthy. Overall the authors conclude that with a right{to{manage model

incentives for �rms to undertake an FDI are higher compared to e�cient bargaining.

Leahy and Montagna (2005) is di�erent in the model set{up compared to the previous

papers . They shed light on the question if wage dumping behavior of less developed

countries (LDC) is welfare enhancing for these countries. Therefore, they model three

countries: One is the export oriented LDC. Products are sold in a second, developed and

importing nation. Goods are produced in the developed country. Additionally, the LDC

can produce goods and export them if MNEs invest there. The MNE's domestic country

is a third unregarded country. Unions are active in the developed as well as in the less

developed country. The question under consideration is whether the LDC should always

attract FDIs through a restriction in union power. The authors �nd that it is not always

in the interest of the LDC to restrict union power in the LDC to maximize the level of

FDI. This is due to the fact that workers in the LDC bene�t from the FDI if they can

extract at least a little bit of the surplus. This drives the result that union power should

not be limited so much that wages MNEs pay are just equal to reservation wages. The

optimal level of union power in the LDC depends on the competitive position of the LDC,

i.e., the relative cost advantage to the highly developed country. Interestingly, conicts

occur not between but within countries. Consumers in highly developed countries prefer

low social standards and therefore a low union power since prices decrease. Firms as

well as workers in the developed countries oppose this social dumping.

Policy Implications

The papers discussed so far are very ambiguous in terms of policy recommendations.

The pro�tability of FDI for national welfare is highly sensitive to the model set{up.

Nevertheless, some articles focus on policy instruments to inuence the FDI decision of
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�rms.

Skaksen (2005) examines whether countries should subsidize FDIs, focusing on a

Cournot duopoly with two �rms active in two unionized countries. With FDI, the foreign

�rm relocates production to the domestic country and produces there. Skaksen assumes

that after the FDI, both �rms negotiate with one union. Thus, after the FDI wages

increase when products are substitutes and decrease when products are complements.

This is solely driven by the fact that after the FDI the unions do not compete anymore

since both wages are set by one union. When products are complements, a subsidy for

inward FDIs can be world welfare enhancing since ine�ciencies in the labor markets are

reduced.

A more sophisticated model of policy instruments is build by Rocha-Akis (2006).

In her set{up the Government of the domestic country can choose an optimal labor

tax, which is tantamount to choosing a transfer policy to unemployed since they are

linked through the budget constraint. With the policy decision the Government has an

impact on the location choice of a multinational �rm. Rocha-Akis models a duopoly

with homogeneous products sold in the home country. The �rm located in the domestic

country is assumed to be immobile. The other �rm is a mobile MNE and chooses

between production in the domestic or in the foreign country. If the MNE chooses the

latter, it exports the goods to the home country. The countries are also diverse in their

institutional set{up. The home country is unionized and wages are negotiated between

�rms and unions. In the foreign country wages are exogenous. Additionally, in the

home country the Government collects a labor tax. Rocha-Akis also assumes that the

Government can attribute di�erent weights to producer and consumer rents, or on labor

income and unemployment bene�ts. If the Government values consumer and producer

surplus more, it is business friendly, otherwise it is labor friendly.

When two conditions are ful�lled it is optimal for the domestic Government to induce

a relocation of the MNE to the foreign country: the Government must be business

friendly, i.e., putting emphasis on producer and consumer surplus. If in addition the

relocation costs for the MNE are low (i.e., the sunk relocation costs as well as foreign
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labor costs are low and home union bargaining strength high), it is optimal to choose a

low labor tax and, thus, a low level of redistribution. Thereby, the Government induces

a location of the MNE in the foreign country and this is|maybe surprising at �rst

glance|optimal for the domestic country's Government. When incentives to relocate

are high for the MNE, than it is mostly better for the home �rm and consumers if the

Government does not try to stop the MNE to produce in the foreign country. The MNE

exports from abroad, the home producer can compete with the MNE if taxes are not too

high even if wage costs at home are higher. Through an increased output the domestic

�rm can bene�t and this also leads to a higher consumer surplus. Exactly the opposite

is true for a Government that places enough weight on workers' income. In this case,

the Government should try to induce the MNE to produce in the home country.

With a Cournot duopoly model, Ma (2007) demonstrate that with lobbying taken

into account, an economically disadvantageous FDI can occur. In each of two symmetric

unionized countries one monopolist is active. Both countries try to attract an MNE but

this MNE only invests in one of the two countries. The Government can subsidize the FDI

with a lump sum subsidy or even tax it. The Government's decision is inuenced by the

political contributions of the domestic �rm and union. With the additional assumption

that the �rst country bene�ts more from FDI than the second, Ma establishes that an

equilibrium can be found where FDI is taking place in the second country, if the political

incentives in the second country dominate both the �rst country's economic advantage

as well as the political incentives. Thus, too much lobbying can result in economically

disadvantageous FDIs.

Hauer and Mittermaier (2008) also examine whether a country should attract FDI

through a tax discount or even a subsidy. In their model, two countries (each with one

active monopolist) compete to attract a third �rm. The countries are heterogeneous,

they have di�erent market sizes, and only one country is unionized. Both Governments

choose optimal policies in the �rst stage to maximize welfare. The authors �nd that in

equilibrium the unionized country can attract the FDI by o�ering a tax discount or even

paying a subsidy. The Government compensates the foreign �rm more than the union
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wages harm the �rm. Thus, also a smaller home market does not prevent the FDI in

the unionized country with an optimal policy.

Number of FDIs

Mukherjee and Suetrong (2007) examine the impact of di�erent union structures on

FDIs. In their two{country model, only one country is unionized and the unionized

�rms can serve the other market through exports or an outward FDI. Additionally, the

number of �rms engaging in FDI is endogenous. Wages are set either by decentral unions,

or in the central case, one industry union sets industry wages. Mukherjee and Suetrong

�nd that wages are always lower under decentralized wage setting than with central

wage setting for a given number of FDIs. Nevertheless, they also show that incentives

to realize an FDI are higher with centralized than with decentralized wage negotiations.

Thus, wages and union utility under decentralized wage setting can be higher than with

centralized wage setting when �rms actively decide over FDIs.

Naylor and Santoni (2003) test whether autarky, one{sided FDIs or reciprocal FDIs

are Nash equilibria. In their Cournot duopoly model, one �rm and one union are active

in each country. The unions are able to set wages, �rms choose product market quantities

and thereby employment, and product markets are separated. Firms can invest abroad

if they are willing to pay �x costs, otherwise they can only sell in the domestic market.

The authors show that incentives to undertake an FDI are the greater the weaker the

union in that country is and the stronger the union's preferences for employment are.

The aim is then to test whether autarky, one{sided FDIs, or two{sided FDIs are

equilibria. This depends on the level of �xed FDI costs. The authors �nd that a high

substitutability of products and a weak �rm strength result in a game that takes the form

of a prisoners' dilemma for �rms. With weak �rms and high product substitutability,

autarky becomes advantageous for �rms. The easier it is to substitute products the

more intense is the competition in the product market, which decreases pro�ts and

earnings. Weaker �rm bargaining strength leads to higher wages|especially in the

duopoly situation. Therefore, under these circumstances �rms are more likely to prefer
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autarky. Nevertheless, even in this case, it is pro�table for one of the �rms to invest

abroad under the condition that the other �rm does not do the same. So, the �rm which

has taken the investment bene�ts from a new product market in the other country and

does not su�er competition in the domestic market. However, this harms the other �rm.

Thus, the classical prisoners' dilemma logic applies. Each �rm invests abroad, while

highly substitutable products and weak �rm strength lead to lower wages.

The sequential choice of two �rms to undertake an outward FDI and its welfare and

policy consequences are in the focus of Ishida and Matsushima (2008). In their Cournot

duopoly model, two �rms are located in one country. Both countries are unionized with

�rm speci�c unions and serve a home market as well as a separated foreign market.

When a �rm exports to the other country, transportation costs arise. The two �rms

can sequentially choose to relocate production. Producing in the foreign country incurs

a �xed cost and exogenous labor costs. Following the �rst �rm's decision whether or

not to undertake an FDI, the second �rm decides. Ishida and Matsushima show that

the second FDI is always detrimental for home welfare. In most cases, the asymmetric

situation with one FDI is preferable for social welfare. The reason is the wage restraint

of the second union when the �rst �rm undertakes an FDI. With one �rm producing

abroad, the competitive situation for the second, national �rm is weakened. Thus, the

second union lowers wages to help its �rm to stay competitive in the foreign market.

Since wages for the second �rm have to be low for all workers, this �rm can produce

at low costs for the home market, too. The �rst union can therefore not increase the

wages for the remaining workers in \its" �rm as much as the union would like. Even

if the �rm generates high pro�ts in the foreign country,the �rm would reduce output if

home wages would be high and this would lower employment and thus utility of the �rst

union. Summing up, the �rst FDI leads to lower domestic wages and thus lower prices

and higher welfare. Nevertheless, when the second �rm also invests abroad, wages rise

sharply in the home country, since both unions try to extract all the domestic rents from

their �rms. This reduces output in the home market and, therefore, prices increase and

welfare decreases. Additionally, the authors show that the social disadvantage of two
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FDIs does not primarily result from lower union utility but instead from lower consumer

surplus. Unions can under certain conditions bene�t from the second FDI since this

weakens competition between the unions.

Glass and Saggi (2005) also endogenously determine the equilibrium number of FDIs.

In their model, two �rms are located in two di�erent countries with distinct markets.

Each �rm can choose to serve the foreign market through an FDI or through exports.

It is assumed that both �rms need one intermediate good supplied by a local upstream

supplier. This intermediate can be interpreted as a labor union, but nevertheless the

model is more general and assumes that a pro�t maximizing �rm produces this inter-

mediate. The timing is di�erent than in the previous models. First, downstream �rms

decide about an FDI or exports. In the second stage, the downstream �rms choose

quantities, in the third stage the upstream �rms choose prices. Thus, the order is re-

versed. Relating to unions, the wage decision would be the short run decision while the

product market quantity game is a long run decision. Glass and Saggi establish for two

markets of similar sizes that two FDIs are the only equilibrium. This decreases global

welfare since it eliminates the indirect competition between the two monopolistic input

suppliers. This due to the fact that upstream prices are set after the downstream �rms

decide to produce in both countries and about the quantity they produce. Additionally,

one outward FDI increases intermediate prices in both countries. It is obvious that the

price of the intermediate good is higher in the FDI host country since demand increases

and thus the monopolistic upstream supplier charges a higher price. This higher price

of the intermediate in the host country has a positive external e�ect on the prices in the

other country. Thus, this e�ect can o�set the price decreasing demand reduction e�ect

in the other country and increase the prices there, too. So, the authors interpret one

FDI as a cost{raising strategy.

Miscellaneous

Bughin and Vannini (1995) is very di�erent from the other papers due to the assumption.

The paper sheds light on the impact of an inward FDI on union wages and �rm pro�ts.
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The improvement of their model is that the competitive wage in the domestic country

is endogenous, and this drives lots of this results. It is assumed that two �rms compete

in a Cournot duopoly, a domestic and an international �rm. The international �rm has

the option to produce in a second foreign country at an exogenous wage or to produce

in the home country. With an inward FDI, again, two cases are distinguished. With full

unionization, the MNE also has to pay union wages, with partial unionization, only the

domestic competitor is unionized and the MNE pays a competitive wage. Notably, in the

case of partial unionization the MNE inuences the competitive wage in the domestic

country with its labor demand and, therefore, also a�ects the union threat point during

wage negotiations. By assumption unionization leads to unemployment since total labor

supply is exogenous and constant.

In this setting, Bughin and Vannini show that FDI lowers the host country's welfare.

Unions are indi�erent between an MNE producing in the foreign market and exporting

the goods to the home market or producing in the domestic country and being union-

ized. With a unionized MNE, unemployment is una�ected in the domestic country.

Nevertheless, the worst situation for the union arises when the foreign �rm produces in

the domestic country, but pays competitive wages. This is due to the fact that, with

an increased labor demand from the MNE, unemployment decreases and competitive

wages will also decrease and thus the threat point of the unions during negotiations is

lowered. For the MNE, incentives to produce in the domestic country are reduced when

the domestic country is unionized and the MNE has to pay union wages. Therefore, par-

tial unionization is in the interest of the MNE. Union power in the rival's �rm creates

unemployment, thus lowering the competitive wage for the MNE and creating a cost

advantage.

The decision for the �rms has been between FDIs or exports so far; it was assumed

that an FDI is a substitute for exports. However, the empirical literature shows that

�rms sometimes choose an FDI in one country, but in addition, they also export to that

country. The question, why FDI and export can be complements, is in the focus of

Mukherjee (2008). In his model, a multinational �rm is located in its domestic country
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and needs labor as an input for production with labor costs being exogenous in the

domestic country. The �rm exports the goods to a foreign country, where the demand

is located, and the foreign country's Government does not impose tari�s. Additionally,

the �rm can undertake an FDI in the foreign country, but then has to pay �xed costs

of FDI and endogenously determined wages, set by a union. In the foreign country,

also the second, local �rm is active, which has to pay union wages and compete with

the foreign �rm in Cournot fashion. It is assumed that wages are �rm speci�c and set

by a monopolistic union. The timing of the game is rather uncommon. In the �rst

stage, the multinational �rm decides between FDI, export, or both. In the second stage,

the MNE chooses its export level, before the host country union sets wages. Finally,

both �rms choose quantities produced in the foreign country. This timing is uncommon

in several ways. The second decision and thus a rather long run decision is the level of

exports. Mukherjee reasons this by the capacity choice of the MNE in its domestic plant.

It builds production facilities in the home country, and this is a long{term decision.

Nevertheless, this can be advantageous for the �rm since this leads to a �rst{mover

advantage. The �rm can credibly threat to export a positive quantity. Afterwards the

union sets the wages before the multinational �rm chooses the production quantity in

the foreign country. Thus, when wages are too high in the foreign country, the MNE �rm

will produce at home. With low wages, the union in the foreign country can attract FDI.

Mukherjee shows that the MNE chooses di�erent strategies dependent on the market

size. The MNE undertakes only an FDI and does not export when the market size is

small. Then, the union sets lower wages than in the domestic country to attract the

MNE. In an intermediate range of market size the international �rm partly chooses to

undertake FDIs and exports. Thus, it is nicely established that �rms can understand

FDI and exports as complements. With the threat to supply the home market at least

partly by exports the MNE \persuades" the union to lower the wages. Within a large

market, union wages are higher in the host country than in the foreign country, and

therefore the �rm chooses only to export.

Another nice �ngertip related to Naylor (2002b), Naylor (2002a), and the literature
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on FDIs is Ishida and Matsushima (2005). In their duopoly, two �rms are at the outset

located in one unionized country and compete in Cournot fashion. Additionally, they can

export their homogeneous good to another foreign country's market and again compete

there in Cournot fashion. However, transport costs arise for each unit exported. Wages

are set by two �rm speci�c unions in the home country, quantities are solely chosen

by �rms. If one of the �rms has the option to invest abroad, the new plant in the

foreign country is also unionized. The authors state that one would normally assume

that the option to do an FDI increases the competitive position of the �rst �rm since

it can supply the foreign market cheaper and no transportation costs arise. The rival

without this option su�ers. Instead, they show that the pro�ts of the rival can increase

if transportation costs to the other market are su�ciently high. In order to help its �rm

to be more competitive in the foreign market the home union of the �rm without the

option to do an FDI will reduce wages so much that this o�sets the negative e�ect of

the lower transportation costs of the international �rm. Thus, more intense competition

can be advantageous for the rival without the option to do the FDI.

Trade Liberalization and FDI

In a combined model Lommerud, Meland, and S�rgard (2003) take trade liberalization

as well as FDIs into account. In their two country model, one country is unionized, in

the other country wages are exogenously given and at the competitive level. One �rm

is located in each country and in the unionized country one union is active. Markets

are separated, but both �rms can export if they pay tari�s. Only the �rm in the

unionized country can also invest in the non{unionized country. Overall, this �rm has

three options. It can stay local, it can produce in both countries but then �x costs of

the FDI arise. Finally, it can totally relocate production and cease production in the

domestic country. It is assumed that total relocation is more expensive than partial

relocation. The game has three stages. First, the �rm in the unionized country decides

whether to relocate or not. Wage setting takes place at the second stage. Finally, �rms

compete in Cournot fashion in the third stage. Like in the models of Naylor a marginal
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reduction of tari�s increases wages. Unions extract some of the rents the �rms can

generate due to a larger product market. The disadvantage of higher competition in the

domestic market is o�set. However, the incentives for FDIs are increased with higher

wages in the unionized country. This is true for partial FDIs since wages increase as

well as for a total relocation because an export to the unionized country after relocation

becomes cheaper. Overall, employment as well as welfare decrease in the unionized

country with a tari� reduction since the FDI level increases.

Related to this, Vandenbussche and Collie (2005) examine a model of the location

choice of two \footloose" companies and the optimal tari�s a domestic country should

choose to a�ect location choice. In their model the only association the �rms have to the

di�erent countries is that shareholders of each �rm belong to one of the two countries

and therefore home (foreign) �rm's pro�ts increase welfare of the home (foreign) country.

Additionally, the labor market in the home country is unionized and wages are set by

a monopolistic union, wages in the foreign country are exogenous. The �rms compete

in the product market, and demand for the product only arises locally. Therefore, �rms

have to balance two e�ects: when they locate in the home country they have to pay

union wages, however, when they choose the foreign country as the place of production,

they have to pay tari�s for an export to the home country. The domestic Government

chooses this tari� in order to maximize domestic welfare. The game has the well known

order. First, the Government chooses the optimal tax; afterwards �rms choose location,

followed by the wage determination of the unions. Finally the �rms compete in the

product market. Like Lommerud, Meland, and S�rgard (2003) they show that trade

liberalization can lead to outward FDIs and thus to a reduced welfare in the domestic

country. Di�erent from Lommerud, Meland, and S�rgard (2003), Vandenbussche and

Collie allow the domestic Government to choose optimal tari�s. When the wage level

in the foreign country is close to domestic level, the optimal tari� set by the domestic

Government dissuades �rms from moving abroad. Di�erent from the previous literature,

tari�s do not improve welfare through the common `foreign rent{extracting' motive,

instead, the tari� deters outward FDI and thus increases union rents. However, when the
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wage di�erences are su�ciently large and the wage in the non{unionized foreign country

is lower than in the domestic country, the Government will optimally not collect a tax.

It is then better for domestic welfare when the two �rms produce abroad and export the

good to the home market. Due to higher pro�ts in the domestic �rm, domestic welfare

increases. Additionally, consumer surplus is higher since the quantity produced is high.

Nevertheless, no production takes place in the home country and unions su�er. However,

the �rst positive e�ects o�set the last negative, so overall domestic welfare improves

without a tari�. To sum up, Vandenbussche and Collie show that with totally footloose

�rms, a welfare maximizing Government is more inclined to set tari�s against foreign

countries with similar wage levels. Instead with low{wage countries the Government

prefers a free{trade agreement.

1.3.3 Di�erences in Labor Market Organization

The following papers focuses on equilibrium wages and employment when countries with

di�erent models of labor market organization compete. Capital ows (FDI) and strategic

trade policy is usually left aside in these models.

Corneo (1995) examines wage and employment changes in a Cournot duopoly with

asymmetric union organization level as well as bargaining levels. In his model, n �rms

compete in one integrated product market. Firms are located in two di�erent countries.

In the �rst stage, unions and �rms in each country negotiate for wages. In a second

stage, �rms choose quantities. Corneo varies the level of union organization, the level

of bargaining, bargaining strengths of �rms and unions, threat points of unions during

strikes, and he analyzes simultaneous and sequential bargaining. As levels of organiza-

tion and negotiation he assumes either a central union organization with an industry

wage or decentral unions with �rm speci�c wages. First, Corneo assumes that in both

countries �rm speci�c wage negotiations take place, while reservation wages and bar-

gaining strengths di�er between the countries. It is shown that wages increase with an

increase in union power and reservation wages. Additionally, higher wages also bene�t

the other union which in turn will increase its wage. Secondly
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Secondly, Corneo examines di�erent organization levels. Wages are highest if a cen-

tral union negotiates a central wage in both countries. Wages are lowest for decentral

bargaining and union organization. The reasons are well known: a central union in-

ternalizes the externality one union's wage has on the other union's utility. With more

decentral unions and bargaining, unions compete indirectly through the �rms competing

in the product market, and this leads to lower wages. When the situation is asymmet-

ric and in one country wages are set on the industry level and in the other country

on the �rm level, then wages are high in the country with industry{wage setting than

in the country with �rm wages. This is independent of the number of �rms active in

each market. The asymmetric case is thus in the middle of the two symmetric cases.

With sequential bargaining, wages are higher than with simultaneous negotiation since

an \upswing" e�ect occurs: if one union negotiates a higher wage rate, this leads to

a positive externality for the other union in the next round, and so on. Corneo also

examines whether central wages are higher in the country with more �rms or with less.

One has to keep in mind here that the product market is totally liberalized. Thus, wages

in the country with more �rms are higher than in the country with fewer �rms. For the

union in the small country the threat of competition from other �rms is more severe,

therefore this union has a strong interest in lower wages. The union in the large country

is, in contrast, less a�ected by actions of the competing union in the small country.

Summarizing the �ndings concerning international unionized oligopolies, it is notice-

able that numerous papers introduce their �ndings with statements that they are \at

odds with conventional wisdom", or results are \counter intuitive" (see for example Cor-

neo (1995), Leahy and Montagna (2000), or Lommerud, Meland, and S�rgard (2003)).

The e�ects of trade liberalization or FDIs are very nebulous. Once product market and

labor market imperfections are taken into account, the e�ects of trade policies is un-

clear. Depending on the model speci�cation, wages, employment, pro�ts, union utility,

and welfare can increase or decrease after trade liberalization. Noteworthy, unionized

countries do not necessarily have a competitive disadvantage compared to non{unionized

nations. Similarly, FDIs can be disadvantageous and do not always increase domestic
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welfare. They can decrease and increase wages as well as employment. A general and

unambiguous policy advice is thus not available.

1.4 Innovations

The e�ect unions have on innovations is a controversial topic. The theoretical as well as

the empirical literature is not conclusive on whether unions hinder or boost innovations.

To review of the literature, I �rst summarize the �ndings on how unions a�ect innovations

if product markets are competitive. Building on this literature, I present the seminal

work of Dowrick and Spencer (1994) and of Ulph and Ulph (1988, 1989, 1994, 1998, and

2001), and �nally discuss other papers analyzing union e�ects in a unionized oligopoly.

1.4.1 Classical Papers on Unions and Innovations

One of the �rst attempts to examine the e�ect of union strength on investment was Grout

(1984). He models a monopolistic �rm which can invest in innovations. With unions, a

hold{up problem can arise. After an investment, the �rm earns higher pro�ts and the

union has the possibility to appropriate a share of this rent. The union demands higher

wages and this reduces the investment rent for the �rm, which in turn lowers investment

incentives ex ante. If union and �rm can sign binding contracts ex ante, however, the

union will not appropriate gains from innovations ex post and the investment level of

the �rm is not reduced. Grout concludes that the investment level of �rms is higher

with binding contract than without.

In contrast, Freeman and Medo� (1984) do not conclude that unions always reduce

innovation activity of �rms. They �nd two antagonistic e�ects, a \labor{saving" and

a \rent{seeking" e�ect (Freeman and Medo� 1984, p.162{180). The latter e�ect is well

known from Grout the \labor{saving" e�ect is new. With greater union power and,

therefore, higher wages, �rms have more incentives to adopt a new technique using less

labor and thus, union wages encourage labor saving innovations. Furthermore, Freeman

and Medo� �nd that unions contribute to employee training and lower job turnover as
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well as establish more e�cient governance structures and this brings about an innovation

friendly climate in the �rm.

Even the empirical literature is not decisive whether innovations are higher or lower

with unions. For the United States, most studies �nd that unions hinder innovation,

while for Europe, the situation is less clear cut. Some studies do not �nd any inuence on

innovations, while some also �nd positive e�ects. Excellent overviews over the empirical

literature are provided by Keefe (1992), Menezes-Filho and van Reenen (2003), Menezes-

Filho et al. (1998b), and Menezes-Filho et al. (1998a).

Nevertheless, imperfect product market competition has been neglected in these �rst

theoretical papers. This is the focus of the following contributions.

1.4.2 Imperfect Competition in the Product Market

Dowrick and Spencer

Dowrick and Spencer (1994) ask whether unions are unions luddites in their paper's

title.2 In their paper, Dowrick and Spencer analyze the question which factors lead to

unions becoming luddites, or stated di�erently, to unions opposing labor{saving inno-

vations. The paper �rst assumes that wages are exogenous. Secondly wage setting is

endogenized with a single union and multiple unions. Usually, union's utility has no

speci�c functional form. It is only assumed that unions focus on wages or employment.

Also the demand function is quite general, not even assumptions concerning the elastic-

ity are made. On top of this, workers can be substitutes or complements in production,

and union organization can be �rm{, industry{, and sometimes craft{speci�c. In the

�rst stage of the game, unions decide to oppose or support innovations. In the second

stage, wage negotiations take place, and �nally, in the third stage, each �rm retains the

right to choose employment quantity in the product market. For the simple reason that

results are quite numerous, I have subjectively chosen to present some of them.

2Luddites, a group of early 19th century English workmen, destroyed labor saving machinery as a
protest. Their principal objective was the introduction of new wide{framed looms. There looms could
be operated by unskilled workers resulting in job losses for many former textile workers. Nowadays,
luddite has become a synonym for anyone opposed to technological progress.
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If wages are exogenous, unions sometimes facilitate labor{saving innovations. This at

�rst glance surprising result occurs if product market demand is elastic. The �rm hires

more workers and this increases union utility. Consequently, with an inelastic product

market demand, unions are luddites. The paper concludes that all factors that lead

to a reduction in labor demand elasticity increase the probability that unions oppose

innovations.

With wages determined endogenously, and even with a lower employment, labor saving

innovations can be in the interest of the union if wages increase. This result is derived

on the assumption that the union is wage oriented and can appropriate enough of the

�rm's innovation rents through higher wages while general statements are di�cult with

a linear demand that decentral unions are more likely to support innovations, while in-

dustry unions tend to oppose them. An industry union is exposed to higher demand

elasticity since it is concerned about the utility of all workers in the industry and thus

lower employment harms an industry union more. At this point, Dowrick and Spencer

point out a relation to the empirical �ndings of Calmfors and Dri�ll (1988), who found

an inverted U{shaped relationship between union organization level and wage level.

Wages are highest with an intermediate level of union organization and lowest with

a very central or decentral unions. Similar e�ects are established for innovations by

Dowrick and Spencer. Very decentral unions do not oppose labor saving innovations

much, their luddite level is low. In contrast, with industry unions the aversion to inno-

vations increases. Finally, Dowrick and Spencer speculate that central unions internalize

the positive macroeconomic e�ects of innovations and thus do not hinder innovations.

With this, also an inverted U{shaped relation between level of union organization and

innovation is established.

Irrespectively, a causality between union bargaining strength and opposition to labor

saving innovations cannot be found. The factors that determine whether unions are lud-

dites are their preferences for wages and employment and the level of union organization.
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Ulph and Ulph

Apart from the publication of Dowrick and Spencer, Ulph and Ulph have published

several papers dealing with unionized oligopoly, especially on the strategic e�ects of

innovations. They mostly assume that a new technology can be obtained by a patent

race and only one of the competing �rms is able to introduce the innovative technology.

This adds a new aspect to the previous literature, since now it can be bene�cial for a

union if its �rm wins the innovation even if this would lead to lower employment. The

alternative that the competing �rm wins the new technology and the demand for labor

falls still more, is even worse for the union.

In their �rst paper Ulph and Ulph (1988) model a patent race in a duopoly and

assume that it takes the form of an auction. Only the �rm that bids most receives the

patent and can use the new technology. They distinguish three cases of negotiations,

which all have in common that bargaining takes place after the auction. In addition,

in all cases the scope of bargaining covers at least wages and employment, in two cases

also the timing of innovations is an extra dimension of bargaining. In the �rst case,

ex{post bargaining, unions and �rms negotiate about employment and wages after the

patent auction. With sequential post{auction bargaining again wage and employment

agreements are concluded after the auction, but now the �rm that won the patent and its

union negotiate in a separate negotiation round whether and when the �rm introduces

the new technology. This is because it can be bene�cial for �rm and union that the

competitor does not win the auction. This again depends on the competitive threat,

which is the di�erence between the pro�ts the �rm makes if it wins the race and those

it makes if it looses. However, this does not imply that it is in the interest of both,

union and �rm, to introduce the new technology. It is not su�cient to claim that unions

decrease �rm pro�ts after an innovation. One has to compare �rm pro�ts when the

other �rm would win instead. Even when the winning �rm does not introduce the

technology, it can be better o� compared to the case where the competitor introduces

the innovation. With simultaneous post{auction bargaining, the innovation winning �rm

and union negotiate two sets of wages and employment. One is paid before the new
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technology is introduced, the other afterwards. Additionally, they agree on the date

when the innovation is introduced.

The main �nding is that an enlarged scope of negotiation, including the timing of

innovations, is disadvantageous for unions. It never leads to a �rm that would have lost

the patent race winning it now, which would be in the interest of �rm and union. Nev-

ertheless, for some parameter constellations enlarging the scope of bargaining can lead

to a �rm that otherwise would innovate not doing so. This harms both �rm and union.

Another somewhat surprising result is that with simultaneous post{auction bargaining

unions are willing to decrease wage claims after the innovation to introduce the new

technology later. Thus, the union cannot appropriate nay rents after the introduction.

In a very similar model, Ulph and Ulph (1989) focus on union bargaining strength,

and con�rm their previous �nding that negotiations over wages, employment, and the

timing of the innovation are detrimental to union utility. However, sometimes an in-

creased union strength can increase the probability of a �rm to win a patent race it

otherwise would have lost.

The publication Ulph and Ulph (1994), in contrast to their previous work, also

analyze right{to{manage negotiations and show that the more the union cares for em-

ployment the less the union can inuence the results of the patent race. In contrast,

with e�cient bargaining and increased union strength, sometimes a �rm wins a patent

race which it would have lost with a weaker union.

In Ulph and Ulph 1998 and Ulph and Ulph (2001) a similar question as Grout

(1984) is discussed. Is it more e�cient to introduce ex{ante or ex{post negotiations to

implement the optimal level of R&D? In contrast to Grout's work, Ulph and Ulph state

that ex{post negotiations can be advantageous. This rests on the e�ect that Ulph and

Ulph consider a patent race between �rms and include strategic product market e�ects.

Considering a non{unionized imperfect product market with a patent tournament taking

place, �rms over{invest in R&D since �rms are very keen to win the patent and prevent

the competitor from introducing the new technology. Considering unionized markets and

ex{ante negotiations, the results resemble the �ndings with a competitive labor market.
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Firms over{invest in technology. Thus, with ex{post negotiations, �rms invest less since

unions extract rents due to the hold{up problem and thus ex{post negotiations reduce

the over investment. Ulph and Ulph (2001) also conclude that ex{ante negotiations are

not always preferable to ex{post negotiations.

Other Publications

In their mainly empirical publication, Menezes-Filho, Ulph, and van Reenen (1998a)

build a theoretical model to examine the inuence of union bargaining strength on

R&D activity. The model is highly related to Ulph and Ulph (1994). The authors

show with e�cient bargaining as well as with right{to{manage how union bargaining

strength inuences equilibrium outcomes. For right{to{manage investment incentives

for �rms can decrease in union power. The union extracts more rents and this reduces

R&D incentives. Nevertheless, with e�cient bargaining, an increase in union power can

increase in employment if unions are relatively weak, especially for employment oriented

unions. This again implies that the �rm with a higher market share has higher incentives

to invest in innovations.

Zikos (2007) also extends the papers of Ulph and Ulph to show that �rms and

a union prefer long{term wage contracts (i.e., the union sets wages before the �rm

chooses R&D level). In contrast to Ulph and Ulph, Zikos assumes that investments in

innovations of the �rms are not mutually exclusive as in the tournament models. Instead,

�rms' innovations have positive spill{overs on competitors. The focus of the paper is on

di�erent wage contract lengths. The paper examines long{term wage contracts, where

the union sets the wage in the �rst stage, then �rms choose their R&D level, and in the

last stage the �rms compete in the product market. The standard ex{post wage setting

is referred to as short term contracts, where �rst the �rms decide over the investment

before the union chooses wages. Zikos �nds that a long{term contract induces lower

wages than short term wages and therefore employment and investments are highest

for long{term contracts. The union prefers the long{term contract even if wages are

lower since it bene�ts from the higher employment level. Additionally, pro�ts for �rms
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are maximized with long{term contracts. Indeed, comparing the incentives of �rms and

union to choose a contract in an endogenous wage contract game, they will both agree

on the long{term contract.

Banerjee and Lin (2003) is not a unionized oligopoly paper in the strict sense. How-

ever, it is very similar to Zikos (2007). Banerjee and Lin build a model of a vertical

related industry, with one upstream �rm setting a price for all �rms in a downstream

oligopoly and examine how innovations in the downstream industry are inuenced by

the upstream industry. They also analyze whether input price contract before or af-

ter the innovation are preferred by the upstream and downstream �rms. It is shown

that downstream and upstream �rms' pro�ts, level of innovations, consumer surplus

and, thus, welfare are higher with \�xed{priced contract", that is input price contracts

signed before the R&D investment stage.

Brcena-Ruiz and Campo Corredera (2003) focus on simultaneous and sequential wage

setting. In their model, two unions set wages for a downstream duopoly. Unions decide

if they want to set wages simultaneous or sequentially. After this decision, �rms invest

in R&D, than unions set wages, and �nally �rm competition takes place. The authors

�nd two distinct e�ects. The �rst is a strategic e�ect: with sequential wage setting

the union with the �rst mover advantage sets a higher wage than the second union,

and both set higher wages than with simultaneous wage setting, when neglecting R&D

investment. The second e�ect is a productivity e�ect: the �rm with the follower union

invests more in R&D than the leader �rm since wages are lower. Total investment is

maximized with simultaneous wage setting. However, these two e�ects together lead to

unions preferring to set wages simultaneously, in contrast to Corneo (1995) and De Fraja

(1993a): when the market is small and the e�ciency of the investment su�ciently great,

the productivity e�ect dominates the strategic e�ect.

Tauman and Weiss (1987) point out that unionized �rms can adopt a new technology

while a non{unionized competitor abstain from doing so. In their model, two �rms

compete in Cournot fashion. One of the �rms is unionized while wages of the other

�rm are exogenous at the competitive level. Both �rms can adopt a new labor saving
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technology. They show that an equilibrium can occur in which only the unionized

�rm will adopt the technology. Under the assumption that reservation wages are equal

and �rms and unions act simultaneously (i.e., at the same point in time, �rms decide

about the technology adoption and the union sets wages), the equilibrium that only the

unionized �rm introduces the technology can occur. However, demand has to be high

in this case. With a high demand, the unionized �rm outbid the low cost �rm in the

competition for the new technology. Generally, with a high demand, both �rms are

willing to pay more for the new technology than with a low demand. However, with an

increase in demand the unionized �rm has the additional advantage from introducing the

labor saving technology since the union demands a higher wage with a higher demand.

When unions set wages after technology adoption, which seems to be the more realistic

case, the reservation wages of the union members have to be higher than the reservation

wages of the non{union members. Only then, a unionized �rm will solely introduce the

advanced technology. Otherwise, the union appropriate the pro�ts of the new technology,

the �rm anticipates this and invests less. With higher opportunity costs of the unionized

workers, however, their wages exceed the wages of the non{unionized workers even more

(in relative terms), which makes the introduction of the labor saving innovation more

attractive. In summary, with wage and innovation negotiated simultaneously and with a

high demand, or with sequential decisions, a high demand, and higher opportunity cost

of unionized workers, an equilibrium can be established in which only the unionized �rm

introduces the labor saving technology.

Central vs. Decentral Wages

Several papers consider whether innovation activity is inuenced by institutional set-

tings, in particular the level of union organization and wage negotiations. This could

perhaps explain the empirically di�erences in union inuence on innovation across coun-

tries. While countries in which unions seem to hinder innovations are mostly organized

decentral, with a more central organization unions appear to support innovations. The

following publications give several hints why a central level of union organization can
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lead to higher investments in innovation, even if the union can extract a higher amount

of the rents with a central organization.

Therefore, Calabuig and Gonzalez-Maestre (2002) extend the model of Tauman and

Weiss (1987). In their duopoly model union organization can be central or decentral.

However, wages are always �rm speci�c. Both �rms can buy a new technology so that

both �rms can introduce labor saving innovations. They �nd that in a market with low

demand a �rm with a central union is willing to pay a higher price for an innovation

than a �rm with a decentral union. In a large market, �rms with a decentral union

organization are willing to pay more. This is a consequence of the number of active

�rms after the innovation. In a small market, after the innovation of one �rm the other

�rm has to leave the market because of cost disadvantages. With the purchase of the

innovation the �rm additionally buys a monopoly. Since wages in a monopoly are equal

with either level of union organization, �rms with central unions before the innovation

are willing to pay more. Their wages have been higher before the innovation, so pro�ts

are lower and thus the pro�t di�erences are higher. This does not apply for a large

market. Even after the innovation two �rms stay active and the central union will

extract more rents than two decentral unions. Thus, �rms with central unions pay less

for the innovation. In this paper, a �rst hint is given why more innovations can take

place with central unions.

Manasakis and Petrakis (2005) apply a model with cooperative research to show

that with central unions more investment in R&D can occur. In their model, each �rm

can choose to do research cooperatively or strategically, that is research within an R&D

network or alone. However, strategic research does also lead to spill{overs to the other

�rm. Therefore, research is not a perfect private good. In their duopoly model with

symmetric �rms and homogenous goods, innovations are not labor{ but cost{saving.

Union organization as well as wage bargaining level is either on �rm or on industry

level. Among other results, they show that �rms with an industry wage can have a

higher incentive to invest in research.

First, when each �rm does research strategically, investments are higher with a central
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union if spill{overs are low. Since a central union demands higher wages, �rms invest

more in research to generate the labor{saving process innovations. At the same time, low

spill{overs reduce the free{riding e�ect of the other �rm which also enlarges incentives

to invest. With high spill{overs, incentives to free ride are higher. However, pro�ts for

�rms with central unions are lower even if the level of R&D is higher.

A di�erent result occurs with research networks. No free{riding exists anymore, all

spill{overs are internalized. Then, the only factor that inuences the pro�tability of the

investment is the comparison between �rm pro�ts before and after investment. Pro�ts

are higher with decentral unions, since rent extraction of central unions is higher, and

thus incentives to invest lower. However, welfare implications are quite ambiguous.

The third paper that establishes higher investments with central unions is Haucap

and Wey (2004). In their duopoly model with homogeneous goods unions set wages while

�rms choose employment. Three di�erent union organization and wage setting levels are

modeled. With central negotiations, union organization as well as wage bargaining is

centralized. Under \coordination", organization is still central, nevertheless, negotiations

are decentral. Finally, with decentral unions, union organization as well as bargaining

is �rm speci�c. Like in the papers of Ulph and Ulph a patent race is modeled and

only one �rm can innovate. The �ndings are that with a central organization and

wages, highest incentives to innovate occur. A decentral union organization and wage

bargaining also lead high incentives to innovate, however lower than in the central case.

Lowest incentives occur under coordination. Reasons are obvious: with coordination the

hold{up is most severe. After innovation, the low cost �rm (i.e., the one with the labor

saving innovations) must pay higher rents and the �rm with a competitive disadvantage

must pay less. In this case, the union can extract the highest rents, since the union is

a price discriminating monopolist. With decentral unions and wage negotiations, also

wages di�er after innovations because of di�erent costs. Nevertheless, the two unions

now compete and do not internalize the positive externalities higher wages would have.

Thus wages are lower compared to coordination and incentives to innovate for �rms are

higher. The highest incentives occur with a central wage and a central union. The union
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cannot price discriminate and has to set an average wage that extracts some of the rents

of the productive �rm, but does not harm the unproductive �rm too much. This boosts

incentives to innovate since the union can extract the least. Employment levels are also

examined. Employment is highest with decentral wages and lowest with central ones.

Hence, policy implications are not clear cut. If high innovations are preferred union

organization and wages should be central. However, to enlarge employment a decentral

structure is the best.

Similar to Haucap and Wey, Mukherjee and Pennings (2005) construct a duopoly

model. At the outset, one of the �rms has a competitive advantage. The productive

�rm can put a take{it{or{leave{it o�er to the unproductive �rm to buy a license and

also introduce the advanced technology. With decentral wages and union organization,

the license is always bought. Even when the more productive �rm is very e�cient and

would be a monopolist due to cost advantages, it prefers to sell the license and induce

duopoly competition. With central negotiations, this is not always the case. Sometimes

the more productive �rm will not sell the license and thus a monopoly occurs.

In the second step the authors endogenously determine whether the �rst �rm should

invest in the new technology. The possibility to license the technology to the other

�rm highly a�ects the decision. When the innovation leads to a very high or a very

low technology improvement most innovations take place with a central organization.

However, with medium improvements, incentives are highest with decentral negotiations.

This relativizes the results of Haucap and Wey since centralization does not always lead

to highest innovation incentives.

Extensions

Also very related is the paper of Mukherjee (2007). It does not directly deal with the

decision of undertaking an innovation, but focuses on two �rms in a duopoly in which

one of the �rms has a higher labor productivity than the other. Otherwise, the two

�rms do not di�er. The �rms negotiate with two �rm speci�c unions for wages and set

quantities in the product market in the second stage. With a wage bill maximizing union
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productivity adjusted wage bills are equal for both �rms, that is, the less productive

�rm has to pay lower wages and this leads exactly to equal pro�ts for �rms. This

result can also be established for the coordination case in Haucap and Wey (2004).

The reason for this maybe surprising result is that objective functions for both wage

bill maximizing unions are the same if one considers productivity adjusted wages as

strategic variables. This has considerable impact on innovation incentives for �rms. If

after a successful innovation a wage bill maximizing union can extract all the rents,

this diminishes innovation incentives. However, these results do not hold for a rent

maximizing union. In contrast to wage bill maximization, a rent maximizing union

subtracts the reservation rate from its wage, so it only maximizes the surplus over the

reservation wage times employment. With a positive reservation wage, being equal

for workers in the productive �rm as well as in the unproductive �rm, this leads to

asymmetric objective functions and in equilibrium, productivity adjusted wages are also

asymmetric.

Manasakis and Zikos (2007) is related to Manasakis and Petrakis (2005) even though

the focus is di�erent. Manasakis and Zikos examine labor saving innovations with spill{

overs and address the question under which circumstances �rms and decentral unions

prefer joint research. Additionally, the paper establishes conditions under which �rms

can convince unions by subsidizing them to agree on a research joint venture. Manasakis

and Zikos �nd that pro�ts are always higher with research joint ventures, but the unions

can only partly bene�t: their utility only increases if spill{overs are high. If �rms try

to convince unions to approve a research joint ventures with transfers in case of low

spill{overs, this lowers the incentives to form a research joint venture for �rms. For very

low spill{overs, the amount of money the �rm has to pay exceeds the bene�ts form the

joint venture and thus the �rm abstains from doing so.

Additionally, Mauleon, Sempere-Monerris, and Vannetelbosch (2008) extend the

analysis of Manasakis and Petrakis (2005) and Manasakis and Zikos (2007), but fo-

cus on R&D networks between three �rms. In a model with three �rms, each �rm can

choose to undertake joint research with the other �rms. Di�erent from before, �rms must
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cooperate to generate spill{overs to each other. The �rms not participating in the same

network cannot free ride on the �ndings of the other �rms. Due to tacit knowledge, only

a share of the research result is accessible for the other �rm in the network, so spill{overs

are imperfect. Four network settings are under consideration. Either there is no link

(i.e., no cooperation), there is one link, two links, or a perfect network. The authors

show that with unions setting wages, the preferred situation occurs that a full coopera-

tion is the e�cient and stable network. However, unions overall reduce the investment

in R&D compared to �rms setting wages.

Lingens (2006) also contributes to the discussion. He changes the patent race and

applies a model by Reinganum (1983) and Tirole (1988), so that an additional \Arrow

e�ect" arises. The presence of unions always reduces the �rms' pro�ts during the patent

race. Therefore, �rms have higher incentives to invest in innovations in order to shorten

the time until the innovation is found. This new e�ect always occurs, with e�cient

bargaining as well as with right{to{manage. However, numerical simulations in this

paper show that even with this e�ect, research investments decline under unionization

compared to a competitive labor market.

Lommerud, Meland, and Straume (2006) examine whether unions are luddites with

respect to international competition. They model two countries with separate markets

when one market is unionized. Does this union oppose or advance labor saving innova-

tions? They �nd that it is bene�cial for the level of technology adoption that a union

is wage oriented instead of being employment oriented. A union with a larger home

market will also oppose innovations more often.

With respect to innovations, the conventional wisdom is not a�rmed either: Calabuig

and Gonzalez-Maestre (2002), Haucap and Wey (2004), Manasakis and Petrakis (2005),

and also partly Mukherjee and Pennings (2005) show that unions can positively inuence

the level of innovations. This contributes to explain why empirical results are ambiguous.

With imperfect competition in the product market, di�erent institutional settings of

union bargaining can lead to unions favoring innovations. In addition, Ulph and Ulph

(1998) and Ulph and Ulph (2001) show that innovation levels without unions can be too
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high. Even if unions reduce innovations, this can be e�cient.

1.5 Mergers

The idea that unions a�ect the merger decision of �rms is prevailing. Horn and Wolinsky

(1988a) already examine incentives for �rms to merge in a unionized duopoly. They

conclude that incentives are low since unions appropriate the merger rents. In their

model, the two duopoly rents together are higher than the monopoly rent after the

merger due to higher wages and therefore �rms do not merge with substitutable goods.

Aside from that, four publications mainly focus on international mergers (see Straume

(2003), Lommerud et al. (2005), Lommerud et al. (2006), and Lommerud et al. (2008)).

Here, the key note is that �rms can change the union organization they are confronted

with as well as the product market situation by a merger. These papers are highly re-

lated to the FDI publications since �rms can merge nationally or internationally. With

international merger they induce competition between unions, with national mergers

competition between unions is reduced.

Straume (2003) examines a merger of two �rms in a three countries{three �rm

oligopoly. Product markets are separated, but nevertheless �rms can export to the

other countries when they pay tari�s. It is assumed that only the �rst country is union-

ized and in the two others wages are competitive. As the equilibrium market structure

in the case of low and symmetric tari�s, the unionized �rm will merge with one of the

non{unionized ones. The merger is pro�table for the unionized �rm since they can threat

the union to produce the goods in the non{unionized country and export them to the

unionized country. Thus, the union lowers wages even if the competition in the product

market is reduced with the merger. With a higher level of tari�s, the two non{unionized

�rms merge. A merger including the unionized �rm would lead to higher wages. Due

to high tari�s, product market competition is decreased and a production in the non{

unionized country and an export is not pro�table and therefore the union can set higher

wages.
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Lommerud, Straume, and S�rgard (2005) try to shed light on the question why the

so{called merger paradox established by Salant, Switzer, and Reynolds (1983) does not

arise within a unionized oligopoly. The merger paradox states that it does not pay to

merge under Cournot competition except the merger leads to a monopoly. The merged

�rms reduce production, the outsiders increase production and thus, it is more pro�table

to be an outsider than an insider of a merger. Di�erent to the previous paper Lommerud

et al. model three �rms competing in one market and all �rms are unionized. The unions

can focus on wages or on employment and set wages. As union organization, without

a merger three unions are active and set three �rm speci�c wages. After a merger, two

new union organizations for the merged �rms can occur. Either the two unions a�ected

by the merger stay separate after the merger and the new �rm can negotiate with two

distinct plant speci�c unions. Or, the unions also merge and thus after the merger again

the �rm negotiates with one �rm speci�c union. As results Lommerud et al. show that

the pro�tability of a merger highly depends on the union organization after the merger.

Firms always want to be an insider of the merger when unions do not also merge, that is

they are plant speci�c afterwards. Then, the plant speci�c unions compete for the level

of employment and wages for the merged �rm are lower than for the outside �rm. The

only exceptions are unions with a high emphasis on employment. In this case, wages are

low even before the merger and do not decrease much afterwards: the merger paradox

would appear.

With a union merger simultaneous to the �rm merger, competition in the product

market as well as between the remaining two unions is reduced. Wages increase and the

merger paradox appears. To sum it up, with unions not focused on employment and

organized separately after a merger, �rms want to be an insider of a merger due to lower

wages. Lommerud et al. conclude that this situation mainly occurs with international

mergers since unions seldom work together internationally.

Lommerud et al. (2006) extend their previous model to a more sophisticated one.

Here, four �rms are located in two countries but compete in one product market. In

each country, one industry union sets two �rm speci�c wages. Again, they search for
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the equilibrium market structure. The model only allows for two �rm mergers and rules

out a merger to monopoly. Lommerud et al. show that two international mergers are

the equilibrium since �rms can induce competition between international unions. This

is independent of merger speci�c e�ciency gains. Even without these gains always two

international mergers appear. An improvement of this publication is the examination

of welfare e�ects. For international welfare, two mergers are optimal when products are

su�ciently substitutable. With complementary products one or no merger is bene�cial.

Focusing on national welfare the situation is rather ambiguous. For consumers, merger

leads to higher prices and wages can increase and decrease as a reaction to national and

international mergers. To conclude to decide, whether mergers increase welfare, one has

to take also into consideration how many of the consumers are located in each of the two

countries and where the shareholders of the �rms are located. With di�erent parameter

settings, it can be bene�cial for a nation that no merger or a national merger in the

other country takes place. Unambiguously, they can show that a national merger is only

welfare enhancing for one country if the e�ciency gains are high enough. Thus, the

creation of \national champions" is mostly not welfare enhancing. Finally, Lommerud

et al. also consider non{cooperative merger (i.e., acquisitions). Again, two international

acquisitions are the equilibrium.

Lommerud, Meland, and Straume (2008) try to build a model that shows a scope for

a \national champion" merger policy. As they state honestly: \The model assumptions

are not necessarily chosen for their empirical relevance, but rather to give the national

champion argument a fair chance". Two of the three �rms of their model are located in

the domestic unionized country. The other one is located elsewhere and pays competitive

wages. Lommerud et al. assume that a cross{border merger is driven by the wish

to keep wages low. Also, merger synergies are higher for a domestic merger than for

international ones and �nally they assume that the policy makers' put more emphasis

on domestic wage levels than on domestic pro�ts. As a merger policy, the welfare

maximizing domestic Government can ban cross{mergers, however, they cannot force

�rms to merge. With these assumptions, Lommerud et al. try to show that a national
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merger is welfare enhancing. This is true when the �rms can only choose between

national and international merger. When the domestic �rms also have the possibility

to relocate production and the domestic Government cannot ban this, �rms have high

incentives to relocate with a national champion policy. Thus, the worst situation for

domestic welfare of a total relocation of production occurs when �rms have the possibility

of a capital ight. Only very high non{labor synergies due to a domestic merger, a low

degree of competition in the product market, and high �xed costs for a relocation of

production can save the national champion argument.

Also Mukherjee and Zhao (2007) consider the choice of �rms to merge internationally,

to undertake a green�eld FDI (i.e., a relocation of production), or to export. In their

duopoly, the home country is not unionized, wages are assumed to be zero, and the

domestic �rm is less productive than the �rm in the host country. This more productive

�rm has to pay union wages. The product market is located in the host country, too.

Thus, the domestic �rm can supply the market choosing exports but paying tari�s, or

chose a green�eld FDI. This can be bene�cial since tari�s do not occur. However, the

�rm has to pay union wages in the host country. The third option is a merger with the

host country �rm. This leads to a monopoly and the �rms can choose whether they

want to produce in the less productive plant in the foreign country without labor costs

but with tari�s or in the unionized, more productive host country. Mukherjee and Zhao

establish plenty of results: they �nd that when the host Government decides that the

merged �rm has to operate a plant in the host country, then the domestic �rm will only

merge with central unions but decentral wages. However, with decentral unions, the �rm

will choose a green�eld FDI. When the host countries' Government does not regulate

the location of production, a merger is always preferred. In this case the location of

production di�ers with respect to central or decentral unions.

Unlike Lommerud et al., Zhao (2001) focuses on vertical product market mergers in-

stead of international questions. In his model, two monopolists are vertically connected

and the downstream �rm is unionized. For the upstream �rm no labor costs are modeled.

The union and the downstream �rm negotiate for wages and employment. Usually, it
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is assumed that a merger between two vertically connected �rms is welfare enhancing

since the double mark{up problem is solved. Both �rms produce more after the merger

and thus pro�ts increase, prices decrease, and welfare increases. In a unionized oligopoly

additional e�ects arise. Zhao shows that after a merger wages increase for the down-

stream �rm (except for a very convex demand), and also employment increases. The

larger employment is in accordance with the literature on vertical mergers. Since the

double mark up problem is solved, output and thus employment is large. Before the

merger, the downstream �rm would not take the impact of a strike on the upstream �rm

into consideration during the negotiations. Afterwards, this increases equilibrium wages

since a strike would harm the �rm in the upstream as well as the �rm in the downstream

market. With these e�ects taken into consideration, the author �nds for a linear de-

mand that the two vertically connected �rms would not merge. The higher wages reduce

the incentives to merge too much. Nevertheless, even with a union in the downstream

market the welfare is higher with a vertical merger. Afterwards, Zhao also examines

how the option to do an FDI of the downstream �rm inuences the merger decision.

The downstream �rm can than produce in two countries. However, the �rm has always

to pay union wages, but it bene�ts from the indirect competition between the unions

and thus even after the merger the wages do not increase much. With an FDI, again, a

merger would arise. Whether this is also bene�cial for national welfare relies on union

preferences for wages and employment. With wage oriented unions, welfare increases

with an FDI and a vertical merger, the opposite is true for employment oriented unions.

Finally, Zhao tests the stability of his model. Even with right{to{manage negotiations

his results are stable with a unionized upstream market, or a unionized upstream as well

as downstream market.

Mergers in a vertical connected industry are also the focus of Chang (2005). In his

model two �rms are active in an upstream market and two �rms are active in a down-

stream market. Only the upstream �rms need labor as an input and both are unionized.

Each upstream �rm has a vertical chain with a downstream �rm, and the latter sells

the goods in the product market competing in Cournot fashion. Prices between the
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upstream and the downstream �rm are modeled in two ways. Either the upstream �rm

can charge a franchise fee that fully extracts the rents from the downstream �rm, or the

downstream �rm can extract all the rents from the upstream �rm. The author examines

how a merger in the upstream market and a merger in the downstream market a�ect

results. Without a merger, it does not matter whether the upstream or the downstream

can extract all the rents, total pro�ts are maximized. Mergers in the upstream market

and in the downstream market both reduce union utility.

The focus of Mauleon and Vanettelbosch (2006) are the incentives for �rms to

merge if the union can strategically send delegations to wage negotiation. In their

model, the surplus{maximizing unions can choose to delegate wage negotiations to wage{

maximizing delegates (for example senior union members) instead of surplus{maximizing

delegates. These wage{maximizing delegates have a very low probability to be laid o�

after a wage increase and thus they simply try to maximize wages and not surplus. In

the product market duopoly, �rms can choose to merge �rst. Afterward, unions choose

the delegates to send to the wage bargaining. Then, wage negotiations take place and

�nally �rms choose employment. The authors assume that without the merger, two

�rms and two unions are active negotiating �rm speci�c wages. With a merger of the

�rms also the unions merge. As possible equilibria, it can arise that both unions choose

wage{maximizing or surplus{maximizing delegates. However, also the asymmetric case

is possible.

It is shown that for unions in a duopoly it is bene�cial to send wage{maximizing dele-

gates if union power is not too high. Otherwise, for a bargaining strength higher than

this threshold, unions would send surplus{maximizing delegates. In a monopoly, the

same is true, however, the threshold is lower when the union sends surplus{maximizing

delegates.

For the �rms, incentives di�er: For �rms it nearly never pays to merge if they have

to negotiate with wage{maximizing delegates. So, for the �rms to merge, the union

strength must be extremely low in a monopoly, otherwise the union always sends wage{

maximizing delegates. For higher union bargaining strengths, the union would send
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also wage{maximizing delegates, but �rms will not merge. However, since unions send

surplus{maximizing delegate for a lower bargaining strength in a monopoly than in

a duopoly, the �rms can induce the union to send surplus{maximizing unions with a

merger for a range of union strengths. That surplus{maximizing delegates take part in

the negotiations outweighs the high bargaining strength of the union and thus �rms have

an incentives to merge when the merger has an impact on the delegation decision of the

unions. To sum it up, Mauleon and Vanettelbosch conclude that the statement that an

increase in union power decreases �rms' incentives to merge is not true in general. Once

the �rms can inuence strategically the delegation choice of unions, the opposite is true.

Nevertheless, also in their model the situation arises that �rms will merge if and only if

unions are weak.

Brekke (2004) concentrate on a unionized oligopoly with hospitals as downstream

�rms. Related to Lommerud et al. (2005) he considers a merger with unions organized

either on industry or hospital (i.e., plant) level, setting industry, �rm, or plant speci�c

wages. Di�erent to the previous literature, he considers hospitals providing horizontally

and vertically di�erentiated products. Therefore, he assumes that price and quality

competition or solely quality competition occurs in the hospital market. At the outset,

Brekke assumes quality as well as price competition. After the merger, prices increase to

the bene�t of the �rms. Again, wage altering results di�er due to the organization level

of the unions. When wage setting as well as union organization is hospital (i.e., plant)

speci�c, a merger reduces wages. Hospital speci�c unions compete since the \hospital{

�rm" can pit them against each other. Thus merger pro�tability increases due to lower

wages. When unions are organized on industry level and negotiate �rm speci�c wages

before the merger, it is assumed that after the merger only one wage is negotiated

and thus wages increase. This is equivalent to a merger between two hospitals which

even before the merger paid industry wages. With increased wages, incentives to merge

are reduced in both cases compared to a merger in a non{unionized hospital market.

Additionally, the pro�ts due to mergers decrease with quality competition compared to

the previous case where price and quality competition has taken place. With quality
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competition, after a merger prices cannot increase, which was besides decreased wages

a bene�cial factor of mergers.

To conclude on the �ndings on mergers in unionized oligopoly: several papers show

that those mergers that lead to more competition between unions reduce wages and

mostly strengthen the incentives to merge. Nevertheless, when union organization is

very central, unions can extract merger rents and this lowers the incentives. Sometimes,

unionization hinders economically bene�cial mergers, for example, a vertical merger that

solves the double mark{up problem can be impeded by unions.

1.6 Negotiations

Questions concerning the way unions and �rms negotiate are the focus of investigation

in the following articles. The papers mainly try to shed light on the question which

forms of negotiations �rms and unions would choose and which scope of bargaining or

timing arises endogenously.

1.6.1 Di�erent Negotiation Strengths

Padilla, Bentolila, and Dolando (1996) focuses on the strategic interaction between

unions as well as between �rms. In their duopoly model, both �rms are unionized

and negotiate with �rm speci�c unions. They do not assume that unions' negotiation

strengths are equal. To establish their �ndings, Padilla et al. apply the distinction be-

tween \strategic substitutes" and \strategic complements" of Bulow, Geanakoplos, and

Klemperer (1985). To give an example, in their duopoly, the production decisions of the

�rms are strategic complements if an increase in the production of one �rm increases

the marginal revenues of the others. Then, the other �rm has an incentive to produce

more, too. Contrarily, with strategic substitutes, an increase in one �rm's production

decreases the marginal revenues of the others. Thus, the rival will produce less. Padilla

et al. show that for unions, wages are strategic complements. When one union can en-

force higher earnings, the other union has an incentive to do the same. Nevertheless,
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for �rms wages are strategic substitutes. An increase of wages of the �rst �rm raises

the incentives for the second to negotiate for even lower wages. This is due to the fact

that with higher wages it is easier for the competing �rm to increase its own market

shares. These higher market shares are in addition more valuable since the price{cost

margin also increases. Hence, whether the whole game is one of strategic substitutes or

one of strategic complements depends on the relative bargaining power. When �rms are

relatively strong, the overall game will be one of strategic substitutes, otherwise, with

strong unions it is one in complements.

With respect to the strategic e�ects, the paper shows that a higher productivity in

one �rm can lead to lower wages in that �rm and not as expected, to higher earnings

if in the game wages are strategic complements. However, if under this condition the

bargaining strength of one union increases, this leads to lower wages in the other �rm.

Stated di�erently, only when unions bargaining power is higher than a certain threshold

(i.e., the relative bargaining strength of unions is high), a decrease in product market

competition increases wages since then wages are strategic complements.

Bughin (1996) focuses on the impact of heterogeneous bargaining strengths on ef-

�cient bargaining negotiations. In his theoretical as well as empirical oligopoly model,

unions and �rms negotiate over wages and employment. As long as union strengths

and �rms pro�ts are positive, the union can always negotiate a rent higher than their

marginal labor productivity since it skims{o� rents. Thus, wages with e�cient bargain-

ing are to the right of the labor demand curve because more workers are employed. This

inuences �rms' pro�ts on the product market. Firm pro�ts measured do not reect the

real oligopoly power of the �rms compared to a non{unionized oligopoly. The unions

have already extracted part of the rents and thus �rms' oligopoly power seems to be

lower that it really is. This e�ect increases with a higher union strength. Bughin proves

his statements for various manufacturing sectors in Belgium. The union captures rents

and thus �rm oligopoly power seems lower than it is. Nevertheless, he shows for Belgium

data that the relative bargaining power of �rms is higher than the one of unions.
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1.6.2 E�cient Bargaining vs. Right{to{Manage

The �rst paper dealing with the advantages and disadvantages of e�cient bargaining

and right{to{manage negotiations is Yang (1995). In his duopoly, two �rms produce a

homogenous good and compete in Cournot fashion. He examines two levels of union or-

ganization, industry or �rm unions, but wages are always �rm speci�c. At the outset, he

assumes that right{to{manage negotiations between two decentral unions and two �rms

take place. Yang considers a special case of a right{to{manage model, the monopoly

union bargaining. Unions can set wages and �rms choose employment unilaterally. Ef-

�cient bargaining is only adopted when the union as well as the �rm prefers it and then

the negotiations are modeled with a Nash{Bargaining solution with equal bargaining

strengths of �rm and union. After agreeing on the mode of bargaining, negotiations

take place with e�cient bargaining or unions choose wages with right{to{manage, re-

spectively. In the last stage, �rms with a wage setting union can choose employment.

Yang shows that �rms and unions have a strict preference for the introduction of

e�cient bargaining. Firms bene�t since they have a direct bearing on the wages with

the introduction of e�cient bargaining. The unions also bene�t from e�cient bargaining

since employment is higher. Nevertheless, a prisoners' dilemma occurs. It is individually

rational to choose e�cient bargaining; however, for both �rm{union pairs a higher utility

level would arise within a monopoly union setting. With a price discriminating union

results are ambiguous. The union prefers right{to{manage and since both have to agree,

right{to{manage is the equilibrium. No union deviates because they internalize the

prisoners' dilemma occurring otherwise.

Dobson (1997b) examines the choice between right{to{manage negotiations and ef-

�cient bargaining|he names it participatory framework|in a duopoly with Bertrand

competition in the product market. The two �rms negotiate with two �rm speci�c unions

for wages or wages and employment. As a result he establishes that �rms always prefer

a right{to{manage framework. The situation for the unions is less clear cut and depends

on the negotiation strengths and the competitiveness of the two heterogeneous products

the �rms produce. For a range of parameters with a high substitutability of products
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and a low union negotiation strength, also unions prefer right{to{manage negotiations.

In this Bertrand model, prices are strategic complements and thus each �rm{union pair

has an incentive to negotiate high wages. With higher costs per �rm, the competitive

pressure is dampened and thus prices in equilibrium are higher. Additionally, when side

payments are allowed, the range of parameter where unions and �rms agree on right{to{

manage negotiations is enlarged. To sum it up, choosing right{to{manage negotiations

can be a strategic decision for higher wages compared to e�cient bargaining. With these

higher costs in the product market a higher level of surplus for all parties involved is

created. Nevertheless, for welfare e�cient bargaining is optimal.

Petrakis and Vlassis (2000) examine whether �rms and unions prefer right{to{manage

or e�cient bargaining during negotiations. In their model they assume decentral �rm

speci�c negotiations between unions and �rms. In the �rst stage of the game each �rm{

union pair agrees on the type of negotiation. In the second stage, negotiations take

place, either about wages and employment or solely for wages. In the third stage, �rms

which agreed on right{to{manage negotiations choose quantities in a Stackelberg fol-

lower fashion. At the outset, right{to{manage negotiations between �rms and unions

take place. Only when for one �rm{union pair both agree on e�cient bargaining, they

negotiate for wages and employment. With strong unions (e.g., in a duopoly and union

strength higher than �rm strength), �rms never agree on e�cient bargaining contracts

since they fear high wages. With e�cient bargaining in contrast to right{to{manage,

the equilibrium wages lie to the right of the labor demand curve on the contract curve.

This bargaining regime entails \over{manning", that is too many workers are employed

compared to a right{to{manage equilibrium with the same wage. When unions are weak,

at least some of the �rms agree to switch to e�cient bargaining. On the one hand, they

su�er due to \over{manning", on the other hand they bene�t from being a Stackelberg

leader in the product market. But not all �rms will switch to e�cient bargaining and an

equilibrium with all �rm{union pairs conduct e�cient bargaining is not stable. It would

then again be bene�cial for some pairs to switch back to right{to{manage negotiations

and not su�er due to \over{manning".
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More generally, Petrakis and Vlassis conclude that within an n �rm oligopoly the

union power has to increase with the number of �rms to establish an all{�rm right{

to{manage equilibrium. Stated di�erently, the more competitive the industry, the more

probable is a mixed situation with some �rms and unions negotiation about wages, and

others negotiating over wages and employment.

Bughin (1995) does not examine whether �rms and unions prefer right{to{manage

or e�cient bargaining. In contrast to the other publications, he criticizes both concepts

due to their imperfections. He claims that right{to{manage leads to non Pareto{optimal

solutions and e�cient bargaining is �rst only found rarely in the real world and second,

for given wages, �rm do not use all their pro�t opportunities. Thus, it is not plausible

that they do not cheat on previous agreements without any enforcement mechanism of

the union to keep �rms o� from doing so. Therefore, the author wants to �nd another

reason why �rms and unions do agree on a solution o� the labor demand curve. Bughin

loosens the assumptions that �rms behave as pro�t maximizers during the product

market game. Instead, they maximize a linear combination of pro�ts and union utility

and address di�erent weights to theses aims. The game is then as follows. First, wage

negotiations take place, then, afterwards �rms choose their weight on pro�ts and union

utility as pro�t maximizer. Stated di�erently, they commit themselves whether they

behave union friendly or as pro�t maximizers during the competition in the product

market. Finally, the two �rms compete in Cournot fashion in the product market.

Bughin shows that �rms always set a positive weight on union utility and thus are not

that focused on costs during the product market game. The level of employment can

be higher and therefore a result o� the labor demand curve is found. Nevertheless, the

commitment of the �rms to cooperate with the union is a prisoners' dilemma for �rms.

The �rm with the higher production wins most, if the other still maximizes pro�ts in

the product market game. However, the dominant strategy is to commit to a labor

friendly behavior. Thus, giving weight on union utility is a self enforcing mechanism

and establishes a result o� the labor demand curve. Here, a higher concentration in

the upstream market|that is union{�rm wage negotiation and no competitive labor
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market|leads to a more intense competition in the product market which is in contrast

to the standard industrial organization literature.

1.6.3 Firms Prefer to Be Unionized

Vannini and Bughin (2000) show that �rms sometimes prefer to pay higher union wages

instead of competitive wages. They �rst calculate Cournot equilibrium quantities for ex-

ogenous wages. Pro�ts are squared quantities since they apply a Cournot model. Then,

Vannini and Bughin calculate quantities for the two �rms when they negotiate wages

with two �rm speci�c unions or with one central union. With e�cient bargaining, they

show that quantities agreed on are higher than the oligopoly quantities with exogenous

costs. This is a well known fact with e�cient bargaining and the quantity agreed on is

independent of union strength. The �rm and union maximize this cake they negotiate

about and divide the cake through the agreement on wages. However, since pro�ts are

squared quantities, �rms' gross pro�ts are higher with e�cient bargaining. But unions

skim{o� some of the rents through higher wages and the level depends on union strength.

Thus, the cake division as well as net pro�ts of �rms depend on union strength. Vannini

and Bughin show that with a low union strength and e�cient bargaining the e�ect of a

higher employment and thus pro�ts o�sets the rent sharing with the union. This is even

more the case with central unions when products are su�ciently distinct since quantities

are even higher. So, �rms prefer to be unionized here!

1.6.4 Timing

Dobson (1994) and De Fraja (1993a) shed light on the question which consequences

sequential negotiations|instead of the usually assumed simultaneous negotiations|

between �rms and unions entail.

De Fraja (1993a) applies a duopoly model with conjectural variation to examine

staggered vs. synchronized wage setting. He shows wage altering when two decentral

unions do not negotiate with the two �rms simultaneously. Instead, in every other

period one �rm{union pair negotiates about wages. The wages for the other pair are
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�xed during that time. Nevertheless, both �rms can choose employment in each period.

As a central result he states that wages are higher with sequential negotiations. Unions

maximize not only their one{period utility but the present value of their future utility.

Thus, they internalize the positive impact higher wages in this period have on the wage

negotiations of the other union in the next period. Also the union in the second period

takes the inuence on the wages of the other union in the third period into account etc.

Overall, this leads to a situation where every union pushes each other up and wages

are higher and employment is lower. Additionally, De Fraja examines how a longer

period of �xed wages matters. This unambiguously reduces the equilibrium wages. The

increased utility from the external e�ect in the future becomes more distant and thus

with discounting future utility this leads to lower earnings. When the negotiation period

goes to in�nity, results approximate the results with simultaneous negotiations.

In line with that, Dobson (1994) also tries to �nd out whether unions prefer simulta-

neously or sequentially negotiations. He builds a duopoly model with one central union.

This union can choose to negotiate simultaneous or sequential with the �rms. In his

model \sequential negotiations" are a two{stage game. In the �rst stage, the �rst �rm

and the union negotiate together. In the second stage, the union takes the wage negotia-

tion with the �rst �rm into account as a threat point during negotiations with the second

�rm. Instead, with simultaneous negotiations, the threat point during the negotiations

is always zero. Thus, utility of the union is lower with simultaneous negotiations. The

advantage of sequential negotiations increases the more asymmetric the �rms are. With

asymmetric �rms, it is in the interest of the union to negotiate �rst with the weaker �rm

(i.e., the �rm with the lower negotiation strength). These wages are threat points in the

negotiations with the stronger �rm. Similar results arise when �rms di�er due to costs.

Union utility is higher when the union targets the �rm with the higher pro�ts since then

the threat point is higher.

Related is also Brcena-Ruiz and Campo Corredera (2000) who examine long{term

and short{term wage contracts. In their two period duopoly model, �rms and unions

can negotiate a long{term contract with duration of both periods in the beginning of the
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�rst period. In addition they can also agree on a short{term contract for one period and

renegotiate in the beginning of the second period. Firms compete in Cournot fashion

in each period. The �rms and unions maximize the discounted pro�ts or utility of two

periods, respectively. Since the demand function is stationary and independent across

the periods, results for a long{term contract are equivalent to results for a short{term

contract, when both �rm{union pairs choose the same contract length. Nevertheless,

in the asymmetric, sequential case|one �rm{union pair negotiate long{term contracts,

the other one short{term|leads to di�erent �ndings. Wages in the long{term �rm are

higher than in the short{term for both periods and thus employment and pro�ts are

lower. Compared to the symmetric case, pro�ts of the short{term �rm exceed pro�ts

in the symmetric case and lowest pro�ts occur for the long{term �rm. Union utility is

highest with a long{term contract, followed by the asymmetric utility for the short{term.

Nevertheless, the symmetric case always leads to lowest union utility. When solving for

the equilibrium length structures the authors show that when �rms can choose the type

of contract, two short{term contracts are the equilibrium. Even if pro�ts are highest for

a �rm if it chooses a short{term and the competitor a long{term contract, this is not an

equilibrium since the second �rm can generate higher pro�ts also negotiating short{term

contracts. If unions can decide, two equilibria exist, that is one union chooses a short{

term and the other a long{term contract. However, since the asymmetric equilibrium

results for both unions in higher utility than the symmetric one also the union with the

short{term contract does not have an incentive to deviate.

1.6.5 Level of Negotiations

Grandner (2001) focuses on di�erent negotiation levels in vertically connected markets.

In his oligopoly m �rms compete in an upstream market, n �rms in a downstream

market and all �rms are unionized. He examines three cases. First, with completely

decentralized bargaining, each �rm negotiates with a decentral union. Second, industry

speci�c centralized bargaining encompasses a case where two industry unions bargain

over one wage for the upstream market and one for the downstream market. Third,
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with completely centralized bargaining, one central industry union negotiates one wage

for the upstream as well as the downstream market. He extracts two e�ects that unions

on di�erent levels can internalize. The competition externality is the often discussed

external e�ect on other unions in the same industry level due to higher wages. The

second e�ect is the integration externality. This are the negative externalities a higher

wage has on the wages in the other market (i.e., upstream or downstream) due to a

lower employment. The internalization of this negative externality decreases wages.

Thus, Grandner can rank the di�erent negotiation regimes due to wage levels. Wages

on industry level, that is one wage for the upstream market as well as one wage for the

downstream market lead to the highest wages since only the competition externality is

internalized. With very central negotiations the negative externality is also internalized

which leads to lowest wages. Intermediate levels of wages occur with decentral wage

negotiations since no externality is internalized.

G�urtzgen (2003) also examines di�erent levels of wage negotiations, however, in her

model all unions are active within one industry. The focus of her paper is to limit the

conclusion of Calmfors and Dri�ll (1988) that very central as well as very decentral

unions are favorable due to lower wages. Instead she wants to rehabilitate intermediate

levels of union organization. Therefore, G�urtzgen extends the model of Dowrick (1993)

in assuming that unions cannot only coordinate their behavior on the vertical line,

but also on the horizontal line. In other words she models union coordination on the

professional line (i.e., complementary craft union workers of di�erent �rms coordinating

their behavior) as well as coordination in an industry (i.e., substitutable workers of

di�erent crafts but one �rm or industry working together).

She concludes that wages are not necessarily highest for intermediate union organi-

zation. When former decentral unions merge, and afterwards complementary workers

are organized within one union, this leads to lower wages. Thus, with goods sold on

the product market, vertical coordination can lead to lower wages. The two groups of

workers take into consideration that a higher wages for one group has a negative external

e�ect on the other workers and thus wage demand is lower when they are organized in
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one union.

Very general results are established by Dhillon and Petrakis (2002). They provide

su�cient conditions under which a central wage is independent of a number of market

characteristics and institutions of bargaining. At least, the n identical �rms in the mar-

ket have to be endowed with a log{linear labor technology and negotiate with a single

industry union. In addition, the utility function of the union has to be log{linear in

aggregate employment and in a function of the wage rate. With some other assumptions

on the output and pro�t functions of the �rms they show that wages are independent

of the number of �rms, a vector of parameters characterizing product market features

and sometimes also the same results occur for e�cient bargaining and right{to{manage

negotiations. This result breaks down for decentral negotiations. Nevertheless, the �nd-

ings have some implications for employment policy. Even if many market characteristics

do not have any impact on wages, they have an e�ect on industry employment. Thus,

to induce a higher aggregate employment one has to encourage the entry of new �rms

with central negotiations.

Brcena-Ruiz (2003) combines the last papers examining four di�erent wage bargain-

ing structures: central simultaneous, central sequential, decentral simultaneous, and

decentral sequential negotiations. In this framework he examines the politically pre-

ferred bargaining structure of these four. In addition, he considers foreign and domestic

shareholders for the two domestic unionized �rms. The Government trying to maximize

welfare does not take the interests of the foreign shareholders into account. Brcena-Ruiz

�nds that decentral wages maximize welfare when the share of domestic shareholders

is large. Otherwise, with lots of foreign shareholders the Government prefers central

negotiations since this increases union utility more. Within a decentral system he shows

that simultaneous negotiations are preferred for a high share of domestic �rm owners

and sequential within a central system.
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1.7 Minimum Wages

A binding minimum wage for an industry or even for a whole country is common in

a large number of countries. Undeniable, this institutional setting has an impact on

union{�rm negotiations in the same industry or nation. This impact is central in a

number of publications of Petrakis and Vlassis.

In their �rst paper Petrakis and Vlassis (1999) build a duopoly model. Both �rms

have a distinct productivity and are unionized with two decentral unions. In a �rst round,

�rms and unions bargain the level of an industry minimum wage. Afterwards, �rms and

unions agree in decentral negotiations on the level of normal wages. These wages have to

be equal or exceed the minimum wages. In the third stage, Cournot competition takes

place in the product market. Petrakis and Vlassis �nd a critical minimum wage which is

only binding for the unproductive �rm, but not for the productive. The productive �rm

gains from an introduction of minimum wages exceeding this threshold since it raises the

cost of its rival: With a decentralized wage setting regime, e�cient �rms pay higher wages

than their ine�cient rivals. Thus, the e�cient �rms' relative advantage in productivity

is partially appropriated through higher wages. A sector minimum wage exceeding

the wage a decentral union and ine�cient �rm would agree on raises the costs of this

less productive �rm. This is known as a \Raising Rivals' Costs" e�ect (see Salop and

Sche�man (1983) and Salop and Sche�man (1987)). E�cient �rms thus have a strategic

incentive to opt for a high enough minimum wage and reduce their relative wage{cost

disadvantage. They steal market share from their ine�cient competitor and increase own

pro�ts. Clearly, this is in the interest of the union of the e�cient �rm, because minimum

wages raise wages and employment. Even unions of ine�cient �rms can bene�t from

such an arrangement, provided that the minimum wage does not drastically reduce

employment.

Accordingly, Petrakis and Vlassis built three models extending the idea of raising

rivals' cost in a more sophisticated way (see, Petrakis and Vlassis (2003), Petrakis and

Vlassis (2004b), and Petrakis and Vlassis (2005)). Due to their resemblance, I focus
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on the publication in 2004 which emphasizes the endogenous establishment of minimum

wages. In a �rst, institutional stage, an \intercountry authority" (e.g., the EU) decides

in favor or against the establishment of a minimum wage. For simplicity, the authors

assume that the \intercountry authority" always decide in favor. At the same stage,

unions and �rms have to agree on the level of the minimum wage via majority voting.

Afterwards, decentral �rm{union pairs agree on the normal wages exceeding the mini-

mum wage. Finally, �rms set output. Firms are located in three countries, two countries

are unionized and by assumption the �rms located in one of these two countries are more

productive than in the other. The unionized �rms also compete with �rms of a small

third country with exogenous wages and without minimum wages. Petrakis and Vlassis

establish a range of minimum wages which are only binding for the unproductive �rms.

Thus, the e�cient �rms bene�t through a higher market share, even if this increases also

their wages. The unproductive �rms unambiguously su�er from the minimum wages.

Unions of the productive �rms earn higher wages and more workers are employed, thus,

they favor the introduction of a minimum wage. In contrast, unions of the unproductive

�rms also bene�t due to the binding higher minimum wages, but they su�er because of

lower employment. Which of these e�ects o�sets the other depends on the level of min-

imum wages. If the minimum wage is the lowest in the range of binding wages, Petrakis

and Vlassis �nd that overall also the unions of the unproductive �rms gain. When the

�rms and unions agree on minimum wages, the productive �rm as well as both unions

will agree on the introduction of minimum wages.

The impact of minimum wages on the determination of wage{bargaining structures

is the focus of Petrakis and Vlassis (2004a). The paper endogenously establishes the

equilibrium wage{bargaining structures, a \winning coalition" of �rms and unions agree

on in a duopoly with asymmetric �rms. When the productivity di�erence of the two

�rms is high enough, a \winning" coalition of the two �rms and two unions accept

a minimum wage and the e�cient �rm pays wages exceeding this minimum. For lower

levels of productivity heterogeneity, both �rms pay the minimum industry wage. Finally,

when the �rms are nearly symmetric in productivity, �rms and unions aim are so diverse
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that they cannot agree on a minimum wage and thus in both �rms unions set decentral

wages and �rms choose employment. In this case, �rms do not have any direct bearing

on the wage level.

Related to the �ndings of Petrakis and Vlassis, Haucap, Pauly, and Wey (2001) ex-

amine the impact of a generally binding standard wage on an oligopoly. Incumbent �rms

compete in Cournot fashion with potential entrants. The incumbents are assumed to be

equally e�cient and be at least as e�cient as the entrant �rms. Two benchmark wage

setting cases are assumed, either one strong employers' associations sets one generally

binding standard wage, or one strong labor union determines an industry wage. Since

market entry and exit are considered, incumbent �rms try to set wages high enough to

deter entry; competition in the product market is reduced as well as employment. How-

ever, it is not in the interest of a strong union to hinder entrance and thus the strong

union will set a wage lower than the entry deterrence wage and is thus an \e�ciency

enhancing countervailing power".

Bastos, Monteiro, and Straume (2008) partly deal with minimum wages but focus on

industries with heterogeneous �rms. Two �rms compete in an industry; both are union-

ized and have a heterogeneous productivity. Di�erent than before, one central union sets

one \industrial minimum wage" binding for both �rms in a �rst stage. Afterwards, in a

second stage, �rm speci�c \fair wages" are determined. By assumption, these wages are

given by the weighted average of the minimum wage and the �rm's revenue per worker.

Again, �rms choose quantities and thus employment in the product market. The main

�nding is that the level of a minimum wage is negatively correlated with heterogeneity in

that industry. In contrast, the wage cushion (i.e., the level the actual wage paid exceeds

the minimum wage) is positively correlated with heterogeneity. Stated di�erently, with

a higher heterogeneity minimum wages are lower since the union tries to preclude job

losses in the less productive �rm. Additionally, with heterogeneous �rms, the average

wage cushion is higher since the lower minimum wages leave room to extract rents in

the more productive �rm with higher �rms' revenue per worker. However, with an in-

crease in �rm heterogeneity the �rst e�ect of lower minimum wages dominates the e�ect
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of higher average wage cushion and thus on average workers in a more heterogeneous

industry get lower wages.

1.8 Incomplete Information|Strikes

Incomplete information in a unionized oligopoly receives little attention. An exception

are Mauleon and Vannetelbosch, who, in a sequence of papers, focus on the impact

of incomplete information between unions and �rms on the emergence and duration

of strikes and thus equilibrium wages. In addition, Pal and Saha (2006) deals with

incomplete information and the entry decision of �rms. However, I present this paper

together with other papers concerning entry in section 1.9.2.

In the articles of Mauleon and Vannetelbosch, the level of impatience of �rms and

union is unknown and therefore is modeled as the discount factor of unions and �rms.

Negotiations are assumed to be like in the Rubinstein (1982) model of o�ers and coun-

tero�ers. Negotiation strengths of �rms and unions depends on their impatience. As

long as both parties have not agreed to accept an o�er, workers are on strike. Since each

party only knows its own impatience and not the impatience of the other negotiation

party, the strike, or more precisely each bargaining round, reveals information over the

other parties' impatience. Thus, a strike can be a rational strategy to gain information:

the incompleteness of information is reduced in each round and �nally an agreement is

reached. As a basis for the publication of Mauleon and Vannetelbosch serves Cheung

and Davidson (1991) who �rst model strikes, or ongoing bargaining as a way of infor-

mation transfer. In their model, �rms do not know the preferences of the unions during

wage negotiations. Thus, with each negotiation round, unions reveal some parts of their

payo� function. The main �nding of Cheung and Davidson is that with central unions,

strikes are more likely than with decentral unions. The idea is simply to understand

with a two period model. The �rm makes an o�er to the union, and if the union accepts

the o�er, this wage is paid in both periods and no strike occurs. However, if the union

rejects the o�er, the �rm can make another o�er in the next period and there is no
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production in the �rst period. The authors show that it can be bene�cial for a union to

reject a �rst period o�er that is higher than its default utility level, which is unknown to

the �rm. The union therewith sends a signal to the �rm to be strong. However, the �rm

will increase the o�er to balance the cost of a strike in the next period and the costs of

higher wages. With central negotiations, the �rm does not only learn something during

the own negotiations with the union, but also during the negotiations with the union and

the other �rm. Thus, the union has an incentive to reject more o�ers to pretend to be

strong when it negotiates with two �rms. However, the model of Cheung and Davidson

is not a unionized oligopoly model since products are sold on di�erent markets.

Vannetelbosch (1997) extends the paper of Cheung and Davidson to a unionized

oligopoly. Additionally, he assumes that not only �rms can make wage o�ers, but also

unions. Information asymmetries encompass the impatience of the other party and

therefore its bargaining strength. It is assumed that a more impatient party is weaker

and a strike harms this party more. The longer the unions and �rms negotiate, the more

they know about the impatience of the other party, they \learn" during negotiations.

Vannetelbosch compares a central wage negotiated on industry level as well as decentral,

�rm speci�c wages. The level of information incompleteness and number of �rms in the

industry causes that decentral wages can be higher than central wages. But in addition,

ine�ciencies (i.e., the strike activity) is higher with industry bargaining.

In the following papers Mauleon and Vannetelbosch extend this basic model. In

Mauleon and Vannetelbosch (1999), they examine whether the adoption of pro�t sharing

schemes, which aligns the interests of workers and �rms, leads to less strikes. They

conclude that with �rm speci�c negotiations and more than two �rms in the industry,

the strike activity is lower with pro�t{sharing. Nevertheless, with central negotiations

the opposite in true.

The stability of their previous models is tested in Mauleon and Vannetelbosch (2003b).

They show that di�erentiated products or competition in Cournot and Bertrand fashion

does not have any impact on the outcomes with industry wages. With decentral nego-

tiations and with more di�erentiated products, the wage level increases as well as the
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number of strikes. Additionally, fewer strikes appear with Bertrand than with Cournot

competition.

Finally, they shed light on the question whether an international Unionized oligopoly

is inuenced through information asymmetries. In Mauleon and Vannetelbosch (2005)

a two{country model with separated product markets is investigated. At the outset

reciprocal trade takes place and they examine a further market integration. When

tari�s are high, a further integration lowers wages. However, when tari�s are rather

low, a further integration increases wages, very similar to the �ndings of Naylor (1998).

Mauleon and Vannetelbosch show that this result is independent of complete as well

as incomplete information. Comparing the situation with two separated markets and

one fully integrated one, they �nd with incomplete information, contrarily to complete

information, wages in a fully integrated market need not be lower than with a separate

market. Also the maximum real delay time in reaching an agreement is ambiguous.

Intuitively, one would assume that with a higher market integration strikes harm �rms

and unions more due to the higher competition. However, since open markets raise the

potential payo�s for the union and the �rm and expanding the payo� set, this increases

the scope for delay and thus also longer strikes can appear.

1.9 Di�erences in the Product Market

In this section, models are presented that examine the e�ects of variations in the product

market competition on unions, �rms, and welfare. They examine the impact of intense

competition, the choice of strategic variables, vertically or horizontally di�erentiated

products as well as mixed oligopolies.

1.9.1 Intensity of Competition in the Product Market

In an early model Dobson and Waterson (1997) examine the inuence of the number

of �rms in the downstream market, on upstream and downstream prices. An upstream

supplier (here again, not explicitly named as a union) negotiates with several oligopolistic
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downstream �rms for \wages". The downstream �rms compete in Bertrand fashion and

their products can be anything between being independent or perfect substitutes. They

�nd two opposed e�ects. First, a reduction in the number of downstream �rms, or

equivalent a decrease in downstream competition improves the relative bargaining power.

This is due to the fact that �rms have a disagreement payo� of zero since they cannot

operate without the input good but the \union" can generate positive utility in the

other �rms. If the number of �rms decreases, the \union" su�ers, and its disagreement

payo� decreases. This puts downward pressure on \wages". Nevertheless, the second is

a positive selling power e�ect, that is, fewer �rms can charge higher prices. When the

second e�ect is su�ciently high, it increases \wages" and with higher input prices and

less competition in the downstream market this leads to distinctly higher product prices

and lower welfare.

Naylor (2002b) establishes in his model for a bilateral duopoly (i.e., two �rms in the

downstream market negotiating with two unions in the upstream market) that industry

pro�ts can increase with an increased number of �rms in the product market. In a stan-

dard Cournot model, the pro�ts decrease after an entry since individual �rms decrease

output; nevertheless, overall output is increased. With an endogenous determination of

costs, a second e�ect has to be considered. With decentral unions, after the entry, wages

can decrease so much that this e�ect o�sets the product market e�ects. For this, the

union bargaining strength must be su�ciently high. Then, increased competition in the

product market raises labor demand elasticity. This leads, with high wages at the outset

to a large reduction of wages. To conclude, the decline in upstream market costs can

o�set the increased competition in the downstream market and industry pro�ts increase.

Naylor (2002a) extends his paper with the claim that even individual �rm pro�ts can

increase with competition increased in the downstream market. With powerful unions

placing su�cient weight on wages relative to employment, an increase in the number

of �rms can raise pro�ts of each �rm. However, assuming that �rms are active in the

upstream market instead of unions, which maximize pro�ts and therefore equally weight

quantities and price{mark up, then individual pro�ts always decrease.
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Also Bastos, Kreickemeier, and Wright (2007b) examine the changes in product

market competition. Under the assumption that union density is not 100 percent, they

establish that an increase in product market competition can raise wages. Again, Bastos

et al. assume that all workers receive union wages, but only union members lay down

tools during a dispute, non{unionized workers continue to work. The reasons for higher

wages are straightforward: When product market competition is increased, �rms' payo�s

during a strike are a�ected. The higher union density is, the more the �rm has to

reduce production and thus the more the rivals will expand output during strikes. This

weakened position of the �rm is in the interest of unions and it can skim o� a larger

share of �rm pro�ts through higher wages. However, for this e�ect to o�set the normally

lower wages through a more intense product market competition, union strength has to

be su�ciently low. Nevertheless, Bastos et al. �nd this e�ect of a higher wage through

a reduction in strike payo�s for a rather broad class of model speci�cations.

Symeonidis (2008) extends the literature to two part tari�s and shows that less

competition in the product market can lead to higher consumer rents and welfare. At

the outset of his model he examines a duopoly with two decentral unions negotiating for a

one{part tari�. He introduces a collusion parameter, which allows him to represent �rms

perfectly colluding to �rms competing in Cournot fashion. During wage negotiations no

coordination of �rms is assumed. In this setting, he can reestablish the result that

less competitive behavior in the product market leads to lower wages. A marginal

increase in one of the wage rates harms that �rm more the less the competition in the

product market is and thus unions negotiate a higher wage in a Cournot duopoly than

for collusive �rms. Consumer surplus can be higher when the �rms perfectly collude

compared to Cournot duopoly outcomes when unions have a signi�cant market power

and the products are near substitutes. In this case, collusion leads to a sharp decrease

in wages and therefore costs for �rms and thus �rms increase production. The wage

reduction leads to a quantity increase that o�sets the collusive quantity reduction. This

result holds also true for welfare if products are close substitutes and upstream agents

have bargaining power.
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Furthermore, Symeonidis extends his model to two{part tari�s. Workers receive the

standard �xed wages but in addition the union receives a lump{sum payment indepen-

dent of the number of workers which can be understood as a non{monetary bene�t such

as an improvement in working conditions. Again, the wage rate decreases with more

collusion in the product market, nevertheless the lump{sum part increases. Thus, since

a high wage has a negative employment e�ect, it has a negative feedback on unions and

�rms. It is therefore more optimal to reduce the wage and share rents through a high

lump sum. Union utility decreases with an increase in collusion, and also �rm pro�ts

decrease with more collusion since unions extract the rents through the lump sum. For

consumers and welfare a higher level of collusion is bene�cial. This is on the contrary

to a duopoly model with exogenous costs. There, unions and �rms bene�t from a de-

crease in competition and consumers as well as welfare su�ers. Symeonidis establishes

the opposite in his model with two{part tari�s and endogenous costs.

1.9.2 Entry

Mukherjee, Broll, and Mukherjee (2008) focus on the incentives of a monopolist to

license proprietary technology causing entry. Normally, it is assumed that a monopolist

increases competition in the product market and thus weakens its own position if the �rm

would license its products. However, with unions in the upstream market inuencing

the costs, more competition can lead to lower wages in the upstream market. Indeed, it

can be pro�t enhancing for a monopolist to license the product to a second �rm. With a

proper combination of up{front �xed{fee and output royalty the �rm can increase pro�ts

with licensing. This result is stable for di�erent union organization and negotiation

levels. The highest pro�ts occur with a central union setting central wages for both

�rms, but also with a central union and decentral wage setting. Qualitative results

also hold for decentral unions. Additionally, the model is robust concerning price and

quantity competition in the product market.

The repercussions of a limited number of quali�ed workers in an industry with entry

are in the focus of Majumdar and Saha (1998). All workers are employed by a monopolist
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and receive union wages. The authors examine market entry of a competitor who also

needs workers as an input. It is assumed that the entrant �rm is not unionized and

competes with the former monopolist in Cournot fashion. Due to the labor shortage,

the entrant needs to attract workers from the incumbent with higher wages, that is

they have to match the union wage paid by the incumbent �rm and compensate the

workers for the switching costs occurring with a change of the employer. Additionally,

it is assumed that the incumbent cannot lay{o� workers after the market entry of its

competitor since all jobs are protected by law. Majumdar and Saha �nd that union

wages decrease|compared to the monopoly case|but wages for workers in the new

�rm exceed the former monopoly union wage because the entrant has to attract the new

workers. The higher competition in the product market thus reduces union wages.

When union power increases, this raises wages for the incumbent, and counterintu-

itively also the output of the incumbent. This is due to the fact that because of job

security, the incumbent's quantity is not directly inuenced by its own wage cost. In-

stead, an increase in union wages for the incumbent leads to an entrant who has to pay

higher wages to attract new workers. Since production of the entrant directly depends

on its own wages, the entrant will reduce output and thus this has a positive inuence

on incumbents quantities and increase industry output as well.

With the focus on entry with information asymmetries, Pal and Saha (2006) assume

that a potential entrant in the product market is uninformed about the market demand,

more precisely about the intersection of a linear demand function which can take two

values: high or low. The entrant can use the wage rate chosen by the union as a signal to

deduct market demand. Consequently, the union can strategically set the wage to deter

or to accommodate entry. Unions mostly are ambivalent about entry. Entry results in

more competition in the product market which lowers the rents �rms earn and thus the

union can extract. Nevertheless, with more competition, production increases and thus

the number of potential union members. The authors distinguish two cases: in the �rst

case, the union is averse to entry, in the second case the union favors entry. Irrespective

of her preferences, the union always has to keep in mind that wage choice has two e�ects
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working in opposed directions. Setting a low wage signals low demand to the potential

entrant and this deters entry. Nevertheless, with low wages, costs for the entrant are

lower and thus makes entry more preferable and the product market more competitive.

So, when the unions want to strategically inuence the entry decision, it has to keep

in mind, that through the signaling e�ect it sends information to the entrant but also

lower wages inuence product market competition. In general, Pal and Saha conclude

that wages tend to be lower when union objective is entry deterrence and that higher

wages occur when the union wants accommodation. Finally, the paper emphasizes that

unions do have a severe inuence on the product market decision, especially when the

information e�ect dominates the competition e�ect and thus union behavior should not

be viewed as merely redistributive.

1.9.3 Bertrand vs. Cournot competition

In the standard oligopoly literature it is claimed that Bertrand competition results in

lower pro�ts for �rms compared to Cournot competition with products being imperfect

substitutes (see for example Singh and Vives (1984)). L�opez and Naylor (2004) shed

light on the question whether this result can be con�rmed in a duopoly with endogenous

costs. With a strong, wage oriented union Bertrand competition can be in the interest

of a �rm. Pro�ts under Bertrand as well as Cournot competition decrease with a unit

increase of wages. But the reason why �rms sometime prefer Bertrand is that for any

given level of wages, Cournot equilibrium pro�ts decrease more steeply in wages than

do Bertrand equilibrium pro�ts. Nevertheless, the authors show that relative union

strength has to be higher than 0:91 to �nd the higher pro�ts with Bertrand competition,

which never could be estimated in empirical studies.

Correa L�opez (2007) examines the incentives of �rms to choose prices or quantities

as strategic variables. To do this, she extends Singh and Vives (1984) to a duopoly with

an upstream market. The key note of Singh and Vives was that �rms prefer to choose

Cournot instead of Bertrand competition with substitutable products. However, under

consideration of an upstream market with a decentral union structure, Correa L�opez
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�nds that for a range of labor and product market characteristics|distribution of bar-

gaining power and unions relative preferences over wages|�rms prefer Bertrand com-

petition. Nevertheless, with central negotiations the standard prediction holds. In a

simpler but similar paper, also Manasakis and Vlassis (2006) established some of the

results of Correa L�opez (2007).

1.9.4 Mixed Oligopoly

In the literature on mixed oligopolies, pro�t{maximizing �rms compete with �rms aiming

on the maximization of something di�erent from pro�ts. Mostly, it is assumed that some

competitors are public �rms, maximizing for example welfare or consumer surplus. Since

it is a prevalent �nding in many countries that especially public �rms are unionized, also

some publication focus on the inuence of unions on mixed oligopolies.

De Fraja (1993b) examines a mixed duopoly with two �rms, both unionized, com-

peting in one market. The public �rm focuses on welfare maximization, the private

maximizes pro�ts. Both �rms and the two decentral unions negotiate for wages; output

is set by the �rms. With one public and one private enterprise he shows that the pub-

lic �rm pays a higher wage rate than the private rival. The explanation for this is as

follows: For a given wage, a small increase in the wage changes the payo� of the public

�rm (i.e., welfare) in the following way: First, it decreases own pro�ts and consumer

rents through higher prices. Second, the other �rm's pro�ts increase as well as union

utility. The latter e�ect (i.e., increased pro�ts of the competitor and the higher union

utility) at least partly o�set the negative e�ects of an increase in wages. A private �rm

only consider the negative e�ect of higher wages on own pro�ts and thus, no positive

e�ects arise. Thus, the private �rm negotiates lower wages since higher wages harm the

pro�ts of the private �rm more than the welfare objective of the public. Nevertheless,

after a privatization of the public �rm, wages of the former public �rm can increase or

decrease, but wages of the private one always increase after a privatization since com-

petition is reduced. The not privatized public �rm produced more than two Cournot

oligopolists and thus competition was more intense before the liberalization and thus
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prices are higher afterwards.

Also Ishida and Matsushima (2006) build a unionized mixed duopoly, but they focus

on wage regulation of public workers. This reects the situation of some countries, (i.e.,

Japan and US) were public workers are tightly regulated in their rights to negotiate

wages. The welfare e�ect of this regulation is central in the paper. In the model, one

private �rm maximizes pro�ts choosing quantities in the product markets and wages are

endogenously set by a decentral union. The public �rm maximizes welfare. However,

wage setting is assumed to be either by another �rm speci�c union or, if wages are regu-

lated, they are a weighted average of wages in the other �rm and an exogenous average

wage for the entire private sector. By assumption, the wage for the entire private sector

is always lower than the wage the private union sets. Thus, with regulated wages, the

wage the public �rm has to pay is always lower than wages in the private one. Which of

these two wage setting regimes is welfare enhancing is ambiguous. Unexceptional, the

regime is preferred which leads to lower wages. However, three e�ects, one direct and

two indirect e�ects, have an impact on wage levels: First, with wages being regulated,

an exogenous gap is on public wages. Thus, if costs are lower, the public �rm competes

more �ercely in the product market. Second, the regulated wage gives a cost advantage

to the public �rm and thus leads private unions to lower wages, to keep the private

�rm competitive. Again, this intensi�es product market competition. Additionally, the

private union knows that wages for public workers are directly linked with the wages the

private union sets and thus the union can strategically inuence public wages. Hence,

labor market competition is less intense with wage regulation. Overall welfare e�ects

are not obvious. Whether the more intense product market competition or the lower

labor market competition predominates crucially depends on the degree of product dif-

ferentiation. Unambiguously, the model shows that the private union su�ers from wage

regulation, and the public union can bene�t. Without a regulation, the public union is

more aggressive than the private one and sets higher wages since the output of the public

�rm is also higher. This can lead to an ine�cient low level of employment. Without the

right to set wages, the workers in the public �rm can bene�t since they do not demand
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inappropriately high wages.

Although it is not a mixed oligopoly model, Haskel and Szymanski (1992) is very

related to the competition between pubic and private �rm. Haskel and Szymanski focus

on the privatization of a public unionized �rm to a unionized oligopoly. The objective

of the public �rm is to maximize a weighted combination of the interest of consumers

and producers (i.e., unions and �rms). The objective of the private �rms after the pri-

vatization is to maximize pro�ts. Also di�erent are the budget constraint for the public

and private �rms. While the private �rms are constraint by the threat of bankruptcy,

the budget constrained for the public �rm is looser; it can make a loss in equilibrium.

The authors �nd that the objective to maximize welfare is better achieved with private

�rms than with a welfare maximizing monopolist. With public ownership, output and

wages are relatively high. Unions can extract a high wage since the objective of a public

�rm during the negotiations with the union is a weighted sum of consumer surplus and

�rm as well as union pro�ts and this increases wages. However, these high wages lead to

losses in the public sector. With private �rms and the threat of bankruptcy wages are

lower and with some competition in the product market, the private ownership leads to

higher welfare. Nevertheless, this result is driven by higher �rm rents. Employment and

wages are lower, and even prices are higher in a private sector. Thus, unions, workers,

and consumers su�er after the privatization.

Grnblom and Willner (2008) analyze privatization and liberalization and also �nd

that they do not always increase welfare when �rms are unionized. At the outset, one

unionized welfare maximizing �rm sets the output. After liberalization and privatiza-

tion, a Cournot oligopoly with pro�t maximizing unionized �rms arises. The welfare

implications for liberalization and privatization with decentral wage negotiations are,

that welfare only increases if the output increases. This is not necessarily the case,

since the welfare maximizing monopolist has an incentive to set a higher quantity than

a pro�t maximizing monopolist. Thus, generally speaking the liberalization and priva-

tization only increases welfare for a high number of �rms or weak workers. When the

authors allow for market entry with �xed costs in the liberalized market, in most cases
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liberalization reduce welfare unless the market is extremely fragmented or the employ-

ees very weak. With central negotiations, that is wage negotiations between one central

union and one employers' association, liberalization always reduces welfare since output

never increases.

In a nutshell, the publications of unionized mixed oligopolies show that liberalization

of the industry not always lead to lower prices and higher welfare. Instead, since unions

are active and try to extract rents, after liberalization prices increase, thus consumer

rents and in some models also welfare are lower.

1.9.5 Horizontal and Vertical Di�erentiation

In his paper Grandner (2007) examines the location of two �rms on a Hotelling line. He

extends the model of Economides (1986) in which two �rms with a general cost function

choose location on a Hotelling line. Economides (1986) derived regions in his paper,

where pure strategy price equilibria exist, of which some are maximum di�erentiation,

while some other equilibria are not maximum di�erentiation. However, minimum dif-

ferentiation is never an equilibrium. Grandner assumes in a second stage that two �rm

speci�c unions negotiate with �rms over wages. Hence, wages are endogenous. Finally,

in the third stage, �rms choose prices simultaneously. With endogenous labor costs and

a union not being a wage setter or having a negotiation strength of zero, he shows that

the optimal location is always nearer to the extreme points, that is products are more

di�erentiated compared to exogenous costs in Economides (1986).

Bacchiega (2008) focuses on vertical instead of horizontal di�erentiation. In his model

two �rms compete in an industry and can produce a low or a high quality good. For

the production of a high quality product, one unit of a high skilled worker is needed.

The production of low quality goods only needs unskilled workers and it is assumed

that low skilled workers are not organized, thus they only receive their reservation wage.

Instead, the high skilled workers are organized in a union and can extra rents due to

their negotiation power. The author shows that in equilibrium one �rm produces only

the high quality good while the other produces the low quality good and both earn
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positive pro�ts. Unsurprisingly, the pro�t of the high quality �rm is lower with more

competition in the product market. The low quality generates high pro�ts if union

strength is high, that is if its competitor has to pay higher wages. It can be shown that

for a relative union bargaining strength lower than �rm strength the high quality �rm

generates higher pro�ts, while for a union bargaining strength higher, the low quality

�rm receives higher pro�ts. From a welfare point of view, welfare decreases with an

increase in union strength. Thus, if a social planer would aim to maximize social rents,

it would try to minimize the weight attributed to union strength. However, there is a

long{term trade{o� to the incentives to invest in skills. If skilled workers only receive

the reservation payo�, no one would invest in training and thus in the long run this

would lead to a disadvantageous result due to a lack of skilled worker in the industry.

In a discussion paper Bacchiega (2004) extends his �ndings to trade liberalization. He

assumes that in the domestic country two �rms are active, equal to his previous model.

In addition, he examines also a second country. In this only the low quality product is

produced by low skilled worker within a competitive industry. Free trade between the

countries leads to a market expansion e�ect and to a competitive e�ect. The �rst is

positive for �rms. Additionally, competition is increased and this harms especially the

low quality �rm in the home country, but also the high quality �rm since the competition

for the low quality becomes more intense. Therefore, the domestic low quality �rm looses

from the liberalization, the high cost �rm bene�ts if the market expansion e�ect is high

enough. The same is true for the skilled worker as well as home welfare. To sum it

up, Bacchiega �nds that with a small market size in the foreign country all domestic

agents loose with trade liberalization. With market size increasing, �rst, the welfare

maximizing Government is willing to accept trade since consumers gain, but unions and

�rms su�er. Finally, with a further increase in size, a high quality �rm and than the

union agree to liberalization. Since the low cost producer always su�ers, it never bene�ts

from liberalization.
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1.10 Incentive Contracts

In most unionized oligopoly papers, �rms and unions negotiate over a �xed remuneration

scheme. Bensa��d and Gary-Bobo (1991) extend the literature by examining pro�t{

sharing schemes. In their model, pro�t sharing does not induce any di�erences in the

workers' behavior, and only strategic inter{�rm e�ects are taken into consideration.

Firms o�er unions a take{it{or{leave{it contract. This remuneration scheme has a �xed

and a variable part and both are chosen by the �rms. Decentral unions can than accept

or refuse the o�er. If they refuse it, workers receive the reservation wage of the industry.

Bensa��d and Gary-Bobo �nd that �rms and unions agree on pro�t sharing schemes. In

equilibrium, the o�er includes a �xed wage lower than the reservation wage, leading to

lower marginal costs for �rms. If only one �rm{union pair agrees on pro�t{sharing this

leads to a competitive advantage for this �rm in the product market. For the other �rms,

the best reaction to a pro�t{sharing strategy of their competitor is to also introduce

pro�t sharing. Thus, in equilibrium all �rm adopt pro�t sharing remuneration schemes.

Nevertheless, this is a prisoners' dilemma for �rms. It would be in the interest of the

industry to pay the �xed reservation wage, but all �rms have an individual advantage

to shift to pro�t sharing since production is higher. The overall intensi�ed competition

in the product market is to the disadvantage of all �rms. For workers and welfare the

situation is the other way around. Workers accept lower �xed wages and bene�t through

the sharing parameter. Also welfare is higher since prices are lower.

In this line, also S�rensen (1992) builds a duopoly model in which the unions and

the �rms can negotiate for a pro�t sharing scheme. In his paper, no take{it{or{leave{it

contract is modeled; instead the �xed as well as the variable part of the remuneration

are scopes of bargaining. He �nds pro�t sharing pro�table for �rms as long as the union

is not too powerful. Again, unions always bene�t from the introduction of pro�t sharing

schemes and also welfare is always higher with pro�t sharing.

Not only workers can receive a variable remuneration contract, it is also common for

managers. As agents of the owners of the �rm, they take part in the wage negotiations
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with unions. Hence, it can be pro�t enhancing for the owners to create an incentive

contract for managers paying more attention to sales or pro�ts. Therefore, Szymanski

(1994) extends the model of strategic delegation of Fershtman and Judd (1987) and

Vickers (1985) to a model with endogenous cost. In the seminal paper of Fershtman and

Judd, owners of a company choose incentive contracts for the managers. The aim of

the owners is to maximize pro�ts, while managers instead maximize their own incomes.

Owners can set a remuneration contract for managers to let them pay more attention

to sales or pro�ts. In equilibrium, Fershtman and Judd as well as Vickers show that

it is optimal for owners to set a higher weight on sales than on pro�ts. Nevertheless,

these models disregard that managers also have an inuence on costs. This is explicitly

modeled in Szymanski (1994). He assumes that managers in the duopoly negotiate

with two �rm{speci�c unions for wages. The game therefore is as follows. In the �rst

stage, owners of the �rm choose incentive contracts for the managers. In the second, the

managers negotiate with unions for wages. Finally, the two managers choose output in

the product market. It is \trivial to show", as Szymanski states, that owners will set

more weight on pro�ts than on sales when costs are a decreasing linear function of the

weight the manager sets on pro�ts. Indeed, it can happen that the weight the managers

set on cost control exceeds the one of a pro�t maximizer. The focus of the paper is to

examine an increase in union bargaining strength. This increased union power raises

wages and prices, reduces output and also the rent a union can extract is increased.

Surprisingly, the author shows that an increase in union power can lead to higher pro�ts

of owners. As long as unions only care about wages the output reduction e�ect of their

wage demand is high. Thus, owners bene�t from the reduced output since it leads to a

more collusive quantity in the product market and this can increase pro�ts.

Related to the previous paper, also Chatterjee and Saha (2005) examine incentive

contracts for managers in a unionized oligopoly. The owners of a �rm can set incentive

remuneration schemes for managers to place more value on pro�ts or sales. The managers

than negotiate with unions for wages and during these negotiations managers as well as

unions maximize their utility. The owners choose the manager contract to maximize
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their own pro�ts.

In the literature on management incentive contracts in non{unionized Cournot oligo-

polies, a strict preference of owners for sales{emphasized contracts is predominant. How-

ever, Chatterjee and Saha show that in a unionized oligopoly two strategies can be pro�t

enhancing for owners. They have to balance the advantages of pro�t orientation to re-

duce wages, and of sales orientation to gain in output competition. Thus, when they

give less weight to sales (in the extreme case also a negative one) this is on the one hand

negative since it weakens the position in the product market. On the other hand, wages

the �rm has to pay to workers are also reduced since managers are interested in higher

pro�ts and strongly negotiate for lower wages. For the owners the strategy is pro�t

increasing as long as the wage saving e�ect predominates the output shrinking e�ect. If

the manager contracts emphasis sales more, output in the product market is increased,

however, union wages and thus costs also increase.

Which of these strategies is in the interest of the owners depends on union strength.

For strong unions an emphasis on pro�t{sharing is welfare enhancing, but for weak

union the managerial economics literature in non{unionized oligopolies is con�rmed that

manager{contracts should focus on sales.

Aidt and Sena (2005) do not assume like all other unionized oligopoly models, that

the only aim of unions is to extract rents. Building on Freeman and Medo� (1984),

they assume that unions also create rents by training the worker leading to a higher

productivity or adopt a higher e�ciency in the �rms' organization. This is adopted

in their model: unions can choose whether they invest resources in rent creation or in

rent extraction. With rent extraction, the negotiation strength of the unions increases,

with rent creation, workers become more productive. The game is as follows. In the

�rst stage, unions decide to invest in rent creation or extraction. Afterwards, �rms

and unions negotiate over wages, and �nally �rms set quantities. As union structure,

decentral �rm speci�c unions are modeled. Another assumption driving the results is

that demand elasticity is constant. Without this assumption, for example with a linear

demand, results would chance. However, with constant demand elasticity, unions have to
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balance two e�ects: When the union invests in rent creation, thus increasing productivity

of workers, and with a constant wage, more workers are employed. However, with this

happening, the union lacks resources to invest in rent extraction, which reduces wages.

When the union invests in rent extraction, nevertheless, this reduces employment without

any investments in productivity. Thus, in equilibrium the union invests some of her rents

in rent creation and some in rent extraction.

Additionally, Aidt and Sena examine the impact of an increase in the product market

competition on the distribution of union resources in extraction and creation. They claim

that unions increase the share of resources devoted to rent creation with more product

market competition. The workers bene�t by a higher job security and thus accept lower

wages. The authors argue here, that unions maximize the cake they and the �rms

create instead of maximizing the rents they extract. Also an increased labor market

liberalization in modeled through a decrease of the exogenously assumed part of union

strength. With a reduction of this part, unions will invest more in rent extraction than

in creation to reach their former negotiation strength. This is disadvantageous for the

�rms since the cake is reduced.

1.11 General Equilibrium

Two papers extend the previous industry models to country models. They assume that

each country consists of di�erent industries and in each industry some �rms compete and

thus have market power. They also examine market power in the upstream market (i.e.,

unionized industries). Dube and Reddy (2006) examine trade liberalization and �nd

that an increase in international competition reduces wages and a race{to{the{bottom

occurs. Due to the lower costs for �rms, it can therefore happen that �rm pro�ts increase

after the liberalization.

More generally, Correa L�opez (2006) examines union inuence on a general equilib-

rium unionized oligopoly model. In her article with multiple results she shows that lots

of results depend on the ability of �rms to increase prices after a wage increase. This
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also drives employment altering. If �rms can increase prices, employment is higher and

also the level of wages highly depends on product market characteristics.

1.12 Conclusion

To put it in a nutshell, the �ndings of the unionized oligopoly literature are diverse

and often unexpected, especially for orthodox economists: tari�s, quotas, and export

subsidies can enhance domestic welfare3, and, in addition, lower tari�s can lead to higher

wages. Sometimes unionized countries have a strategic competitive advantage compared

to countries with competitive labor markets. The often appreciated inward FDIs can

harm domestic welfare, in contrast outward FDIs can, unexpectedly, increase domestic

wages. Furthermore, increased union strength can lead to higher pro�ts for �rm owners,

and even welfare is sometimes positively correlated with union strength. The positive

e�ects of trade liberalization and privatization can be o�set with unions so that a country

may su�er lower welfare after liberalization and privatization. The impact of unions on

innovations is not unambiguous in the unionized oligopoly literature, it is shown that

monopolists can have an incentive to license a superior technology to another �rm and,

thus, induce competition within a unionized oligopolies. Finally, the incentives to invest

in education can also be higher with unions than without.

3This was also established for non-unionized oligopolies.
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Chapter 2

Strategic Pro�t Sharing

2.1 Introduction

In December 2005, Germany's president Horst K�ohler called for \worker{friendly" labor

reforms, especially pro�t sharing. \In an era of globalization sharing the capital means

can help to narrow the growing divide between the rich and the poor," K�ohler said.

\Today employers and employees have to realize that they are in the same boat as part

of a company facing worldwide competition"(K�ohler (2005)).

This paper addresses the question whether pro�t sharing is advantageous for unions,

�rms, consumers, and overall welfare under di�erent unionized wage bargaining regimes.

Whilst in the United States and the UK variable pay schemes are more common1, exi-

ble remuneration schemes have only become more popular in Germany in the mid 1990s.

One question is whether these di�erences result from di�erences in labor market insti-

tutions. In the Anglo{American part of the world wages are usually bargained on a

decentralized �rm level between unions and �rms. In contrast, in Germany,2 Austria,

and Scandinavian countries negotiations take place either at an industry level or at the

national level. Unions and employer associations agree on wages that are binding for

1For Europe see OECD (1995) and for a more precise description of the situation in the USA see
Lebow, Sheiner, Slifman, and Starr-McCluer (1999).

2For institutional details of the German system see Kurdelbusch (2002) or Grtzgen (2008).
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the whole industry or even country. At the same time, pro�t sharing between employers

and employees is unusual. Whether this is sheer coincidence or a result of institutional

di�erences is the question I try to shed light on in this paper. Therefore, I examine

the decision whether to bargain over classical wage (i.e., a basic pay) contracts or to

bargain over contingent pay (i.e., a base wage and a share parameter) contracts within

a framework of oligopolistic competition in the product market. Furthermore, I take

two institutional arrangements into account: remuneration is either negotiated under a

centralized or under a decentralized setting.

I show that, in a decentralized bargaining system, �rms and unions collectively prefer

classical wage contracts as a convention for all �rm{union pairs in the sector. However,

due to a prisoners' dilemma, single �rm{union pairs have incentives to deviate and to

enter into pro�t sharing contracts. For centralized wage negotiations it is in the interest

of both parties to negotiate a semi{collusive agreement. This semi{collusive agreement

consists of two collusive parts: to negotiate at a centralized level and to negotiate classi-

cal wages, but to compete in the product market. It can be shown that this agreement is

stable to a deviation to decentralized classical wage contracts, but not to decentralized

pro�t sharing contracts. This is in line with empirical research. For example, Kurdel-

busch (2002) concludes in her empirical study on German industrial relations: \Until

now company speci�c pay systems have coexisted alongside collective bargaining on pay.

As yet, variable wage components have not substituted for basic pay. Nevertheless, the

emergence of company speci�c remuneration systems is reinforcing a decentralization of

wage bargaining and the variation in employment relations." In summary, once pro�t

sharing becomes more usual, the predominant semi{collusive agreements break down

and overall a prisoners' dilemma logic applies.

With respect to consumers, pro�t sharing is advantageous, and it is also welfare en-

hancing under the assumption that production and consumption take place in the same

country. Therefore, pro�t sharing can be interpreted as an instrument to introduce e�-
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cient bargaining (where unions and �rms negotiate over both wages and employment).3

Under e�cient bargaining unions and �rms agree on a wage{employment combination

beside the demand curve where the indi�erence curves be tangent to each other, and

therefore it is called \e�cient". When pro�t sharing is not feasible and unions bargain

over a base wage, employment can only be increased by lowering wages. With pro�t

sharing unions can agree on a low base wage, and this reduces �rms' marginal costs.

As a consequence more workers are employed. Joint{pro�t maximization between the

�rm and the union takes place. Additionally, unions are able to extract rents through a

pro�t sharing wage coe�cient. Put di�erently: �rst unions and �rms maximize the sum

of their pro�ts negotiating low base wage and, afterwards, these pro�ts are distributed

by the share coe�cient. This is the same e�ect that appears with e�cient bargaining

negotiations, but in an indirect way. Thus, pro�t sharing negotiations are maybe a more

feasible way to implement consumer surplus (or welfare) enhancing e�ects of e�cient

bargaining than negotiations over wages and employment.

To encapsulate my �ndings: I can show centralized wage systems to be relatively sta-

ble against deviation to decentralized wage bargaining over classical wages. Nevertheless,

if there is the possibility to negotiate over pro�t shares as well, the probability rises that

the semi{collusive agreement collapses. This implies a noteworthy result for countries

with centralized bargaining: once pro�t sharing is feasible, the parameter space is en-

larged where the industry speci�c remuneration scheme is replaced by a decentralized

one.

Even though there is a broad literature on pro�t sharing in general4, the literature on

pro�t sharing as a strategic instrument in oligopolistic markets is relatively thin. Notable

exemptions are Stewart (1989) and Fung (1989),5 which both examine the e�ects of pro�t

sharing on oligopolistic competition. Stewart (1989) shows that a monopolistic �rm

3Anderson and Devereux (1989) �nd in their seminal paper that the outcomes for pro�t sharing are
identical to E�cient Bargaining in a monopoly situation with one union and and one �rm.

4See Prendergast (1999) for a survey.
5Fershtman and Judd (1987) have already analysed contingent pay as a strategic instrument in the

product market. However, their analysis focuses on remuneration schemes for non-unionized managers,
whilst I focus on workers represented by unions.
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Figure 2-1: Decentralized wage negotiations

will not implement a pro�t sharing contract, if the upstream labor market is perfectly

competitive. In contrast for oligopolistic �rms, pro�t sharing is always optimal. Fung

(1989) introduces two �rm{speci�c unions setting the base wage while one of the �rms

chooses the pro�t sharing parameter. He assumes the pro�t sharing �rm to have lower

marginal costs and, therefore, to increase output while the output of the �rm that

does not set a contingent pay declines. Consequently, the pro�t sharing �rm gains,

whereas the other loses through pro�t sharing. All in all, pro�t sharing results in a

lower product price and higher employment. However, Bensa��d and Gary-Bobo (1991)

develop a model in a decentralized wage{setting regime on a take{it{or{leave{it basis

(i.e., without negotiations). In the �rst stage, a pro�t sharing scheme is o�ered to the

employees. The workers can reject or accept the �rm's proposal; negotiations about a

base wage and a share coe�cient are not feasible. Refusing the contingent pay o�ered

results in a wage equal to the \market wage" in the competitive sector. The �nding

is a subgame{perfect equilibrium where all �rms simultaneously implement a share{
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contract. Hence, my results re�ne the outcome of the decentralized bargaining regime

of Bensa��d and Gary{Bobo by using negotiations instead of take{it{or{leave{it o�ers.

Probably S�rensen's model (see S�rensen (1992)) is the one most closely connected to my

paper, analyzing a special case of my model with decentralized negotiations in a duopoly

framework. He examines the outcome of a Cournot game between two union{�rm pairs

maximizing their utility, and �nds pro�t sharing to be pro�table for the �rm as long as

the union does not have \too much power". This is similar to my model and my �ndings

with n = 2 and decentralized bargaining.

Another rather small strand of literature related to my model is concerned with the

strategic choice of the bargaining agenda in unionized oligopolies. Yang (1995), Van-

nini and Bughin (2000), and Petrakis and Vlassis (2000) should be mentioned here. All

papers focus on the question whether �rms and unions prefer e�cient bargaining or

right{to{manage negotiations. However, while pro�t sharing is an indirect instrument

to enable unions to inuence employment by means of the base wages, my paper studies

a related question.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: I outline the basic model in the de-

centralized bargaining system and analyze the stability of the classical remuneration

agreement in the next section. In Section 2.3, I set up the theoretical model for cen-

tralized wage negotiations and analyze di�erences in the stability of the wage{setting

regimes, focusing on the inuence of pro�t sharing. I conclude in the last section.

2.2 Decentralized Wage Negotiations (D)

2.2.1 Basic Setup

I analyze a non{cooperative three stage game. In stage 1, each �rm faces a single �rm{

speci�c trade union. The two parties jointly decide whether to bargain over a basic

pay in a classical system or over both a share coe�cient and a base rate in a pro�t

sharing regime. Only if the particular �rm and the particular union, both agree on a

pro�t sharing contract, pro�t sharing is established. Otherwise, if either the union or

the �rm prefers a classical base pay, classical wage contracts are negotiated. This is

the automatic fall{back option. In stage 2, negotiations over wages take place via a

decentralized Nash{Bargaining Solution. In stage 3, the �rms unilaterally choose their

product market quantities in Cournot fashion. There are n �rms and n unions (indexed

by i = 1; :::; n). Each �rm produces a homogeneous good with labor as the only input.

One unit of labor is used to produce one unit of output. Thus, I can discuss output and

employment interchangeably. Firm i's pro�t in the classical system is given by

�i = (p (X)� bi)xi (2.1)

where

p (X) = maxfA�X; 0g (2.2)

is the inverse demand function and bi the base wage negotiated between �rm i and union

i. Let X =
Pn
i=1 xi denote the total production, and xi be the individual output. If a
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�rm and a union agree to negotiate a pro�t sharing contract, a �rm's pro�t is de�ned as

�i = (1� ai) (p (X)� bi)xi (2.3)

with ai being the share coe�cient, 0 � ai � 1.

The representative union is risk neutral and has a rent{maximization objective.

Hence Ui is the utility of the union and is represented by

Ui = (ti � w)xi (2.4)

where w denotes the competitive wage in a non{unionized labor market and ti the

employees' contractual total remuneration. Let the total remuneration per worker be

ti = bi in the classical system and ti = bi+ ai (p� bi) in the pro�t sharing regime. With

pro�t sharing, the union bargains over two independent variables: the share coe�cient

ai and the basic pay bi. This di�ers signi�cantly from a �xed contract, where the union

tries to achieve a high level of Ui via the negotiation of a basic pay bi only.

In this right{to{manage model neither the �rm nor the union can obtain a reservation

payo�, so that the Nash{Bargaining Solution is given by

B = U ci �
1�c
i (2.5)

Here, 0 � c � 1 represents the union's and 1�c the �rm's bargaining power, respectively.

I solve the model backwards; �rst I analyze stage 3 where I examine the �rm's

optimal production decision for a given set of wage contracts. For simplicity I shall

restrict attention to solutions in pure strategies. Then, I consider the second stage and

obtain the wage contracts which result from the Nash{Bargaining Solution; again, only

solutions in pure strategies are considered. Here I have to distinguish between two cases:

�rst, I assume that all �rms and unions negotiate in the classical system. Then, I solve

the model for a pro�t sharing system and compare the �ndings. I can show that �rm{

union pairs are collectively better o� if they bargain only over a base wage in an industry
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speci�c \semi{collusive agreement". Analyzing asymmetric situations is the last step:

is it bene�cial for some union{�rm pairs in the industry to leave this semi{collusive

agreement and negotiate a pro�t sharing contract?

2.2.2 Decentralized Negotiations in a Classical Wage System (Dcs)

In this section, a basic pay is negotiable whilst pro�t sharing is not feasible.

Stage 3: The Product Market Game In the classical system and under the as-

sumption of Cournot{Nash competition, di�erentiation of (2:1) with respect to xi yields

the �rst{order condition for pro�t maximization by the representative �rm i.

d�i
dxi

= A� bi � 2xi �
Xn

j 6=i
xj = 0

This equation can now be solved to obtain the output of each �rm (and the industry

output) as a best{response function with respect to the unions' chosen wages.

xi =
A� nbi +

Pn
j 6=i bj

(n+ 1)
; X =

An�
Pn
i=1 bi

(n+ 1)
(2.6)

Stage 2: The Labor Market Game In the second stage, each union{�rm pair will

bargain over a base wage to maximize their rents. I substitute Eqs. (2:1) ; (2:2) ; (2:4)

and (2:6) into Eq. (2:5) and di�erentiate with respect to bi. Here, I bene�t from the fact

of a symmetric game, substituting
Pn
j 6=i bj = (n� 1) bi after �rst{order condition have

been derived. Thus, I obtain the equilibrium base wage for the representative �rm i

bi (Dcs) =
Ac+ nw (2� c)
c+ n (2� c) . (2.7)
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Further substitution then yields the equilibrium levels for product prices, pro�ts, and

union utility:

p (Dcs) = w +
(A� w) (c+ 2n)

(c+ (2� c)n) (n+ 1) (2.8)

xi (Dcs) =
(A� w) (2� c)n

(c+ (2� c)n) (n+ 1) (2.9)

�i (Dcs) = [xi (Dcs)]
2 (2.10)

Ui (Dcs) =
c

2� c
n+ 1

n
[xi (Dcs)]

2 (2.11)

Welfare can be de�ned asW = n�i+nUi+consumer surplus; and the explicit expression

of welfare is

W (Dcs) =

�
2n+ c

2� c +
n2

2

�
[xi (Dcs)]

2 : (2.12)

The �xed salary (bi) is positive, and some comparative statics show that this basic

pay (bi) increases in union strength (c) and declines in oligopoly size (n).
6 Examining

the welfare change due to a rise in union bargaining power I obtain:7

Proposition 1 In a decentralized classical bargaining regime welfare W declines with

stronger unions, dWdc < 0.

This e�ect stems from the fact that the union can charge an increasingly high wage

rate with a rise in c. With c = 1 the union can set a monopolistic wage leading to

a reduction of production in the oligopolistic downstream market. For 0 < c < 1 the

problem is reduced, but welfare is still not maximal; at c = 0 welfare would be at the

maximum level.

2.2.3 Decentralized Negotiations about a Pro�t Sharing Scheme (Dps)

Unions and �rms maximize their rents by choosing a base wage (b) and a share coe�cient

(a) in this section.

6db=dc > 0 and db=dn < 0
7All proofs are presented in the appendix to this chapter.
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Stage 3: The Product Market Game In this regime, the �rms maximize their

pro�ts (2:3) with respect to xi I obtain the same �rm best response function as in the

classical system (2:6).

Stage 2: The Labor Market Game In the �rst stage, each union{�rm pair nego-

tiates over the basic pay bi and the share coe�cient ai. Union and �rm choose ai and

bi to achieve a high joint pay{o� B assigned in Eq. (2:5) where Eqs. (2:3) and (2:4) are

the pro�t and utility functions, respectively.8 This yields equilibrium base wage, share

coe�cient, and total remuneration:

ai (Dps) =
c+ n� 1

n
(2.13)

bi (Dps) =
A (1� n) + nw (1 + n)

(n2 + 1)
(2.14)

ti (Dps) =
c (A� w) + w

�
1 + n2

�
(n2 + 1)

: (2.15)

Substituting these equations back into the price, pro�t, and utility functions I obtain:

p (Dps) = w +
A� w
n2 + 1

(2.16)

�i (Dps) =
(A� w)2 (1� c)n

(n2 + 1)2
(2.17)

Ui (Dps) =
(A� w)2 cn
(n2 + 1)2

: (2.18)

Using Eqs. (2:16), (2:17) ; and (2:18), it is possible to denote W as:

W (Dps) =
(A� w)2 n2

�
n2 + 2

�
2 (n2 + 1)2

: (2.19)

The pro�t sharing regime entails interesting results. The share coe�cient ai of the

8For a deeper understanding of the changes in the remuneration reaction functions I refer to S�rensen
(1992).
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remuneration scheme is positive but smaller than one and increases with union strength.

Notably, bi is independent of the union bargaining power c. The union achieves a higher

level of utility by negotiating a higher ai if the union can strengthen its position. The

derivative of the sharing coe�cient shows a constant increase of ai due to a rise in c.

@ai (Dps)

@c
=
1

n
> 0

In other words: in smaller industries unions gain more from an increase in the bargain-

ing parameter. Interestingly, bi can decrease and become negative for some parameter

constellations. In these cases, �rms are faced with negative marginal cost, making them

very aggressive in the Cournot product market game. Thereby, they produce higher

output which yields a higher demand for labor. Unions gain by increased employment

and higher pro�t of the �rms due to ai.

Proposition 2 In a decentralized pro�t sharing regime welfare W is independent of

union strength c.

When �rms and unions negotiate pro�t shares and basic pay, welfare W is indepen-

dent of union power. The intuition for this result can be described by the two parts of

the contractual wage: the base rate bi is set to an optimal level by the �rm and union.

Both parties maximize the \cake" they bargain over, which is welfare enhancing. How-

ever, the strength of the union and the �rm determines how the cake is divided. This

leads to welfare neutral transfers, meaning that the level of welfare does not change.

2.2.4 Classical Wage System vs. Pro�t Sharing Scheme

The di�erences between a classical wage contract in the oligopoly and a pro�t sharing

contract can be summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 3

1. Firms prefer the classical wage contract.
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2. Unions in duopolies favor the pro�t sharing scheme for c > 2
3 . In larger oligopolies

unions gain a higher utility in the classical regime without pro�t sharing.

3. Wages in the classical wage system are higher than the basic wages with pro�t

sharing and also higher than the total remuneration per worker under a pro�t

sharing regime.

4. Pro�t sharing results in higher welfare.

The pro�t sharing regime reduces the base wage rate so that �rms produce with

lower marginal costs. As a consequence, output rises and price decreases. Lower pro-

duction costs and higher quantity cannot compensate the �rm for the price decrease and

appropriation of rents through ai by the union. Unions also su�er from pro�t sharing.

More workers are employed, but the contract wage decreases by so much that the union's

utility declines. Basically, these e�ects arise from the fact that, as a consequence of pro�t

sharing, more output is produced. This is individually rational because the marginal

cost bi decreases, but the industry as a whole is faced with a price decrease. The unions

earn a lower basic pay while more workers are employed and obtain a share of the pro�t.

In view of the fact that pro�ts decline when all pairs play \pro�t sharing", ai does not

increase overall utility.

With respect to welfare, pro�t sharing has positive e�ects due to an increase in

consumer surplus. In my closed economy model production and consumption take place

in the same country. If, however, only a share of consumer surplus is part of domestic

welfare, the positive welfare e�ect of contingent pay will decrease. Especially for a

country which exports the commodities it produces it is questionable whether a change

of the bargaining regime from a classical to a pro�t sharing one is welfare enhancing.

Additionally, it must be taken into consideration that usually employment rises whilst

wage payments per worker decline.
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It should be clari�ed again that pro�t sharing in a right{to{manage model could

be considered as a device to introduce e�cient bargaining.9 While with e�cient bar-

gaining unions and �rms bargain directly over wages as well as employment, in the

right{to{manage approach �rms unilaterally determine employment. Without pro�t

sharing, unions in right{to{manage negotiations can only enhance employment by low-

ering wages. However, when unions negotiate in pro�t sharing regimes they can agree

on a low base wage to reduce �rms' marginal costs, leading to a high rate of employ-

ment. Simultaneously, unions can achieve the same utility level by extracting rents due

to a high pro�t sharing coe�cient. Even if employment is determined more indirectly in

pro�t sharing right{to{manage negotiations than with e�cient bargaining, pro�t sharing

is maybe a more feasible way to implement the positive e�ects of e�cient bargaining in

reality.

To sum up my �ndings: unions and �rms collectively prefer the ine�cient classical

contract over more e�cient pro�t sharing schemes in most cases. This is due to the

negative competition externality under Cournot competition. If both �rms and unions

were monopolists they would strictly prefer pro�t sharing. Intuitively, pro�t sharing

enlarges the negative Cournot competition externality or Prisoner's Dilemma e�ect.10

However, if unions and �rms could collectively write binding contracts they would

collude over the contract form and bargain over classical wage rates. Here, the \semi{

collusive agreement" involves the consent about the contract form. This contrasts with

the cartel literature discussing mostly quantity or price agreements. Instead, my model

is probably more in line with the literature on semi{collusion where �rms act collusively

with respect to one variable, maximizing joint pro�ts, while competing in the other

9For details about Right-to-Manage see Nickell and Andrews (1983) or MacDonald and Solow (1981)
for E�cient Bargaining. A good reference for a survey about the advantages and disadvantages of these
models is Naylor (2003).
10In my model I assume homogeneous products. Therefore, it may be desirable to extend the model to

heterogeneous products. With more di�erentiated products the �rm-union pairs approach the monopolis-
tic situation and the negative competition e�ect is reduced. A threshold value for product di�erentiation
may exist, where, for more heterogeneous products unions and �rms would prefer pro�t sharing. Unfor-
tunately, the mathematical complexity of the model does not allow us to �nd an exact solution for the
threshold values.
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variables. To avoid misunderstandings: the agreement in my model only covers the

scope of bargaining.11 All unions and �rms choose classical contracts in the �rst stage

since this leads to higher pro�ts for every single union and �rm in the industry. This

can be understood as a special case of joint pro�t maximization. However, the product

market is still competitive. For the rest of the paper I refer to this kind of behavior as

\semi{collusion" like Fershtman and Muller (1986).

Hitherto, I have not analyzed the stability of this semi{collusive agreement. Does

a union{�rm pair have an incentive to become an outsider and negotiate a pro�t shar-

ing contract? I follow D'Aspremont, Jaquemin, Gabszewicz, and Weymark (1983) and

assume a cartel or semi{collusive agreement to be stable if and only if a union{�rm

pair inside does not �nd it desirable to exit (internal stability) and an outside pair of

�rm and union does not �nd it desirable to join the agreement (external stability). To

prove cartel instability it is therefore su�cient to demonstrate that the cartel is either

externally or internally unstable.

2.2.5 Stability of the Semi{Collusive Agreement (Dts)

To analyze cartel stability, I investigate how �rm pro�ts and union utility vary if a �rm{

union pair leaves the semi{collusive agreement. At the outset, k of the n �rms bargain

semi{collusively over a classical wage contract while n�k union{�rm pairs are outsiders

to this agreement. I obtain the equilibrium pro�ts and utility levels for �rms and unions

negotiating in the classical system (�i; Ui) and under a pro�t sharing regime (�r; Ur).

Subsequently, I assume an additional pair to introduce pro�t sharing. Now, k � 1 �rms

and unions participate in the semi{collusive agreement while n� k+1 �rm{union pairs

are outsiders. The equilibrium outcomes are given by �+1i ; U
+1
i ;�+1r ; and U

+1
r . For

a stable agreement �i or Ui must exceed �
+1
r and U+1r , respectively. In other words,

if the union as well as the �rm bene�t from deviating I assume that both will agree

on a contingent contract. Firstly, I focus on the computations for the number of pairs

k acting semi{collusively. Afterwards, similar computations can be made for a semi{

11This assumption is modi�ed in Section 2.3.
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collusive agreement with k � 1 participants, but I summarize the equilibrium outcomes

in the Appendix only.

For k semi{colluding pairs I assume a linear product demand

p (X + Y ) = maxfA�X � Y; 0g (2.20)

where X =
Pk
i=1 xi is the cumulative output of the �rms with a classical contract and

Y =
Pn�k
r=1 yr the production of all �rms remunerating their employees according to a

pro�t sharing scheme. The contractual wages, the pro�t, and the utility functions can

now be written as

ti = bi tr = br + ar (p� br) (2.21)

Ui = (ti � w)xi Ur = (tr � w) yr (2.22)

�i = (p� bi)xi �r = (1� ar) (p� br) yr (2.23)

From the pro�t functions (2:23) I can derive the �rst{order conditions for pro�t maxi-

mization in the product market game. In order to obtain the equilibrium levels of output

for each representative �rm I solve the �rst order conditions. This yields the following

representative labor demand functions:

xi =
A� nbi +

Pk
j 6=i bj +

Pn�k
r=1 br

n+ 1

yr =
A� nbr +

Pn�k
s 6=r bs +

Pk
i=1 bi

n+ 1

In the labor market game, each of the k �rm{union pairs in the classical remuneration

system bargains just the �xed wage rate bi maximizing the Nash{Bargaining Solution

max
bi

B = U ci �
1�c
i
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Similarly, the other n� k �rm{union pairs will choose ar and br by di�erentiating

max
ar;br

B = U cr �
1�c
r

Solving the Nash{Bargaining Solution problem I �nd the equilibrium contracts. Hence,

I can provide expressions for the price, the �rm's pro�t, and the union's utility.

In order to answer the question whether or not the semi{collusive outcome is stable

I have to solve for the product market and the labor market game again. Henceforth, I

assume n�k+1 �rm{union pairs to negotiate a pro�t sharing scheme while k�1 choose

the classical system. Analogous calculations yield the results presented in the appendix.

In the following section, I consider the comparative static properties of the model,

focusing on semi{collusive stability.

2.2.6 Comparative Statics

First, consider the decision of one �rm{union pair in an industry with all �rms and unions

bargaining in the classical system. Is it preferable for one pair to leave the agreement?

I have analyzed the situation for all k = n to k = 1 �rm{union pairs. In other words:

is it advantageous for any n� k + 1 �rm{union pair to deviate on the assumption that

the other k � 1 pairs act in a semi{collusive manner?

Whilst the unions unambiguously prefer to be outsiders, the situation for the �rms

alters with a variation in k. Therefore, a general examination for 1 � k � n for the

�rms is worthwhile. For the simple reason that the function of the pro�tability to be

an outsider is of seventh degree nature, an explicit expression cannot be found. Instead,

I present numerical solutions to receive some impressions on the instability if k varies:

Table 2.1 shows the threshold values of the bargaining strength. Lower values indicate

an incentive for the �rm to become an outsider. To set an example: for n = 5 the �rst

�rm, k = 5, prefers deviating if c < 0:669. The second �nds it pro�table for c < 0:869,

the third for c < 0:907. Even though I cannot provide a general proof, two facts are

obvious: the likelihood for a deviation is rising in oligopoly size and number of outsiders.
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n�k 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2 � � � � � � � � 0:373 0:694
3 � � � � � � � 0:520 0:789 0:850
4 � � � � � � 0:609 0:839 0:885 0:904
5 � � � � � 0:669 0:869 0:907 0:922 0:930
6 � � � � 0:713 0:890 0:922 0:935 0:941 0:945
7 � � � 0:746 0:905 0:933 0:944 0:949 0:953 0:955
8 � � 0:772 0:917 0:941 0:950 0:955 0:958 0:960 0:962
9 � 0:794 0:926 0:947 0:956 0:960 0:963 0:965 0:966 0:967
10 0:811 0:933 0:952 0:960 0:964 0:966 0:968 0:969 0:970 0:971

Table 2.1: Incentives for the �rm to deviate

This result stems from the aggressive behavior of the outsiders. Firms and unions in the

semi{collusive agreement behave less aggressively by producing a smaller output due to

higher marginal costs. Thereby, to participate in the agreement becomes increasingly

harmful whenever another pair leaves the semi{collusive agreement and acts aggressively.

Summary 4 The instability of the collusive agreement increases in oligopoly size and

number of outsiders and declines in union power.

This situation is a typical prisoners' dilemma. All favor a semi{collusive behavior

but the incentive to deviate is predominant. Moreover, since empirically it is very rare

to �nd c > 0:512 so agreement instability will be common in most industries. Hence,

pro�t sharing should be common.

2.3 Centralized Wage Negotiating (C)

In this alternative bargaining scenario, a centralized union bargains over an industry{

speci�c wage with an employers' association. Firms as well as unions act collusively, try-

ing to maximize their rents in the labor market. The product market is still oligopolistic,

and �rms behave as competitors.

12See Veugelers (1989) and Bughin (1996) for empirical evidence.
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The structure of this section is as follows. First, I modify the basic model, assum-

ing a central union and a central employers' association and summarize the results for

negotiations in the classical system. Second, outcomes are compared with the results

for decentralized, �rm{speci�c bargaining with pro�t sharing. I obtain an advantage

for �rms and unions in behaving collusively. To avoid misunderstandings: here, the

semi{collusive agreement contains the arrangement on central bargaining and on clas-

sical wage contracts. The test of stability is separated into two steps shown in Figure

2-3. The �rst step, analyzing the pro�tability to deviate from central classical wage

negotiations, to decentralized classical negotiations shows a relatively low incentive for

unions to deviate. Nevertheless, if the scope of bargaining changes as well to a share

pay in the second step, the semi{collusive agreement becomes unstable. They wish to

negotiate pro�t sharing schemes, resulting in a prisoners' dilemma again.

2.3.1 Centralized Negotiations in a Classical Wage System (Ccs)

It is straightforward to derive the best response functions assuming all �rms to have the

same industry speci�c labor costs. Each �rm maximizes pro�ts

�i = (p� b)xi

where the linear inverse demand function is given by

p = maxf0; A�Xg

and by producing a �rm speci�c output of

xi =
A� b
n+ 1

which yields an industry production of

X =
(A� b)n
n+ 1

:
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From these expressions, I derive the industry pro�t

� = n�i = n

�
A� b
n+ 1

�2
:

Assuming that the industry speci�c union objective can be captured by the functional

form

U = (t� w)X;

with t being the industry{wide �xed salary rate b; the Nash{Bargaining Solution B =

U c �1�c can be rearranged to:

max
b
B =

�
(A� b) (b� w)n

n+ 1

�c n (A� b)2
(n+ 1)2

!1�c
:

Di�erentiating with respect to b yields the �ndings presented in the Appendix.

It is worth noting that the base wage rate is completely independent of the industry

size.13 This is due to the fact that an industry union and an industry employers' asso-

ciation bargain about the remuneration. Furthermore, welfare decreases with a rise in

union strength.

2.3.2 Is a Semi{Collusive Agreement Advantageous for Firms and Unions?

Hitherto, I have computed equilibrium results for central bargaining with classical con-

tracts in the last section and the outcomes for the decentralized pro�t sharing bargain-

ing have been presented in section 2:2:3. Hence, I now examine the condition which

determines whether a centralized base wage or a decentralized pro�t sharing contract is

pro�table if we consider all �rms and unions jointly.

The pro�t resulting from a sharing contract exceeds the pro�t from an industry

13db (Ccs) =dn = 0: Dhillon and Petrakis (2002) provide su�cient conditions under which the base wage
is independent of product market features (like the industry size) and bargaining institutions. Referring
to Dhillon and Petrakis (2002), with centralized wage bargains between an employers' confederation and
a single industry union the negotiated wage turns out to be the same under E�cient Bargaining and
Right-to-Manage.
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central negotiations


classical wages

decentral negotiations


classical wages

decentral negotiations


profit sharing

The  semicollusive  agreement  „central
negotiations  and  classical  wages“  is
more profitable for firms and unions than
„decentral  negotiations  and  profit  sha
ring“.
But is it stable against deviation?

Step 1 Step 2

Figure 2-3: Stable against deviation?

speci�c base wage contract if �i (Cps) > �i (Ccs) :
14 This is never the case. Thus, it is

always preferable for a �rm to be an insider to the semi{collusive agreement. Similarly,

Ui (Cps) > Ui (Ccs) must be valid for all unions to make pro�t sharing worthwhile.

However, Ui (Cps)�Ui (Ccs) < 0.15 Consequently, both parties bene�t from the industry

collusion. Nevertheless, I have to analyze the semi{collusive agreement's stability against

individual deviation. To shed light on the question why a semi{collusive agreement

results in higher pro�ts and utility, I proceed in two separate steps: First, I examine

whether �rm{union pairs would break away from an industry speci�c classical wage

contract if only a �rm speci�c base wage contract16 without pro�t sharing was achievable.

In a second step I analyze the pro�tability of a change to decentralized pro�t sharing

contracts.

Step 1: Are Decentralized Classical Wages Pro�table?

A prevalent �nding in the literature on static oligopolies17 is a disadvantage for substi-

tutable workers being organized in di�erent unions. I can con�rm this result by �nding

14[(A� w)2
�
4(c+ n� cn+ n3 � n4 � cn3 + cn4 � 1)� c2 � 2c2n2 � c2n4

�
]=[4

�
n2 + 1

�2
(n+ 1)2] > 0

15[(w �A)2 c
�
c+ 4n� 2n4 + 2cn2 + cn4 � 2

�
]=[4

�
n2 + 1

�2
(n+ 1)] < 0

16Results can be found in appendix C.4.
17See e.g. Horn and Wolinsky (1988a) or G�urtzgen (2003) for a more detailed analysis.
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Figure 2-4: Incentives for a union to join the fringe

collusive wage bargaining to be in the interest of the �rst union as long as its bargaining

strength is not extremely high and the oligopoly is not very large.18 Even in a dynamic

analysis the union prefers centralized bargaining, as can be seen on the left of the func-

tion19 in Figure 2-4 where U+1r (Cdcs) < Ui (Cdcs) is valid under the line. All in all, the

semi{collusive agreement is relatively stable against a union infringement.

To elucidate my proceeding: I demonstrate a disadvantage for the �rst union in

deviating from the agreement for a large parameter space. Therefore, we abstain from

examining the incentive for the second or third union en detail. Hence, for the sake of

completeness, I present numerical �ndings in Appendix C.3, showing a decline in the

incentive for unions for a later deviation, so that the union will not agree to a �rm{union

deviation.

In contrast, but in line with the literature, I �nd it to be unambiguously in the interest

of the �rst �rm to bargain over a �rm speci�c contract.20 As long as an agreement

between �rm and union is a requirement for a �rm speci�c contract, the incentive to

deviate from the industry contract is low for a high bargaining power of the �rm or for

smaller oligopolies.

18U+1r (Cdcs) > Ui (Cdcs) with n = k if [(2� c) (w �A)2 c]=[4 (n+ 1)] > 0
19U+1r (Cdcs)� Ui (Cdcs) = 0
20�+1r (Cdcs)��i (Cdcs) > 0
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nnk 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2 � � � � � � � � 0:708 0:694
3 � � � � � � � 0:836 0:875 0:850
4 � � � � � � 0:889 0:933 0:920 0:904
5 � � � � � 0:917 0:959 0:951 0:940 0:930
6 � � � � 0:935 0:973 0:967 0:960 0:952 0:945
7 � � � 0:946 0:981 0:977 0:972 0:966 0:960 0:955
8 � � 0:955 0:986 0:983 0:979 0:975 0:970 0:966 0:962
9 � 0:961 0:989 0:987 0:984 0:980 0:977 0:973 0:970 0:967
10 0:966 0:992 0:990 0:988 0:985 0:982 0:979 0:976 0:973 0:971

Table 2.2: Incentives for the �rst �rm to deviate in a centralized bargaining system

Conclusion 5 The semi{collusive agreement \central classical wages" is relatively sta-

ble against a deviation to \decentralized classical wages".

Step 2: Are Decentralized Pro�t Sharing Schemes Pro�table? Is it pro�table

for one �rm{union pair to leave the agreement? Deviating from the industry speci�c

contract means that the employers leave their association and negotiate at a decentralized

level with a �rm speci�c union about pro�t sharing wage contracts.21

Again, I am confronted with the problem that a general solution for this param-

eter constellation cannot be calculated, so that numerical computations are necessary

and presented in Table 2.2 for �rms and in Table 2.3 for unions. Unfortunately, the

pro�tability function for �rms deviating is of ninth degree nature, and the results are

non{monotonic. The values presented indicate the threshold union strength that is nec-

essary to make a deviation of �rms unpro�table. As long as the strength of the union

is lower than this threshold value �rms will deviate. The situation for the unions is

less complicated. Whilst it is questionable whether the �rst union deviates, as soon

as one outsider exists all other unions unambiguously want to become outsiders. The

thresholds for the �rst unions are stated in Table 2.3. The unions prefer decentralized

bargaining for lower values than these thresholds. Evidently, only for the �rst union is it

21The �ndings for k pairs negotiating a collusive classical wage contract and n� k ones deviating can
be found in Appendix C.2.
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questionable whether a deviation is advantageous. As soon as one union{�rm pair does

not participate in the semi{collusive agreement all other unions will deviate, too. With

n = k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

c 0:319 0:354 0:350 0:336 0:320 0:304 0:289 0:275 0:263

Table 2.3: Incentives for unions to leave the cartel in a centralized system

reference to the empirical �ndings of Bughin (1996) and Veugelers (1989) the �rms will

not act collusively. All �rm{union pairs will deviate once the �rst pair has deviated. For

the �rst pair the pro�tability crucially depends on union strength. Seen from a di�erent

perspective, as soon as a single competitor in the product market is not a member of

the agreement anymore, all union{�rm pairs will deviate for any empirically validated

value of c. This will be the case if I extend this model by an international aspect. When

I assume that one �rm in the product market is located in a foreign country and can ne-

gotiate pro�t sharing contracts with a foreign union, the domestic agreement will break

down. Semi{collusive agreement stability is therefore very improbable.

Conclusion 6 A semi{collusive agreement of centralized classical wage bargaining is

very unstable against a deviation to decentralized pro�t sharing contracts.

To sum up my �ndings:

Summary 7

1. The union{�rm semi{collusive agreement is relatively stable against deviation in

the centralized bargaining scenario when only classical contracts are allowed. The

stability of the agreement declines in oligopoly size and union strength.

2. The semi{collusive agreement stability declines considerably more when the �rm{

union pairs have the possibility of signing pro�t sharing contracts, too.
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To clarify this result: basically, workers being substitutes for �rms favor to be orga-

nized in a single union and not to be faced with internal competition. Hence, incentives

to deviate on centralized wage bargaining are low for workers as long as only a basic

pay is negotiated. In contrast, with the possibility of bargaining over both contingent

and basic pay unions leave the semi{collusive agreement. This can be an advantage for

a union as it grants a competitive advantage to their �rm exceeding the disadvantages

from internal competition.

Apparently, unions in my model are confronted with a dilemma: on the one hand, it is

an advantage for substitutable workers to be organized in a single union in the centralized

system. Nonetheless, they can only negotiate the value of the basic pay to achieve high

employment and wages. On the other hand, in the decentralized pro�t sharing system

unions have two instruments to achieve their two goals, which is an advantage for the

�rm union pair deviating; but the workers are engaged in competition.

2.4 Conclusion and Further Remarks

This paper analyzed the emergence of pro�t sharing contracts when wages are negoti-

ated in a centralized or a decentralized bargaining system. Assuming a union strength

smaller than the �rm's bargaining strength (c < 0:5), I have shown the following: in a

decentralized bargaining system pro�t sharing in an industry is not in the collective in-

terest of �rms and unions. Nevertheless, individual �rm union pairs �nd it pro�table to

leave the \non pro�t sharing" semi{collusive agreement. This is also welfare enhancing

due to an increase in consumer surplus.

Similarly, a centralized system gains by classical \non pro�t sharing" contracts. It

can be shown that deviating to decentralized classical contracts will not be an equilibrium

solution for smaller industries. For instance, if the union is strong with c = 0:5; more

than n = 45 �rms must compete in the industry to make deviating advantageous. In

contrast, unions and �rms will remain outside the agreement if the scope of bargaining

includes a pro�t sharing coe�cient and union power exceeds a critical value falling in n
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and number of outsiders.

On the assumption that increasing globalization can be approximated by an increase

in n the semi{collusive agreement becomes even less e�cient and pro�t sharing more

likely. Consequently, �rms and unions in countries with centralized wage bargaining will

have an incentive to negotiate decentralized pro�t sharing contracts in the future. Espe-

cially a competitor in a foreign country not being able to join the agreement but acting in

the same market leads to an increased incentive for the participants to become deviants.

For instance, IBM Germany was a member of the employers' association and no earlier

than 1994 they quit so as to negotiate on a decentralized level with the workers council

over a pro�t sharing contract. Empirically, Kurdelbusch (2002) shows that companies

which operate internationally have a greater incentive to deviate from centralized wage

bargaining and agree over pro�t sharing schemes with workers' councils. She writes:

\Multinational companies play a vanguard role in the di�usion of variable pay. (...)

The increase [of contingent pay] can be explained by the growing internationalization of

product and capital markets as it is the multinational companies with a high percentage

of foreign sales and a strong orientation toward shareholder value that are most likely

to use exible pay." With respect to welfare I have found that �rms and unions su�er

from the change, but due to price decreases consumers gain. Total welfare increases as a

result of sharing contracts. Pro�t sharing can be understood as an instrument to intro-

duce the welfare enhancing e�ects of e�cient bargaining in a much more indirect way:

unions are able to negotiate low base wages to enlarge employment and extract rents

by means of a high share coe�cient. High employment is equal to high production and

therefore advantageous for consumers. For export countries, in contrast, the situation

may di�er if consumers are located outside the home country. It is doubtful whether

Horst K�ohler's advice to negotiate pro�t sharing contracts increases national welfare if it

is applied in export sectors. However, it is also important to note that employment rises.

This model provides �rst insights into the e�ects of pro�t sharing as a strategic

instrument for �rms and unions. Future research could explicitly model globalization
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processes and their impact. In addition, di�erent assumptions about demand and risk

attitudes may be applied. If I allow �rms to make losses for some periods, results may also

change. Possibly, risk{averse workers su�er from pro�t sharing even though the expected

wage remains unchanged. It seems reasonable to suppose that these workers will ask

for a risk premium. Additionally, linking this result to the literature on management

incentives may be interesting. The bargaining solutions should change when managers,

being representatives of the �rm's owners, bargain over wages, maximizing their own

utility.22 Possibly, managers will not deviate from the semi{collusive agreement if their

own wages decline once pro�t sharing agreements are concluded.

Appendix

A Proofs

A.1 Proposition 1

Proof. The welfare is declining in c as long as

dW

dc
=

2 (c+ 2n) (A� w)2 n2

(c (n� 1)� 2n)3 (n+ 1)2
< 0:

A.2 Proposition 2

Proof. It is su�cient to show that (2:19) is independent of c.

A.3 Proposition 3

Proof.

1. Subtracting the pro�t under the classical regime from the pro�t sharing system I

22See Szymanski (1994) and Chatterjee and Saha (2005) for details.
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obtain

(2:17)� (2:10)

=
(A� w)2	(c+ n� 1)n

(cn� 2n� c)2 (n2 + 1)2 (n+ 1)2

with 	 = 4n � 4cn � c2 � 4n4 � 4cn2 + 4cn4 + 2c2n2 � c2n4. Thus, the sign of

(2:17)� (2:10) is given by the sign of 	: 	 is strictly negative whenever n > 1 and

0 � c � 1:

2. For the union

(2:18)� (2:11)

=
(A� c)2 (c+ n� 1)�cn

(cn� 2n� c)2 (n2 + 1)2 (n+ 1)

must be positive if it prefers pro�t sharing. (2:18)� (2:11) is positive if � = c+2n

� cn + 2n2 � 2n3 � cn2 + cn3 + 2 > 0: Only for n = 2 and c > 2
3 this is true,

otherwise � is negative.

3. By subtracting it can be shown that the base rate in the classical wage regime

always exceeds the base rate and the contractual wage rate combined under the

pro�t sharing regime ((2:7) > (2:15) > (2:14)).

4. The di�erence between the share contract and the classical system can be calcu-

lated by subtracting

(2:19)� (2:12)

=
2 (A� w)2 n2

�
c+ 2n+ n2 + n3

�
(c+ n� 1)

(cn� 2n� c)2 (n2 + 1)2 (n+ 1)2
;

being positive.
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A.4 Proposition 4

Proof. Wages decline for the �rst pair only if n� k� < 1, or

�2n (n� 1) +
�
n2 � 2n� 1

�
c

2 (c+ n� 1)n < 0

The salary in a stable semi{collusive agreement bi (n = k) with k = n participants is

higher than wages after deviating t+1r for all n and k if

bi (n = k)� t+1r > 0:

I can rewrite the condition as:

(A� w) c (c+ n� 1) (2n (n� k) + c (n� 1))�
c (n+ 1)2 + 2n2 (n� k) + 2n (n� ck) + 2kn

�
(c+ n (2� c))

> 0
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B Test of Cartel Stability (Dts)

B.1 k Members of the Semi{Collusive Agreement

The union{�rm pairs bargaining over a contingent pay are indexed with r, pairs negoti-

ating a classical wage with i.

bi (Dts) =
Ac (n+ 1) + nw (2� c) + 2knw (1� c) + wn2 (c+ 2 (n� k))




ar (Dts) =
c+ n� 1

n

br (Dts) =
A (c+ 2n) (1� n) + wn (c+ 2k (1� n� c)) + wn2 (c+ 2n+ 2)




�i (Dts) =
(A� w)2 (2� c)2 n2


2

�r (Dts) =
(A� w)2 (c+ 2n)2 n (1� c)


2

Ui (Dts) =
(A� w)2 (2� c) (1 + n) cn


2

Ur (Dts) =
(A� w)2 (c+ 2n)2 nc


2

with 
 = 2kn (1� c) + 2n2 (n� k) + c+ 2n+ cn2
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B.2 k � 1 Members of the Semi{Collusive Agreement

b+1i (Dts) =

�
Ac (n+ 1) + 2wnk (1� c) + 2wn2 (n� k) + wn (c+ 2n+ cn)

�
�

a+1r (Dts) =
c+ n� 1

n

b+1r (Dts) =
wn
�
3c+ 4n+ cn+ 2n2

�
� 2nw �A (n� 1) (c+ 2n)� 2wnk (c+ n� 1)

�

t+1r (Dts) = b
+1
r + a+1r

�
p+1 � b+1r

�
�+1i (Dts) =

(A� w)2 (2� c)2 n2
�2

�+1r (Dts) =
(A� w)2 (c+ 2n)2 n (1� c)

�2

U+1i (Dts) =
(A� w)2 (2� c)nc (n+ 1)2

�2 (n+ 1)

U+1r (Dts) =
(A� w)2 (c+ 2n)2 cn

�2

with � = 2n2 (n� k) + 2nk (1� c) + c (2n+ 1) + n2 (c+ 2)

C Centralized Bargaining (C)

C.1 Classical Bargaining Regime (Ccs)

b (Ccs) =
2w + c (A� w)

2

�i (Ccs) =
(A� w)2 (c� 2)2

4 (n+ 1)2

�(Ccs) =
(A� w)2 n (c� 2)2

4 (n+ 1)2

Ui (Ccs) =
(A� w)2 c (2� c)

4 (n+ 1)

U (Ccs) =
(A� w)2 cn (2� c)

4 (n+ 1)

W (Ccs) =
(A� w)2 n (2n+ cn+ 4) (2� c)

8 (n+ 1)2
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C.2 Classical Regime, Test of Stability (Cts)

k Members of the Agreement

b (Cts) =
w��Ac (1 + n)

�

with � =
�
c (1 + n+ k (k � n) (n� 1))� 2 (k � n� 1)

�
k (n� 1)� n2 � 1

��
ar (Cts) =

(c+ n� 1)
n

br (Cts) =
A (n� 1) ((c� 2) k + 2 (n+ 1))� w	

�

with 	 = (c� 2) (k � 1) k � k (2 + (c� 2) k)n+ (4 + (c� 4) k)n2 + 2
�
n+ n3

�
�i (Cts) =

(A� w)2 (n� k + 1)2 (c� 2)2

�2

�(Cts) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 1)2 (c� 2)2 k

�2

�r (Cts) =
(A� w)2 (2n� 2k + ck + 2)2 n (1� c)

�2

Ui (Cts) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 1) (n+ 1) (2� c) c

�2

U (Cts) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 1) (n+ 1) (2� c) ck

�2

Ur (Cts) =
(A� w)2 cn (2 (n� k) + ck + 2)2

�2

with � = (k � n) ((c� 2) k (n� 1) + 2n (1 + n))� 2 (1 + n)
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k � 1 Members of the Semi{Collusive Agreement:

b+1 (Cts) =
Ac (1 + n) + w


�

with 
 =
�
� (c� 2) k2 (n� 1) + n (n+ 1) (4� c+ 2n) + k

�
c
�
n� 2 + n2

�
� 4

�
n� 1 + n2

���
a+1r (Cts) =

(c+ n� 1)
n

b+1r (Cts) =
�A (n� 1) (4 + c (k � 1)� 2k + 2n)� (k � 2� n) �w

�

with � = (c (k � 1) (n� 1) + 2 (k � 1� kn+ n (2 + n)))

�+1i (Cts) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 2)2 (c� 2)2

�2

�+1 (Cts) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 2)2 (c� 2)2 (k � 1)

�2

�+1r (Cts) =
(A� w)2 (1� c) (2n� 2k � c+ ck + 4)2 n

�2

U+1i (Cts) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 2) (n+ 1) (c� 2) c

(1� k)�2

U+1 (Cts) =
(A� w)2 (k � n� 2) (2� c) (�n� 1) c

�2

U+1r (Cts) =
(A� w)2 nc (c+ 2k � 2n� ck � 4)2

�2

with � = c (k � 1) (k � n� 1) (n� 1)� 2 (k � n� 2) (k (n� 1)� n (1 + n))

C.3 Incentives for unions to deviate from a centralized classical system

to a decentralized classical regime
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nnk 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2 > 1:0 > 1:0
3 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0
4 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0
5 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0
6 0:968 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0
7 0:933 0:984 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0
8 0:901 0:947 0:990 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0
9 0:873 0:914 0:956 0:994 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0
10 0:848 0:885 0:925 0:963 0:997 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0 > 1:0

Table 2.4: Incentives for the union to deviate from a centralized classical bargaining
system to a dezentralized classical regime
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C.4 Centralized system, deviating to a decentralized classical remu-

neration contract (Cdcs)

k members of the semi{collusive agreement

b (Cdcs) =

�
Ac (c+ 2n) + (c� 2)

�
2n (k � 1� n) + c

�
k2 � kn� 1

��
w
�

�

br (Cdcs) =
Ac ((c� 2) k + 2 (1 + n)) + (c� 2) (k � n� 1) (ck + 2n)w

�

with � = c2k (k � n) + 4n (1 + n� k)� 2c
�
(n� k)2 � 1

�
�i (Cdcs) =

(A� w)2 (n� k + 1)2 (c+ 2n)2 (2� c)2

�2 (n+ 1)2

�(Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 1)2 (c+ 2n)2 k (2� c)2

z2 (n+ 1)2

�r (Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (2 (n� k) + ck + 2)2 (2� c)2 n2

�2 (n+ 1)2

Ui (Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 1) (2� c) (c+ 2n)2 c

z2 (n+ 1)

U (Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 1) (2� c) (c+ 2n)2 ck

z2 (n+ 1)

Ur (Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (2� c)n (2k � 2n� ck � 2)2 c

�2 (n+ 1)

with � = 2c+ 4n� 4kn+ 4ckn+ 4n2 � 2ck2 � 2cn2 � c2kn+ c2k2

with z = 4kn� 4n� 2c� 4ckn� 4n2 + 2ck2 + 2cn2 + c2kn� c2k2
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k � 1 Members of the Semi-Collusive Agreement

b+1 (Cdcs) =
Ac (c+ 2n) + (c� 2) (2n (k � 2� n) + c (k (k � n� 2) + n))w

�

b+1r (Cdcs) =
Ac (c� 4 + 2k � ck � 2n)� (c� 2) (k � n� 2) (c (k � 1) + 2n)w

��

�+1i (Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 2)2 (c+ 2n)2 (c� 2)2

�2 (n+ 1)2

�+1 (Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (n� k + 2)2 (c+ 2n)2 (c� 2)2 (k � 1)

�2 (n+ 1)2

�+1r (Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (2n� 2k � c+ ck + 4)2 (c� 2)2 n2

�2 (n+ 1)2

U+1i (Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (k � n� 2) (c� 2) (c+ 2n)2 c

�2 (n+ 1) (k � 1)

U+1 (Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (k � n� 2) (c� 2) (c+ 2n)2 c

�2 (n+ 1)

U+1r (Cdcs) =
(A� w)2 (2� c)n (c+ 2k � 2n� ck � 4)2 c

�2 (n+ 1)

with � = c2 + (c� 2)
�
c (k � 2) k � 2n2

�
� n (4 (k � 2) + (c� 4) c (k � 1))
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Chapter 3

Boundedly Rational Agents

3.1 Introduction

How do unions and �rms behave? Are they perfectly rational agents fully informed with

all the information needed to maximize a pro�t or utility function? To my knowledge

the strand of Industrial Organization (IO) literature concerning unionized oligopolies or,

more generally, vertically connected markets solely assumes perfect rational agents.1

Unions in an upstream and �rms in a downstream market have all the information

that they need. The assumptions are extraordinary: �rms know their own marginal cost,

the marginal cost of their competitors, and the demand function of the product market.

To behave optimally, �rms maximize their pro�ts according to a best response function

showing the quantity they produce in response to any wage they and their competitors

have to pay. Unions are also perfectly informed. They are aware of how all �rms in the

industry will react if they or their competing unions alter wages. Therefore, unions must

have the same information that �rms do. In addition, unions have knowledge about the

1See for examples of perfect rationality in unionized oligopoly models Naylor (2003), Haucap and
Wey (2004), or Ulph and Ulph (2001). For a review of models with bounded rationality see the survey of
Ellison (2006). He collects the current state of research in bounded rationality in industrial organization
and points out the vital necessity for further research. Although Ellison collects an impressive amount
of work, he states: \the �eld is not yet coherent and advanced as most �elds surveyed at an Economic
Society World Congress". In addition, none of his summarized papers deals with bounded rationality in
vertical connected markets let alone unionized oligopolies.
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behavior of the other unions.

The aim of my paper is to loosen these heroic assumptions. In my model, �rms and

unions do not have knowledge of all information about prices, cost, quantities, and best

response functions they need. Moreover, they do not calculate best response functions

but apply a much simpler decision rule. This is due to the fact that even if they were fully

informed their capacities to �nd the right solutions for pro�t and utility maximization

are also limited.

A model that is characteristic in its set{up for a unionized oligopoly model is chosen.

I then introduce boundedly rational agents to this model. By this approach, I have the

chance to compare boundedly rational agents with perfect rationality.2 Using the recent

and, for the unionized oligopoly, typical paper of Lommerud, Straume, and S�rgard

(2006) as a starting point, I apply their model and modify it.3 In their model each of

the two unions sets wages for two of the four �rms competing in Cournot fashion in

one product market. As described above �rms and unions are rational agents and fully

endowed with all information. Thus, I take this model and modify the information sets

and behavior of �rms and unions.

To obtain results I apply agent{based computational economics (ACE). The idea of

this approach is to model agents in a bottom{up approach and endow them with infor-

mation and rules of behavior. Tesfatsion (2003) states \ACE is the computational study

of economics modeled as evolving systems of autonomous interacting agents. Starting

from initial conditions, speci�ed by the modeler, the computational economy evolves

over time as its constituent agents repeatedly interact with each other and learn from

the interaction. ACE is therefore a bottom{up culture{dish approach to the study of

economic systems." In my model �rms and unions are the agents. Unions only have in-

formation about wages paid in the last periods, the number of workers employed in each

2The process of the alignment of models is also referred to as \docking" in the literature (e.g., Axtell,
Axelrod, Epstein, and Cohen (1996)). Unlike this approach, I do not align two simulation models. I
compare the results of a standard IO model with the �ndings of a simulation model.

3I do not try to �nd an answer to their international merger questions, I just focus on the setup of
their model in the beginning.
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of \their" �rms, and the reservation wage of the industry. Firms know their own prices,

wages, and quantities lasting previous periods. Furthermore, both unions and �rms have

a very simple decision rule telling them how to decide about wages and quantities in

di�erent states of nature. Initially, my agents are endowed with an initial information

set and decision rules. After that, agents behave \on their own", and the results emerge

in a bottom up way.4

My main results are that �rms always pro�t from simple decision rule and limited

information whereas unions su�er. If �rms set quantities more frequently than unions

change wage demands|I call this multiple product market loops|, �rms act like perfect

rational agents assuming wages to be exogenous and produce the collusive quantity.

Results for quantities approximate the outcomes in Cournot oligopoly equilibrium with

perfect rational agents for colluding �rms with exogenous cost. Hence, quantities are

reduced in comparison to the model of Lommerud et al., but wages can be either higher

or lower. This is dependent on the starting point of my model. If wages are low in the

beginning, the point where unions do not �nd it pro�table to raise wages any more is

lower than for higher starting wages. However, for high starting wages, unions always

�nd it pro�table to keep wages stable and not to reduce them.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, I introduce the model of Lommerud

et al. and my modi�cations to it. Afterwards, I need to describe some computational

details to make my �ndings plausible. Results are presented in section 4. First, I allow

�rms and unions to change wages and quantities with the same frequency. Then I try

to shed light on the question of how stable my results are. To be more precise, I test

whether di�erent initial values of unions and �rms change my results. At the end, I

present results for a setting with �rms setting quantities more frequently than union

wages. The last section concludes.

4For more information about the agent based approach, see for example the handbook of Tesfatsion
and Judd (2006) with Dawid (2006) as an example for an IO model.
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3.2 The Model

In the Lommerud et al. model, as well as in my model, four identical �rms and two

unions are the agents. Each union is a monopolistic supplier for workers (i.e., all workers

are unionized). The unions set �rm{speci�c wages, each union for two �rms in the

downstream product market. To clarify it: there are no wage negotiations, unions

simply set wages. The four �rms compete in Cournot fashion in one product market.

The game is characterized by the following steps:

� stage one: unions set wages in the upstream market, and

� stage two: �rms set quantities in the downstream market.

The game is solved by backward induction. Firstly, �rms produce di�erentiated

products, and compete in Cournot fashion. For simplicity, �rms need one worker to

produce one unit of output n. Put di�erently, if �rm i decides to produce ni units this

�rm hires ni worker and pays wage wi to the worker. The product market is represented

by an inverse demand function following Lommerud et al.:

pi = A� ni � b
4X
j 6=i

nj : (3.1)

In the Lommerud et al. model (and di�erent to my model), �rms maximize their pro�t

function �i by choosing optimal quantities

�i = (pi � wi � c)ni; (3.2)

with pi being the price, wi the wage and c other marginal cost of the �rm. The derivative

of the pro�t with respect to quantity can be written as a �rm's best response function.

In step two, unions maximize their utility function by a variation of wi,

VA = (w1 � w)n1 + (w2 � w)n2 (3.3)

VB = (w3 � w)n3 + (w4 � w)n4 (3.4)
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where w represents the industry reservation wage. At this point, unions know how

�rms vary employment (quantities) in response to wages. The employment ni can be

substituted by the best response functions of all four �rms. The derivative of the utility

functions yields an optimal wage level for unions. To sum up, in the Lommerud et al.

model and in my model, unions have exclusive rights to set wages in the upstream market,

and �rms have the exclusive right to choose quantities and, therefore, employment in

the downstream market.

In contrast to the Lommerud et al. model, in my model I want my agents to be

endowed with less information: �rms do not know the inverse demand function or best

response functions of their competitors. They only know their own last period's quanti-

ties, product market prices, and wages. In addition, �rm behavior is extremely simple

and is modeled according to Lommerud et al. The idea here is to keep the model as

simple as possible, and Day's rule5 seems to be appropriate for this idea6: �rms vary

quantities to search for high pro�ts. With given information about wage, quantity, and

price each �rm calculates its individual pro�t in accordance with Eq. (3.2). Hence, in

every period �rms vary quantities with full knowledge of past behavior. If they have

chosen higher quantities last period and pro�ts were rising, they do the same again. In

other words, �rms raise (reduce) quantities if they raised (reduced) their quantities last

period. On the other hand, if �rms su�er lower pro�ts, they change their policy and do

the opposite of what they did before (rise or reduce quantity).

Like �rms, unions only have sparse information. They only know last period's wages,

the number of employed workers per �rm, and the reservation wage w. However, unions

compute their utility applying (3.3) or (3.4). To achieve a high utility, unions vary

wages from period to period: if last period's decision was utility increasing, the policy

is repeated, (i.e., higher or reduced wages). That means, if a wage increase led to an

5A very similar idea was later published and named \learning direction theory". In several exper-
imental studies it was found that participants' behavior could be explained by a similar decision rule.
See for example Selten and Stoecker (1986), Selten and Buchta (1998), and Selten, Abbinik, and Cox
(2005).

6Thanks to Oleg Pavlov for this suggestion.
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increase in union utility, wages are further increased and vice versa. Otherwise, in case

of a lower utility, unions switch their policy to the opposite of last period's decision.

Applying this decision is not possible within mathematical IO models. I achieve results

using a computer program written by myself. Due to this procedure, let me explain

more computational details.

3.3 Computational Details

To obtain results with the agent{based computational approach a computer program,

optimally written in an object{orientated language is necessary. I wrote my code in

Java and each agent is programmed as an object with attributes and methods. Methods

should represent the behavior, attributes the states of the agents. To be more precise,

in my model, I programmed the union and �rm agents, endowed with information I

mentioned above. This information is stored in attributes. Additionally, as methods,

both unions and all �rms are endowed with Day's rules. In each period, �rms and unions

make decisions, and receive new information afterwards. This new information about

actual wages and quantities is saved in their attributes again and is necessary for their

next decisions.

In relation to the Lommerud et al. paper, the assumption of boundedly rational

agents with limited information is the only modi�cation. However, some questions arise

due to my di�erent way of modeling.7

First, time structure is modeled slightly di�erent. In Lommerud et al., unions decide

about wages simultaneously. Afterwards, all �rms decide at the same time. I tried to

represent this setting as good as possible in programming code: my program chooses a

union in a random fashion and this union sets wages using Day's rule. Subsequently, the

program chooses the other union and this union set wages without knowing the decision

of her predecessor. Afterwards, �rms are chosen randomly and set quantities. After all

�rms have set their quantities independently, �rms tell quantities to the product market.

7For a better understanding, see the pseudo code in the appendix to this chapter.
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Prices are calculated by the same demand function as in the Lommerud et al. model (see

Eq. (3:1)), but �rms do not explicitly know this. Firms receive information on the prices

they achieve with this quantity in the next step in time. With this price information

�rms calculate pro�ts (Eq. (3.2)) to make the quantity decision for the next period.

Second, as another distinction to equilibrium models, agent{based computational

models run for multiple periods to obtain results8. That is, �rms and unions in my

model make decisions about wages and quantities in several periods. I allow for a run

of 10; 000 periods.

Third, to be able to �nd solutions in my computational model, I have to assess

the value for some parameters. For the demand function, reservation wage, and other

marginal cost, assumptions are necessary. I choose A = 100; b = 0:9; c = 9 and w = 0.9

To have a reference, I calculate the results for these parameters in the Lommerud et al.

paper, too.

Fourth, I have to start my model with initial values. This means that unions and

�rms start with a certain value for wages and quantities. To make appropriate decisions

with my decision rule in the �rst period, �rms and unions need a history of what has

happened before my model started. Therefore, I create a random history, using the

Lommerud et al. equilibrium as a guiding principle. Firms and unions are assigned with

a randomly chosen value for wages and quantities normally distributed. The means are

the equilibrium wages and quantities calculated for the Lommerud et al. paper. Using

these appropriate values, prices, union utilities, and �rm pro�ts are computed. Due to

this procedure, some �rms and unions start to increase, some to decrease their decision

variable in the starting period. I vary the initial values to test for stability of my results

in section 3.4.2.

Fifth, I have to decide how much �rms and unions can vary quantities and wages

from period to period. For the sake of simplicity, I start with an equal decision step size

of 0:1 for �rms and unions. A variation of this parameter yields di�erent results which

8I avoid the word equilibrium in my model to have a clear distinction from classical equilibrium
models. For a further discussion about equilibria in agent-based models see Tesfatsion (2006).

9I run my model with di�erent sets of parameters but my model is robust to varying parameter values.
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are shown in section 3.4.3.

Sixth, unfortunately, programming the code does not lead to an easy to show solution

like an equilibrium model. One possibility is that, as an outcome of the model, wages and

quantities level o� after some periods. Another possible result are uctuating quantities

and wages. In addition, some parameters in my model are set randomly which leads to

results varying from run to run and within a run. It would not be appropriate to show

only the results for one run after 10; 000 periods as an outcome. Hence, I have to solve

two problems: on the one hand, I have to receive solid results with the parameters set

randomly. Thus, I run my model 100 times. On the other hand, I have to present my

�ndings appropriately. Therefore I show average outcomes for 100 runs and the standard

deviation among these runs. In addition, I would like to better characterize the process

of stabilization in the 10; 000 periods. A within{run standard deviation is not sound

in this setting, I try to �nd a number specifying how long the model takes to level o�.

Thus, I calculate the average of the last 5; 000 periods10 and constitute a limit of 5% as

an interval. Afterwards, knowing the upper and the lower bound, I search for the period

after which the model stays �rm between the bounds of �5% of the average. I name

this period stable period. For wages, for example, stable period is 295:90. To see it more

precisely, Figure 3-1 shows the stable period for wages for all four �rms in the �rst 1; 000

periods. The precise stable periods in this representative run are 253, 306, 330 and 358

and the average stable period is 311:75.

After these preliminary explanations, let me now present my �ndings in the next

section.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 One Product Market Loop|One Union Loop

In the beginning, I would like to present Figure 3-2 for one representative run and show

my main results. Afterwards, I compare my average results over 100 runs with the

10The number 5; 000 is ad hoc. I choose a high number to be sure that our model has been stabilized.
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Figure 3-1: Wages, upper and lower bound, and average

Lommerud et al. model.

To obtain some �rst impression of what is happening in my model, Figure 3-2 for

the �rst 1; 000 of 10; 000 periods is suitable. As I am only interested in averages for

an industry, averages for all �rms and unions are plotted here. Wages are initially set

at a level of 25:03, stay stable for the �rst periods, decrease afterwards and stabilize

around 12:38. Quantities start at a level of 14:04. They decrease faster in the beginning.

When unions start to lower wages, �rms increase quantities again and they �nally level

o� at 12:30. Values for �rm pro�ts and union utility can be read on the ordinate

on the right. The cumulative e�ects of lower wages and reduced quantities lead to

�rm pro�ts of 407:20 at the end which is much more than the pro�ts at the beginning

of 197:04. The proceeding is as follows: Firstly, pro�ts decline a little bit. When

�rms reduce quantities and wages remain unchanged, �rm pro�ts increase. This can

be interpreted as a collusion e�ect. The initial wages and quantities are calculated

in a Cournot competition model. However, even in the standard IO models, �rms

obtain higher pro�ts if all �rms reduce quantities simultaneously, that is act collusively.

Exactly this is happening here. The only di�erence is that a collusive quantity is not

stable in IO models, while lower quantities in my model are stable. Afterwards, when
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Figure 3-2: Wages, quantity, pro�t, and utility

unions lower wages and quantities are enlarged a bit, �rms still gain, but the increase is

attened. Finally, with lower wages and lower quantities �rms earn a much higher pro�t

than in the beginning. Union utility starts at a level of 351:28; stays stable �rst, but

decreases dramatically when �rms reduce quantities. Reacting to this, unions reduce

wage. However, the utility decreases but the decrease is less dramatically and at the end

union utility stabilizes at about 152:30.

Conspicuously, the changes go on for about 300 periods and new wages, quantities,

�rm pro�ts, and union utility stabilize afterwards. In Table 3.111 I show that the between

runs standard deviation is low with 0:06 and 0:04 for wages and quantities. The variation

of �rm pro�ts and union utility is higher with 1:2 and 1:02; respectively.

In comparison to Lommerud et al. average wages, quantities, and union utility

decrease while pro�ts increase. Hence, Day's decision rule and the limited information

result in much higher pro�ts for �rms. The losers of my settings are the unions. They

11Lommerud et al. always show the utility of a union. My program calculates the utility one union
gains by one �rm, so I always show �rm speci�c union utilities. To compare my �ndings with Lommerud
et al., you just have to double my number.
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Lommerud average standard average
deviation stable period

wi 25:03 12:38 0:06 295:90
ni 14:04 12:30 0:04 247:91
Vi 702:56 152:30 1:02 299:78
�i 197:04 407:20 1:20 272:15

Table 3.1: Model comparison

are not able to keep their wages stable, �rms reduce quantities too much, and union

cannot stop this behavior. Therefore unions su�er a great loss of utility.

Summary 8 In one product market loop and with equal step size quantities, wages and

union utility decrease while �rm pro�ts increase.

3.4.2 Di�erent Initial Values

In the section above, I initialized my model with the Lommerud et al. values. To test

the stability of my results, I try to �nd out what happens with di�erent initial values.

First, I start my model with the results of the section above. Not surprisingly, if I choose

wi = 12:38 and ni = 12:30 as initial values, the results are as presented in the �rst rows

of Table 3.2 in the appendix. As you can see, the results stay stable. As expected, the

stable period becomes very low when I initialize my model with my results. Additionally,

I test for di�erent initial values. I set only one parameter di�erently, especially wi = 1;

wi = 40; ni = 1 and ni = 40; the other is kept constant at the Lommerud et al. levels.

Obviously, the results are stable for all di�erent initial values and the standard

deviation is also nearly constant. There are substantial di�erences in the average stable

period. This can be explained by the distance between the initial values and results. For

a quantity of 40 and a wage of 25:03, quantity and wages have to fall by 27:62 and 12:73

units. This simply needs a longer time than an initialization of wi = 1 and ni = 14:04,
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where the wages have to increase by 11:39 and the quantity to decrease by 1:74 units.

However, the average stable period is always in the �rst 10% of the periods.

Summary 9 Di�erent initial values do not change the results.

3.4.3 Di�erent Step Size

One parameter to vary in this agent{based model is the step size which indicates the

variation of wages and quantities a �rm or a union is able to introduce. Until now, step

size was equal to 0:1 for �rms and unions. To �nd out what happens with a variation

of this assumption, I test for di�erent initial values.

I try di�erent values, being the same for �rm and union. Results are presented in

Table 3.3. For the average of wages, quantity, union utility, and �rm pro�t, the numbers

are relatively stable. Wages vary between 12:31 and 12:77, quantity is nearly constant

between 12:29 and 12:31. Di�erently, but expectably, the standard deviation increases

with a larger step size which is simply because the �rms and unions are stronger in the

sense that they can make more decisions and therefore the results are more variable.

Stable periods are hump{shaped for a stable period interval of 5%. First, with a low step

size the stable period is longer due to the longer time �rms and unions need to achieve

results. However, with a step size of 0:5 and a stable period interval of 5% the stable

period approximates the last periods. The explanation is simply that unions and �rms

vary wages and quantities so much that my interval is too narrow, so it seems that my

results never become stable. Hence, I test for di�erent stable period intervals (10% and

15%) and achieve stable results again. In summary, a variation of the step size does not

really matter for the average. As a tentative conclusion one can say that �rms bene�t

from a lower step size and unions from a higher one. However, the variation is higher

with a higher step size.

Summary 10 A variation of the step size does not lead to very di�erent results, but

the higher the step size, the larger the standard deviation and stable period.
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3.4.4 Multiple Product Market Runs

Up to now I have tried to model my decision rule as similar as possible to the Lommerud

et al. paper. In this section, I try to take advantage of the agent{based approach

and make further changes. I analyze a situation in which �rms vary quantities more

frequently than unions can vary wages. This ought to be more realistic in view of the

fact that wage{bargaining takes place less often than quantity setting of �rms.

Thus, I start again with the initial values of the Lommerud et al. paper and allow for

multiple product market loops. My results are presented in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. Firstly,

it is worth paying attention to pro�ts and union utility. In comparison to one product

market loop �rms always su�er. Pro�ts are reduced even if �rms are able to decide

more frequently. In contrast, unions achieve a higher utility. The reasons for higher

utility and lower pro�ts are the cumulative e�ects of lower quantity and higher wages.

However, the standard deviation rises with multiple product market runs, but the stable

period is still low. Nevertheless, one has to be careful with the interpretation due to the

de�nition of a stable period. A period is �nished when unions take their turn to change

wages. Therefore a stable period for wages of 26:69 for 10 product market loops signi�es

that unions, on average, are allowed to set wages of 36:96 and during that time, �rms

set 369:6 times the quantities.

A comparison of the results for multiple product market runs with the Lommerud et

al. equilibrium yields the noteworthy result that unions su�er from multiple runs even

if their wages stay the same or increase. They su�er from a loss of utility due to lower

employment. Nevertheless, my model results are an advantage for �rms, even though

wages are sometimes higher. Firms reduce their produced quantity and bring about

higher prices. Overall, the e�ects made �rms better o�. Compared with the Lommerud

et al. equilibrium, utility and pro�ts are closer to Lommerud et al. in multiple product

market runs than in one product market run.

In addition, stable periods become extremely low, just like the standard deviation

of the stable period is extremely low. This is due to the fact that unions are not able

to achieve a higher utility by a change of wages. To be more precise, unions do not
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gain a higher utility by increased wages for a large number of product market runs.

Independently of their activity, utility is not positively a�ected and therefore wages stay

�rm.

Summary 11 For multiple product market loops pro�ts are lower and union utility is

higher than for one product market loop. However, pro�ts are higher and union utility

is lower than in the Lommerud et al. equilibrium.

Secondly, for a deeper understanding of the mechanisms, I focus on the analysis of a

variation of wages and quantities. Outcomes for wages and quantities between 2 and 100

loops are noisy and not unidirectional. On average, unions set higher wages than in the

Lommerud et al. equilibrium of 25:03 and in the outcomes for one product market loop.

On the other hand, �rms produce less with multiple loops than in one product market

loop and the Lommerud et al. equilibrium. Remarkably, with an increasing number of

product market loops, average wages approach the initial Lommerud et al. values for

wages again, while quantity is still lower.

How can we explain these results? The relatively stable wages for multiple product

market runs imply that there is no feedback through wage adjustments in four out

of �ve periods. Hence, wages are almost exogenous for �rms and maybe they try to

maximize pro�ts under this assumption. To test this, I calculate the standard IO results

with wages as an exogenous parameter. Additionally, lower quantities than the Cournot

oligopoly quantities indicate a collusive agreement and thus I suppose �rms to behave

collusively. I show optimal collusive quantities for �rms given a speci�c union wage

in an IO model as a line in Figure 3-3 and display my results as points with numbers

indicating the number of product market runs. It is maybe surprising how closely my

computational results approach the standard results for collusive behavior with given

cost. Even though information for �rms is very limited and their decision rule is simple,

they are in a position to act like perfectly rational agents and achieve a stable collusive

agreement. This leads to higher pro�ts for �rms than those seen in the Lommerud et

al.{IO model with a non{collusive agreement and endogenous cost.
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Figure 3-3: Collusive behavior?

Summary 12 Quantities in multiple product market loops are lower than in the Lom-

merud et al. equilibrium and for one market loop. They approach the IO equilibria for

collusive behavior with given cost.

An explanation for this, at �rst glance surprising, result is the simple decision rule.

To clarify the e�ects, assume that only two �rms are in the market. Why do they not

produce the Lommerud et al. equilibrium? Assume both start with this equilibrium

quantity. In the next period, the �rst �rm increases its quantity; the second lowers its

quantity. Overall production and, therefore, prices are constant, however, the �rst �rm

has higher pro�ts|due to a higher quantity produced|the second has lower pro�ts. In

the next period this leads to both �rms producing one unit or output more. The �rst

�rm is doing that because the �rm did the same last period and this increases its pro�ts.

The second increases output because this �rm produced a lower quantity last period and

due to that its pro�ts decrease. So, the second �rm changes its quantity setting behavior.

To sum up, both produce one unit more, overall two units more than the Lommerud

et al. equilibrium are produced and prices decrease. Hence, producing more than the

Lommerud et al. equilibrium incurs losses for both �rms. In the following period both
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reduce their quantities, overall production is again the Lommerud et al. equilibrium and

pro�ts increase for both. The �rms follow this strategy (i.e., reducing quantities) until

they reach the IO equilibria for collusive behavior with given cost. A deviation is not

pro�table, since it provokes a quantity increase by the competing �rm, reducing pro�ts

for both. Therefore, both �rms change their strategy again and reduce quantity until

they reach the collusive quantity once more. So, this equilibrium is stable in contrast to

the Cournot{Nash equilibrium, which is not stable in this setting.12

Wage changes are also worth noting: starting from wages above the initial values I

�nd that they converge to the initial values after a su�cient number of product market

loops. It is not obvious whether this movement results from the fact that my agent{

based model yields these results or whether, in my model, wages tend towards the initial

values. Thus, I try to �nd an answer by choosing di�erent initial values for wages.13

I took 50 product market loops as an example to strike a balance between a su�cient

large number of product market loops to have stable wages and my computing time.

Results are presented in Table 3.6. In this version of my model, unions are endowed

with little information, that is, they do not obtain much data about what happens after

their change of wages. The only information unions have is data about the change of

their own utility after both unions alter wages once and �rms alter quantities in various

loops. In Figure 3 � 4; I show the mark{up unions charge in addition to their initial

values. Obviously, unions increase wages more if initial wages are low than for high

initial wages.

For low wages, unions increase wages while �rms lower quantities until a further

increase in wages does not result in a higher union utility. However, from an initial wage

of about 25 on, unions do not �nd it pro�table to increase wages much, they keep wages

stable. In other words, even with low wages and quite a number of product market runs,

unions can inuence outcomes to their own bene�t. Only with this information about

the cumulative e�ect, unions do not simply keep wages stable; instead they increase

12For a discussion concerning the stability, see Standish and Keen (2004).
13I also test di�erent initial values for the quantity, but the results stay the same.
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Figure 3-4: Mark-up and pro�t for di�erent initial wages

their claims until a further raise does not enhance utility any more. However, if initial

wages exceed a certain amount then unions hold wages at their current level, but union

utility declines compared to lower initial wages that unions would charge. This is true

for initial values of the IO{value for monopolistic upstream and downstream suppliers of

45:5, being the maximal possible utility. For higher initial values, it would be better for

unions to reduce wages. Nonetheless, due to the decision rule, unions do not bene�t from

a wage reduction. Once they try to lower wages, �rms do not increase quantities enough

during the 50 product market loops, so this policy seems to be irrational. Consequently,

unions charge excessive wages, leading to lower utility for unions as well as lower pro�ts

for �rms. The signals that unions receive are too infrequent.

Overall, wages in multiple product market loops are always higher than in the equi-

librium and in a single product market loop. Depending on the di�erent initial wages,

unions increase or keep wages stable.

Summary 13 Wages in multiple product market loops are always higher than in the

Lommerud et al. equilibrium and in one product market loop. Depending on the di�erent
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initial wages, unions increase or keep wages stable.

3.5 Conclusion

The idea of this model has been to assume less information endowment than standard

IO models as well as boundedly rational agents. The basic trend in my model is that

unions will have lower utility and �rms will have higher pro�ts than in the standard IO

model for unionized oligopolies by Lommerud et al. With �rms and unions setting wages

and quantities simultaneously, quantities as well as wages are reduced. These results are

stable for di�erent initial values. However, when �rms alter quantities more frequently

than unions alter wages, �rms achieve higher pro�ts. The situation where �rms set

quantities more frequent than unions alter wages may in fact be the most realistic one.

Here, �rms are able to behave like perfectly rational agents and produce the collusive

Cournot quantity with exogenous wage cost. It is remarkable that they achieve this

result with very limited information and a very simple decision rule. Additionally, this

collusive result is stable. Wages in multiple product market runs stay �rm or unions

raise them but they never reduce them. This is also true if the union su�ers from a lower

utility with this behavior because fewer workers are employed. This occurs because of the

decision rule. Day's rule does not give unions the feedback they need. When they reduce

wages, quantity increases for �rms are too low to make a wage reduction pro�table, or

put di�erently, the quantity e�ect does not exceed the wage e�ect. Therefore, unions do

not follow this policy. While these results may not be rational for a perfectly informed

agent, they yield more realistic outcomes than currently predicted.

For policy recommendations, the behavior of �rms is also more harmful than ratio-

nal models predict: employment is reduced and prices are increased. The behavior of

oligopolistic �rms in a product market maybe worse with limited information than with

perfectly rational agents.

A criticism of this model is that the decision rule by Day is much too simple and

the information endowment of the agents is too limited. However, it is undeniable that
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information requirements and assumptions about the behavior in standard unionized

oligopoly models are extremely high. I modeled the contrary extreme to obtain more

insights, but I am aware of the fact that this is also unrealistic. Nevertheless I fell my

model is helpful to give a hint about why unions do not lower wages even if it is not the

best outcome in a standard model.

In addition, I must confess that my model is not an agent{based model in a strict

sense. I introduce unions and �rms as agents. Consequently, it would be more appropri-

ate to build a model with heterogeneous workers being partly unionized and trying to

maximize individual utility functions. These workers and managers as agents should to-

gether represent �rms. Customers, on the other hand, should act in the product market

and buy the end products as agents. The reason why I choose a much simpler setting

with unions and �rms as agents is simply to build a model nearer to the standard ones.

This should lead to results easier to compare with the original ones so that I can focus

on the changes due to bounded rationality and limited information.

For further research, it is necessary in my view to build an agent{based model in a

stricter sense with workers, managers and customers as agents, optimally as heteroge-

neous agents with individual utility functions bargaining for best results. Then it would

be appropriate to test results for di�erent decision rules and information sets for all

agents. That is, it would be great to have a model with heterogeneous agents, applying

di�erent learning strategies and to try to �nd out which settings give results nearest to

the empirical facts.
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Appendix

A Pseudo Code for a Run

initialize firms; initialize unions;

begin union loop

begin firm loop

repeat choose randomly one firm

if profits were rising

then if quantity was rising

then rise quantity

else reduces quantity

else if quantity was rising

then reduce quantity

else rise quantity

until every firm was chosen once

end firm loop

add the quantities, calculate price, tell firms prices

begin firm loop

calculate profits of the actual period

end firm loop

repeat choose randomly one union

unions calculate utility

if utility was rising

then if wages were rising

then rise wages

else reduce wages

else if wages were rising

then reduce wages

else rise wages

update memory of each union

until every union was chosen once

end union
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B Tables

average standard average average standard average
deviation stable period deviation stable period

wi = 12:38 and ni = 12:30

wage 12:38 0:07 0:57
quantity 12:30 0:04 0:39
utility 152:32 1:15 3:78
pro�t 407:17 1:26 0:07

wi = 1 and ni = 14:04 ni = 1 and wi = 25:03

wage 12:39 0:07 108:06 12:39 0:07 386:00
quantity 12:30 0:04 79:00 12:30 0:04 367:47
utility 152:32 1:03 133:37 152:45 1:05 439:99
pro�t 407:17 1:20 96:46 407:04 1:22 398:40

wi = 40 and ni = 14:04 ni = 40 and wi = 25:03

wage 12:38 0:07 664:35 12:39 0:07 721:57
quantity 12:30 0:04 623:90 12:30 0:04 673:75
utility 152:25 1:11 689:72 152:36 1:05 729:65
pro�t 407:24 1:22 666:67 407:14 1:24 705:74

Table 3.2: Di�erent initial values
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�rm and union step size

0:5 0:2 0:05 0:01
interval 0:05 0:1 0:15 0:05 0:05 0:05

average w 12:77 12:72 12:71 12:47 12:34 12:31
q 12:31 12:30 12:29 12:30 12:30 12:30
V 157:10 156:35 156:29 153:29 151:77 151:34
� 401:58 402:32 402:44 406:11 407:74 408:19

stable period w 9897:81 1205:54 56:21 253:79 581:78 2783:37
q 9724:18 2218:93 138:11 364:52 471:19 2183:20
V 9128:10 2521:45 431:93 1167:43 580:53 2769:09
� 5332:31 1545:45 43:44 487:41 527:49 2501:64

standard w 0:35 0:35 0:33 0:13 0:03 0:01
deviation q 0:19 0:18 0:19 0:08 0:02 0:00

V 5:61 5:45 5:18 2:01 0:54 0:10
� 6:54 6:32 5:91 2:48 0:65 0:13

standard w 992:10 3176:75 10:41 841:83 41:41 188:47
deviation q 1623:02 4104:79 849:80 1258:58 72:71 338:21
stable period V 2815:15 4292:21 1627:96 2960:86 35:54 165:77

� 4970:85 3559:51 14:10 1791:44 66:97 309:05

Table 3.3: Di�erent but symmetric stepsizes
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product market loops

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

average w 12:38 25:22 26:91 33:92 32:65 26:71 29:58 29:19
100 runs q 12:30 10:23 8:68 7:70 7:93 8:71 8:33 8:37

V 152:30 257:89 233:66 258:24 255:89 232:75 244:17 243:09
� 407:20 285:97 277:48 222:31 231:48 279:30 255:96 258:78

stable period w 295:90 6:43 29:36 292:55 151:93 21:59 97:01 79:95
q 247:91 24:06 27:94 281:48 140:85 12:57 80:41 63:26
V 299:78 22:35 29:14 243:67 121:81 14:64 78:57 60:74
� 272:15 22:74 26:76 294:51 164:98 22:44 100:99 83:70

standard w 0:06 1:40 0:37 4:93 4:46 0:78 3:96 3:00
deviation q 0:04 0:40 0:07 0:80 0:63 0:14 0:56 0:43

V 1:02 4:64 2:29 14:30 15:63 3:77 14:22 12:10
� 1:20 20:65 4:48 44:07 36:30 8:28 32:31 25:23

standard w 22:38 31:95 13:32 161:93 98:78 19:67 105:18 77:34
deviation q 38:23 30:03 13:03 172:24 107:89 10:50 106:71 76:46
stable period V 21:39 28:15 13:06 134:33 80:63 8:96 83:70 58:22

� 33:87 31:68 18:38 174:01 115:97 20:93 111:83 84:27

Table 3.4: Di�erent product market loops (1-8)
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product market loops Lommerud

9 10 20 50 100

average w 27:56 27:43 26:05 25:38 25:33 25:03
100 runs q 8:60 8:61 8:80 8:89 8:90 14:04

V 236:86 235:69 229:08 225:86 225:64 702:56
� 272:06 273:26 285:12 290:94 291:36 197:04

stable period w 41:43 36:69 10:55 0:25 0:00
q 22:20 22:70 3:75 0:02 0:01
V 25:99 25:90 4:30 0:02 0:02
� 45:36 36:29 12:24 0:49 0:02

standard w 1:22 1:77 0:92 0:42 0:35
deviation q 0:22 0:27 0:16 0:09 0:08

V 5:24 7:75 4:34 1:79 1:43
� 12:73 16:53 10:15 5:69 5:10

standard w 35:66 39:55 21:59 1:68 0:00
deviation q 29:94 32:44 8:73 0:18 0:13

stable period V 27:39 29:11 9:77 0:23 0:15
� 41:59 40:59 23:69 2:72 0:15

Table 3.5: Di�erent product market loops (9-100)
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wage

1 10 15 25 35 45 55 80

average w 14:80 14:61 16:82 25:33 35:28 45:24 55:26 80:03
100 runs q 10:31 10:35 10:05 8:90 7:56 6:21 4:87 1:51

V 152:09 150:75 168:79 225:58 266:81 281:27 268:66 120:95
� 392:65 394:46 371:88 291:40 209:78 141:48 86:32 8:13

stable period w 160:54 65:97 22:76 0:24 0:01 0:00 0:00 0:00
q 112:40 20:88 1:60 0:04 0:33 1:22 1:99 33:97
V 158:28 63:64 19:81 0:05 0:25 1:13 1:84 33:60
� 141:15 45:99 11:74 0:40 0:50 2:11 105:24 1063:72

standard w 2:03 1:55 1:11 0:45 0:41 0:41 0:41 0:39
deviation q 0:29 0:23 0:16 0:09 0:09 0:09 0:09 0:09

V 16:81 12:86 8:45 2:00 1:07 1:92 3:12 6:40
� 22:21 17:62 12:44 5:93 4:78 4:11 3:19 0:95

standard w 38:45 30:46 21:31 1:84 0:10 0:00 0:00 0:00
deviation q 34:01 21:69 5:49 0:29 0:70 0:95 1:79 257:56
stable period V 37:20 29:14 19:97 0:34 0:76 0:44 1:23 257:42

� 39:22 29:90 17:69 2:49 2:21 5:14 705:79 3064:81

Table 3.6: 50 product market loops
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Chapter 4

Craft Unions with Heterogeneous

Bargaining Strength

4.1 Introduction

Firms with heterogeneous workers are omnipresent. Firms can rarely produce goods or

services without heterogeneous and often complementary workers. Examples are mani-

fold: manufacturing �rms need at least blue and white collar workers, hospitals employ

physicians, nurses, administration o�cers etc., airlines cannot conduct ights without

pilots as well as ight attendants. Furthermore, each group of workers is not inter-

changeable. This complicates collective wage negotiations: how should workers organize

themselves? Heterogeneous workers have basically to decide about two dimensions of

organization. They must agree on the intra{union degree of heterogeneity and on the

degree of centralization of the union. Concerning heterogeneity, workers have the choice

of forming a union unifying workers along the lines of the particular profession (i.e., craft

unions). Otherwise, they can establish comprehensive unions, where all workers in one

�rm or industry, independent of their profession, are organized within one encompassing

union. With regard to centralization, workers have to determine if they want to form

�rm speci�c, industry wide, or even national unions.
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In fact, most countries are characterized by a coexistence of di�erent levels of het-

erogeneity as well as centralization. It is not obvious that an optimal level of the two

dimensions exist. Moreover, the existing levels of centralization and heterogeneity of

unions do not seem to be stable over time or countries and are inuenced by several

factors.

The literature on wage negotiations with heterogeneous workers (e.g., Horn and

Wolinsky (1988b) and Dowrick (1993)) is conclusive. They �nd that complementary

workers should negotiate separately.1 The reasons for this conclusion di�er: Horn and

Wolinsky take labor demand as given and show, that with separate negotiations workers

do not take into account losses inicted on other heterogeneous workers during strikes.

Instead, Dowrick assumes an endogenous labor demand. If unions of complementary

workers negotiate separately, they do not internalize the negative e�ect higher wages

have on the employment of complementary workers. Thus, both papers conclude that

individual wages are higher with separate negotiations. Substitute workers are better

o� within one union since �rms cannot pit them against each other in that case.

These papers suggest that in equilibrium, substitutable workers are organized within

one union, but no comprehensive union exist. Maybe this is due to the fact that all

models assume that bargaining strengths are equal for complementary groups of workers.

The idea of my model is to analyze a situation where heterogeneous workers establish

unions. Craft unions have heterogeneous and exogenous bargaining strengths. I draw

comparisons between di�erent levels of centralization and heterogeneity. Furthermore,

I do not only compare wages but also union utility. I assume that union utility is

increasing in wages and employment and thus, even if wages are lower, employment can

be higher in equilibrium and this can be advantageous for unions. After all, I cannot

unambiguously con�rm previous results: First, in my model, it can be pro�table for

complementary workers to form an encompassing union. This is true for a strong craft

union. When its bargaining strength is relatively strong in comparison to the other

1In a non-oligopoly framework also Upmann (2008) �nds under reasonable conditions that at least
one group of workers has an incentive to negotiate separately. Firms always bene�t from negotiations
with a central union.
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craft, it can be advantageous to form a coalition with a weak union even if these workers

are complements. Wages as well as employment are higher with a coalition. It is also

not always true that unions of substitutable workers should merge. Here, weak union

bene�ts from a union merger. Again wages and employment are higher with a merger.

As a second result, I �nd that it does not matter whether two craft unions merge

to one union and negotiate with �rms or whether they both bargain in one negotiation

round as antagonistic parties with �rms. This is also in contrast to the claim that

complementary unions should not merge. It simply does not matter if they merge or

bargain separately in one negotiation round.

The theoretic literature on wage determination with unionized labor markets and

heterogeneous (i.e., substitutable and complementary) workers is thin. The noteworthy

papers are Horn and Wolinsky (1988b), Dowrick (1993), and G�urtzgen (2003). Horn

and Wolinsky assume a �xed rent which can be distributed between workers of di�er-

ent groups and the �rm. They apply an extended version of the bargaining model of

Rubinstein (1982) to obtain solutions. the process of wage determination is di�erent

to other papers: �rms �rst choose employment, then workers decide on the patterns of

unionization and in the last stage wage determination takes place. The �rm chooses

employment seeing through the next stages, knowing how the employment decision will

a�ect the patterns of unionization and the wage negotiations. The authors choose this

alternative setting compared to the wage{employment{negotiation literature to model

a situation in which �rms cannot change employment substantially without changing

labor contracts with unions. Their main �ndings are straightforward: If the two types

of workers are complements, they maximize their utility when they organize themselves

in separate unions. If workers are substitutes in production they are better o� if they

form an encompassing union. This results from the fact that for substitutable workers

one union is not better o� withdrawing unilaterally and forming a separate union. The

same is true for complementary workers: they are always better o� in di�erent unions

since no distribution exist where not one groups would withdraw and form a separate

union and obtain a higher payment.
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Dowrick extends the Horn and Wolinsky paper in several ways. First, he takes

product market competition into consideration. In his model, two �rms compete in a

market and higher wages in one �rm inuence wages in the other �rm. Second, he sets up

eight di�erent \cases" which should capture di�erent structural features of union and

�rm organization structure and bargaining locus. Third, strike payo�s which change

wage negotiations are endogenous. Fourth, he assumes a symmetric Nash{Bargaining

Solution to model wage negotiations. His main result is that a simple look at the

negotiation level does not have any conclusiveness. Clear e�ects arise only when the level

of organization|especially the one of the unions|is changed in the same way as the level

of negotiation. Like Horn and Wolinsky he �nds that substitutable workers should form

an encompassing union. However, Dowrick (1993) does not �nd that an encompassing

employers' association has systematic e�ects on wages. Even the bargaining locus has

very ambiguous e�ects. But Dowrick (1993) shows that the claim to reduce the level

of bargaining to �rm negotiation to lower wages can be misleading: if unions and �rms

also decentralize their level of organization wages can rise.

However, Dowrick only takes organization cases into consideration where unions are

organized on craft level or merge to industry craft unions. He does not consider mergers

of di�erent craft unions to industry unions organizing di�erent types of workers. This is

the idea of G�urtzgen. She answers the question what happens if unions do not only merge

\horizontally" like in Dowrick (1993) where cooperation takes places on the professional

line. She also analyzes \vertical" mergers, where centralization across �rm or industry

lines occurs. Di�erent from Dowrick, G�urtzgen assumes that unions can set the wages

and �rms employment. She refrains from modeling wage negotiations. Her main �nding

is that a ranking of wages according to the degree of centralization is not possible. A

more decentralized bargaining does not necessarily lead to lower wages.
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4.2 The Model

In my model unions and �rms negotiate over wages under di�erent wage negotiation

regimes. Unions are upstream suppliers of workers in a labor market and �rms compete in

a product market. After �rms and unions have agreed on wages, �rms choose quantities

and, therefore, employment in the product market. The game proceeds as follows

1. Wage negotiations take place, and

2. Firms set quantities in the product market.

In the downstream market two �rms compete with pro�ts of

�i = (p� ci)xi; (4.1)

where i = 1; 2 and ci are the marginal cost of production. To keep it simple, cost is

solely labor cost. It is assumed that each �rm needs two types of complementary workers

(i.e., workers of di�erent crafts) to produce the �nal output. For one unit of the end

product, N workers of type n and M workers of type m are needed. Wages for these

workers are wn and wm, respectively. Thus, the cost for one unit of the end product is

ci = Nwin +Mwim with i = 1; 2. The inverse demand function is

p = A� x1 � x2 . (4.2)

At most, four unions are active in the upstream labor market, U1n; U1m; U2n; and

U2m: The number indicates the �rm the union negotiates with, the latter the type of

worker the union represents, for example U1n represents the union utility for all workers

in �rm 1 of craft n: Union utility increases with wij and xi; that is, more workers

employed and higher wages increase union utility:

Uim = Mwimxi (4.3)

Uin = Nwinxi with i = 1; 2 (4.4)
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I analyze six union and �rm organization structures (i.e., cases, henceforth). Each

of these negotiations is solved applying an asymmetric Nash{Bargaining Solution (see

Figure 4-1).

I. Two negotiations in each �rm, unions negotiate separately

In this decentralized setting, each �rm negotiates with each craft union separately.

Overall two negotiations per �rm take place. Each craft union per �rm tries to

maximize its individual utility Uij and the �rm maximizes �i. During all negoti-

ations, �rms take into account that the agreement in one negotiation a�ects the

outcome of the other.

II. One negotiation round for each �rm, unions negotiate separately

In this case, each �rm negotiates in one round with both craft unions active within

the �rm. The three parties, �rm i, union in, and union im sit together trying to

maximize their individual utility (�i; Uin and Uim) choosing win and wim. Unions

know that an increase in their wages decreases the number of workers in their �rm,

but also increases the number of workers in the other �rm. This case is sometimes

referred to as \single table bargaining" in the literature (See for example Dobson

(1997a)).

III. Two industry craft unions, each union bargains in one negotiation with both �rms

over industry{wide craft wages

Until now, each union has negotiated separately. Now I assume that workers of

one craft working in di�erent �rms negotiate together. They try to maximize their

joint utility by setting the industry craft wage wn or wm. Two negotiations take

place in the industry, where an industry craft union negotiates with both �rms.

During the negotiations each craft union internalizes how the wage a�ect wages of

workers of the same craft in the other �rm.

IV. Two industry craft unions, industry wide craft wages, one industry wide negotia-

tion
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Figure 4-1: The negotiation cases
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In one centralized negotiation two industry wide craft unions negotiate with the

two �rms.

V. Two �rm speci�c unions representing two di�erent types of workers, one negotia-

tion with each �rm

In a �rst negotiation two distinct crafts in one �rm bargain for the internal distri-

bution of rents if they merge and form one �rm speci�c union. Workers of di�erent

crafts in one union agree on a relative wage � = win=wim. Afterwards the merged

union bargains with its �rm over absolute wages.

VI. One industry union negotiates with one employers' association

This case is similar to V , but instead of two �rm speci�c unions, one industry union

representing both types of workers agree on a relative industry wage � = wn=wm:

Afterwards this industry union bargains with one employers' association.

The game is solved by backward induction: First the �rms maximize their pro�ts

choosing x1 or x2

max
x1
�1 = (A� x1 � x2 �Nw1n �Mw1m)x1

max
x2
�2 = (A� x1 � x2 �Nw2n �Mw2m)x2;

resulting in

x1 =
A� 2 (Mw1m +Nw1n) +Mw2m +Nw2n

3
(4.5)

x2 =
A� 2 (Mw2m +Nw2n) +Mw1m +Nw1n

3
: (4.6)

Afterwards �rms and unions negotiate about wages, taking the employment decision

into account.

I. Two negotiations per �rm, unions negotiate separately

The negotiations are modeled using a Nash{Bargaining Solution. Overall, four
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wage negotiations take place between unions and �rms,

Nin = Uain�
c
i

Nim = U bim�
c
i

for i = 1; 2,

where a; b; and c are the bargaining strengths of unions and of the �rm respectively.

Maximizing the Nash{Bargaining Solutions with respect to win and wim yields the

following results:

win =
aA(b+ 2c)

2N(2ab+ 3bc+ 3ac+ 4c2)

wim =
bA(b+ 2c)

2M(2ab+ 3bc+ 3ac+ 4c2)
:

Plugging this back into (4:1), (4:2); (4:3), (4:5), and (4:6), yields the equilibrium

results for quantities, pro�ts, union utility, and welfare which can be found in the

Appendix.

II. One negotiation per �rm, unions negotiate separately

Now, only two wage negotiations take place

Ni = U
a
inU

b
im�

c
i for i = 1; 2.

This Nash{Bargaining Solution is maximized choosing win and wim and the four

wages are

win =
aA

(3a+ 3b+ 4c)N
; and

wim =
bA

(3a+ 3b+ 4c)M
:

Again, the results for quantities, price, pro�ts and union utility can be found in

the Appendix.
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III. Two industry craft unions, each union bargains in one negotiation with both �rms

over industry wide craft wages

Here, negotiations take place on the industry level. Workers of the same craft in

di�erent �rms form an encompassing union. Craft union utility is

Un = U1n + U2n = Nwn (x1 + x2)

Um = U1m + U2m =Mwm (x1 + x2) :

Both industry wide craft unions negotiate with both �rms separately over industry

wide craft wages wn and wm,

Nn = Uan�
c
1�
c
2

Nm = U bm�
c
1�
c
2:

Maximizing the Nash{Bargaining Solution with respect to wn and wm yields,

wn =
aA(b+ 4c)

N(3ab+ 8bc+ 8ac+ 16c2)

wm =
bA(a+ 4c)

M(3ab+ 8bc+ 8ac+ 16c2)
:

IV. Two industry craft unions, one industry wide negotiation, industry wide craft

wages

Both �rms and both industry craft unions negotiate over wages wn and wm in one

industry wide negotiation,

N = UanU
b
m�

c
1�
c
2:

These industry negotiations result in industry wide wages of wn and wm. The �nal
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wages they agree on are

wn =
aA

2N(a+ b+ 2c)

wm =
bA

2M(a+ b+ 2c)
.

V. Two �rm speci�c unions representing two di�erent types of workers, one negotia-

tion with each �rm

Di�erent than before, negotiations do not take place simultaneously. Since workers

of di�erent crafts form an encompassing union, they agree on the distribution of

rents �rst. Afterwards, each encompassing unions negotiates with its �rm. Solving

the game backward, I �rst maximize the Nash{Bargaining product of the union{

�rm negotiation

N1i = U
(a+b)
i �ci for i = 1; 2

and afterwards the intra{union negotiation,

N2i = U
a
inU

b
im for i = 1; 2:

For simplicity, I assume that the union bargaining strength when the two crafts

negotiate together equals the sum of their individual bargaining strength alone.

Solving this model backwards, during the union{�rm negotiations, both parties

take relative wages as given. In the intra union negotiation, crafts negotiate over

relative wages. The equilibrium results are equal to the ones found in case II.

VI. One industry union negotiates with one employers' association

Again, wage negotiations are not simultaneous. Solving backwards, I �rst maximize

the industry wide Nash{Bargaining product with one union and one employers'

association, taken relative wages � as given,

N1 = (Un1 + Um1 + Un2 + Um2)
2(a+b) (�1 + �2)

2c :
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Afterwards, in a second round, the two industry craft unions distribute their rents

N2 = U
a
nU

b
m:

Maximizing this expression with respect to relative wages results in the equilibrium

wages. Here results are equal to case IV .

4.3 Negotiation Results: Why Do Di�erent Negotiation

Frameworks Result in Equal Wages?

Proposition 14 1. Case II and V are equal for a bargaining strength of the encom-

passing union of a+ b.

2. Cases IV and V I are equal for a bargaining strength of the encompassing union of

2(a+ b).

At �rst glance, it is surprising that wages are equal in cases II and V . In case

II; the two unions and the �rm negotiate together in one bargaining round as three

conicting parties. However, this results in the same wages as in case V . Here, craft

unions form an encompassing union and agree on allocation quotas for their joint rent in

a �rst negotiation. Afterwards, they bargain as one \strong" union representing di�erent

crafts within the �rm. It does not matter whether the unions merge and bargain as one

party (one union framework, henceforth), or negotiate separately but in one negotiation

round with the �rm (i.e., one negotiation framework).

It is quite amazing, in fact, that an individual utility maximization in case II yields

the same results as a joint utility maximization in case V . In the second case the di�erent

craft unions do not internalize the negative external e�ect their wage has on workers of

the other craft in the same �rm in their utility function. This e�ect is internalized in

case V , the share of the burden of the external e�ect each craft has to bear is determined

through negotiations. However, results are the same. To show why one union and one

negotiation framework result in equal wages, I use a simpler model:
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Assume three parties negotiate for a cake A. The size of the cake is �xed and does

not change due to the negotiation. This is di�erent to the original setting|unions and

�rms can inuence the size of the rent through the wage|but this is simpler and does

not inuence the results.2 The parties negotiation strengths are a; b, and c; respectively.

They all try to maximize utility and utility is de�ned as the part of the cake they receive,

V1 = �A; V2 = �A; V3 = (1� �� �)A;

where �; �; and (1 � � � �) are the shares of the cake the parties receive. In the one

negotiation framework the asymmetric Nash{Bargaining Solution for the three parties

is

N = V a1 V
b
2 V

c
3 :

Maximizing the Nash{Bargaining Solution with respect to the shares � and � yields:

dN

d�
=

a

V1

dV1
d�

+
b

V1

dV1
d�

+
c

V3

dV3
d�

!
= 0

�

a
=

1� �� �
c

dN

d�
=

a

V1

dV1
d�

+
b

V1

dV1
d�

+
c

V3

dV3
d�

!
= 0

�

b
=

1� �� �
c

As can be seen nicely here, shares are distributed relative to the bargaining strengths.

Solving for � and � results in equilibrium shares of

� =
a

a+ b+ c
and � =

b

a+ b+ c
:

Hence, equilibrium utilities for the three parties are:

V1 =
a

a+ b+ c
A; V2 =

b

a+ b+ c
A; and V3 =

c

a+ b+ c
A:

2In my model, the quantity reaction of the �rms in respond to a wage altering inuence the cake size
but this e�ect is equal in both frameworks and can therefore be neglected.
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What is di�erent in a one union framework? Here, two parties form a coalition

and divide the rent they receive from a negotiation with the third party in a separate

negotiation. Let us assume that the �rst and the second party form a coalition and their

joint utility is V1+2 = (�+ �)A: When this coalition negotiates with the third party,

assume that their bargaining strength in this negotiation round is simply the sum of

their individual strengths. Then the asymmetric Nash{Bargaining Solution is,

N = V
(a+b)
1+2 V c3 :

The derivative with respect to (�+ �) is

dN

d (�+ �)
=

a+ b

V1+2

dV1+2
d (�+ �)

+
c

V3

dV3
d (�+ �)

= 0

�+ �

a+ b
=

1� (�+ �)
c

:

Again, the shares are relatively distributed to their negotiations strengths. The share of

the cake the coalition gets is

�+ � =
a+ b

a+ b+ c
:

Stated di�erently, the �rst and second party receives a slice with a size of B := (a +

b)=(a+ b+ c)A. In another negotiation round, they have to distribute this slice B. The

Nash{Bargaining Solution for this negotiation is

N = V a1 V
b
2 :

For simplicity, rewrite the utility functions as V1 = B; V2 = (1� )B. The size of the

slice is not inuenced through the negotiations, it is �xed at this stage. Maximizing the

Nash{Bargaining Solution yields the well known result:

dN

d
=

a

V1

dV1
d

+
b

V1

dV2
d

= 0

a


=

b

1� 
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The share of the slice B the �rst party receives is  = a=(a+ b) which yields an overall

utility for the �rst party of

V1 =
a

a+ b
B =

a

a+ b

a+ b

a+ b+ c
A =

a

a+ b+ c
A

As can be seen in this expression, party 1 receives a share of a=(a + b) of the slice B

which is equal to
a

a+ b

a+ b

a+ b+ c
=

a

a+ b+ c
(4.7)

of cake A.

This result is driven by the fact that I assume that the bargaining strengths after

forming a coalition are the sum of the individual bargaining strengths. Otherwise the

cumulative bargaining strength a+ b would not be simply cancel out in Eq. 4.7. When

I loosen that assumption and assume that the cumulative strength is higher than the

individual, not surprisingly, the coalition would receive a higher share than negotiating

separately and the third party would su�er.

To sum up, it does not matter whether union negotiate as one party in a negotiation

(i.e., one union framework) or as two conicting parties in one negotiation (i.e., one

negotiation framework) as long as the bargaining strength of the coalition is the sum of

the individuals. The negative external e�ect of higher wages on the di�erent crafts is a

mirror{inverted e�ect. Higher wages of m type workers reduces employment of n type

workers and vice versa. Due to a Nash{Bargaining Solution which maximizes the whole

cake A; depending on both union utility and �rm pro�ts, this e�ect is internalized as it

reduces cake size and does not lead to higher or lower wages than in case V where this

e�ect is directly internalized through the unions' utility function.

Exactly the same argumentation is true for wages in case IV and V I. Here as

well, the formation of a coalition|also on �rm side|makes no di�erence to a single

negotiation. The negotiations yields the same results as long as the coalition bargaining

strength is the sum of the individual ones.
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This result is empirically supported by Machin, Stewart, and van Reenen (1993) and

Metcalf (1993). They show for British workers that wages do not di�er between the one

union framework and one negotiation framework. However, a theoretical explanation

for this fact was missing in their papers.

4.4 Comparing the Negotiation Cases

The aim of my paper is to �nd out which of the negotiation cases �rms and unions prefer

and which is welfare maximizing. Therefore, with heterogeneous bargaining strengths,

I compare quantities, wages, pro�ts, union utility, and welfare for di�erent cases. As

established above, I can reduce six regimes to four, as it turned out that two of them

lead to the same results. First, I will present the results for quantities and pro�ts in the

di�erent cases, and afterwards, wages, union utility, and welfare comparisons are shown.

To understand the changes due to di�erent negotiation regimes it is helpful to cal-

culate derivatives to better understand the e�ects. First, a change in wages changes the

quantities produced,

dxi
dwin

< 0;
dxi
dwim

< 0 (4.8)

dxi
dwjn

> 0;
dxi
dwjm

> 0. (4.9)

Derivatives with respect to wages show that quantities decrease if the own wages increase,

and quantities increase if wages of the competitor increase. This should not be surprising

as long as wages are a cost for �rms and an increase in own cost reduces quantities

produced, and higher cost of competitors increase own production. However, since the

model is a linear Cournot model, pro�ts are squared equilibrium quantities, and the

derivative signs of quantities correspond with the derivative signs of pro�ts. Second, a
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change of wages has an indirect e�ect on wages of the other workers through employment,

dwin
dxi

dxi
dwim

< 0;
dwin
dxi

dxi
dwjn

> 0;
dwin
dxi

dxi
dwjm

> 0:

If wages of complementary workers in the same �rm wim increase, this is a negative

externality for wages win because quantity xi is reduced and ceteris paribus less workers

of type n are needed. Additionally, through the product market e�ects, higher wages of

workers in the other �rm, wjn and wjm increase the cost for �rm j, therefore production

of �rm i increases and due to that wages win.

Comparing the di�erent negotiation cases, most results are driven by the fact that

workers organize themselves in such a way that they internalize (or not) the external

e�ects that their wages have on other groups. Stated di�erently, when complementary

workers of one �rm form an encompassing union they do internalize the e�ect of higher

wages on employment of complementary workers within the same �rm. This lowers,

ceteris paribus, wages within the �rm. In contrast, when workers of di�erent �rms

form one union, they internalize the positive e�ect higher wages have on employment of

workers in the other �rm and this ceteris paribus increases wages. Analogously, �rms

can internalize the positive e�ect of higher wages (and therefore lower quantities) on

each other. Thus, an employers' association lowers wages.

4.4.1 Quantities and Firm Pro�ts

With these general e�ects established above in mind, the order of the quantities of

di�erent regimes is plausible:

Proposition 15 xIIi > xIi � xIVi > xIIIi :

The highest production occurs when each �rm negotiates with its two craft unions

in one negotiation. In this case II, the product of the union utilities and �rm pro�ts is

maximized in the negotiation. Therefore, the negative external e�ect that higher wages
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of win have on wim (and vice versa) through lower employment are internalized.3 This

internalization of the negative external e�ect leads ceteris paribus to lower wages and

higher quantities. Additionally, �rms do not negotiate in one round and for that reason

they do not internalize the positive external e�ect a lower quantity would have on the

competitor. Hence, production is highest in case II.

The lower quantity in case I is obvious. When the two crafts negotiate separately,

they do not keep in mind the negative e�ects of higher wages on the other type of workers

in the same �rm. They demand higher wages, employment in the �rm is reduced and

this results compared to II in lower quantities.

In case IV one industry wide negotiation takes place. All four unions take the

negative and positive external e�ects into account. The e�ect of this on quantities is

ambiguous: higher wages have negative external e�ects on quantities produced in that

�rm, but positive e�ects on quantities of the other �rm. However, �rms do internalize

the positive e�ect of lower quantities on their competitor and thus reduce production.

Overall quantities are lower in case IV than in case I; only for unions with the same

bargaining strength (i.e., a = b), one can show that quantities are the same for I and

IV .

In case III; the lowest quantities are produced. Here, industry craft unions negotiate

with �rms separately. Unions do not take the negative e�ect of higher wages on workers

of the same �rm but di�erent crafts into consideration and employment and quantities

are reduced compared to IV .

Unsurprisingly, the order of prices is opposite to that of quantities. Since in this

Cournot model pro�ts are equal to the squared equilibrium quantities, we also know:

Proposition 16 Firms prefer �IIi > �Ii � �IVi > �IIIi

This is true independent of the values of the bargaining strengths of �rms and unions

and the reasons are similar to the explanation for quantities: pro�ts are just squared

equilibrium quantities. Pro�ts are highest for �rms if they negotiate only with �rm

3For a discussion why this e�ect is internalized, see section 4.3.
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speci�c unions and especially when the di�erent crafts take the negative external e�ects

of higher wages into account. Even when the unions do not consider the negative e�ects

but again the �rms negotiate separately on �rm{level with their unions this leads to

high pro�ts. Unambiguously, pro�ts for the �rms are lower if unions of di�erent crafts

merge.

4.4.2 Wages

The ranking of wages in the di�erent cases is much more puzzling than the ranking of

quantities and pro�ts.

Proposition 17 1. Wages are ordered wIIIj > wIIj and wIVj > wIIj for j = n;m.

2. The comparison between wIj and w
II
j ; w

I
j and w

III
j ; wIIIj and wIVj is ambiguous

and depends on a; b; and c.

3. For a > b; wIVn > wIn and w
I
m > wIVm ; analogously for b > a; wIVn < wIn and

wIm < w
IV
m . For a = b; wIVn = wIn and w

IV
m = wIm.

Independent of the bargaining strength, wages in case II are always lower than in

III and IV . This is not surprising, due to the fact that in case II the workers of one

craft in one �rm take the negative e�ects of higher wages on the workers of the other

craft into account. This lowers wages. Instead, in III and IV , industry wide craft

unions were formed, taking the positive externality into account which leads to higher

wages, but not to the negative externality on complementary workers.

The relationships between wIj and w
II
j ; w

I
j and w

III
j ; wIIIj and wIVj is even more

complicated. They strongly depend on the bargaining strengths of the various parties.

Thus, it is helpful to model the e�ects inuencing wages for w1n and w1m in a more

formal way.4,5 Let us assume union utility is de�ned as Uin and Uim; and pro�ts are �i

and �j .

4The e�ects for the other wages can be established analogously.
5See Davidson (1988) for details with this approach, as well as Dowrick (1993) and G�urtzgen (2003).
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First, I compare cases I and II: I argue above that in case I; where the two craft

unions negotiate separately, they do not internalize the negative e�ects of higher wages

on complementary workers in the same �rm and demand for higher wages. Hence, wages

wIin should be higher than w
II
in . However, this is not true in general. To show why, I

compute the implicit function to obtain wI�1n (w1m; w2n; w2m) in case I by logarithmically

derivating the corresponding Nash{Bargaining Solution N = Ua1n�
c
1:

dN
dw1n

=
a

U1n

dU1n
dw1n| {z } +

c

�1

d�1
dw1n| {z } !

= 0

direct e�ect �rm e�ect

(4.10)

This de�nes the wage function6 wI�1n(w1m; w2n; w2m). Here, two e�ects occur. A variation

of wage w1n has a direct e�ect on U1n and it also inuences the �rm. For further analysis,

it is helpful to remind the behavior of the wage function. As can be shown easily,

dwI�1n
dw1m

< 0;
dwI�1n
dw2n

> 0;
dwI�1n
dw2m

> 0.

Put another way, the wage function wI�1n is downward sloping in higher wages of comple-

mentary workers in �rm 1 and upwards sloping in wages of workers in �rm 2. Plotting

the wage function wI�1n (w1m) keeping w2n; w2m constant is a decreasing function (see

Figure 4-2), wI�1n (w2n) and w
I�
1n (w2m) are increasing. The intersection point of all four

wage functions yields equilibrium wages.

In case II; w1n is negotiated applying U
a
1nU

b
1m�

c
1 and this results in

dN
dw1n

=
a

U1n

dU1n
dw1n| {z } +

b

U1m

dU1m
dw1n| {z } +

c

�1

d�1
dw1n| {z } !

= 0

direct e�ect indirect e�ect �rm e�ect

(4.11)

6For a discussion whether this is a best resonse function see fn.10 in Davidson (1988). Dowrick (1993)
calls the same functions \reaction function", however, to avoid misconceptions I called these functions
\wage functions" henceforth.
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with wII�1n (w1m; w2n; w2m) as the wage function. Again, the slopes are as expected:

dwII�1n =dw1m < 0; dw
II�
1n =dw2n > 0; dw

II�
1n =dw2m > 0. Wages w

II�
1n increase with increas-

ing wages in �rm 2 and decrease with higher wages of the complementary workers w1m.

Here, three e�ects a�ect the wage function: One is the direct e�ect on union utility of

the workers under consideration. The next is an indirect e�ect on the union utility of

complementary workers U1m through quantities and, �nally, the inuence on �rm pro�ts.

This is strictly negative as long as higher wages reduce �rm pro�ts.

U1n

w1n

Umax
1n

w*1n

Optimal wage

U’I1n

0 w1n
wI*

1nwI
1n(wII

1n)

>0

Shift

To compare wI�1n and w
II�
1n , I evaluate (4:10) at w

II�
1n using (4:11) and obtain,

S1 := � b

U1m|{z}
dU1m
dw1n| {z } > 0:

> 0 < 0

(4.12)

This implies that the wage function wI�1n lies on the right hand side of w
II�
1n . With

upward sloping wage functions this would always result in higher equilibrium wages.

Equivalently, one can compare wages of workers of type m; wI�1m which solves

dN
dw1m

=
b

U1m

dU1m
dw1m| {z } +

c

�1

d�1
dw1m| {z } !

= 0

direct e�ect �rm e�ect

.
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Figure 4-2: Case I vs. case II

and wII�1m solving

dN
dw1m

=
a

U1n

dU1n
dw1m| {z } +

b

U1m

dU1m
dw1m| {z } +

c

�1

d�1
dw1m| {z } !

= 0

direct e�ect indirect e�ect �rm e�ect

The outward shift is here

S2 := � a

U1n|{z}
dU1n
dw1m| {z } > 0:

> 0 < 0

(4.13)

Whether the wages are higher or lower with downward sloping wage functions de-

pends on the shifts S1 and S2 and thus a and b. As you can see in Figure 4 � 2; the

outward shift with downward sloping demand functions can result in lower wages. Wages

wIin are lower than w
II
in :

What does it mean intuitively? This e�ect may appear awkward at �rst glance.

The reason why one intuitively assumes that wIin is higher than w
II
in is simply because
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wIIin is found taking the negative indirect e�ect on complementary workers into account

which reduces wIIin . Let's call this e�ect wage e�ect. Obviously it is negative. How

strong this negative e�ect is, depends on the value of b; (see Eq. 4.12) that is the

bargaining strength of the complementary workers. In addition, there is an employment

e�ect. During wage negotiations of complementary workers of typem, they also take into

account the negative e�ect they have on worker type n. This e�ect becomes large with a

high bargaining strength a (see Eq. 4.13). For a high a; wIIim becomes low compared to

wIim, this leads to a higher employment and increases the employment of workers of both

types. This also yields higher wages of type n workers. To sum it up, the negative wage

e�ect can be outweighed by a positive employment e�ect when the bargaining strengths

are su�ciently di�erent. This can be seen for workers of type n in Figure 4�2; contrary

to that, the employment e�ect does not outweigh the wage e�ect for workers of type m:

Theoretically, the crucial point is that when one assumes symmetric union utility

functions, one way to establish this result are varying bargaining strengths. In the

literature this result is new. Davidson compares substitutable workers with upward

sloping best response functions where no positive employment e�ect occurs. Dowrick

assumes complementary workers and wage negotiations. However, he assumes symmetric

bargaining strengths which shifts the wage functions outwards by the same value and

the employment e�ect never outweigh the wage e�ect. Finally, G�urtzgen also assumes

complementary workers but abstracts from wage negotiations and, therefore, this e�ect

does not occur.

One could also think about symmetric bargaining strengths but asymmetric union

utility functions or union sizes to establish similar results. The value of the outward shift

depends not only on union strength but also on union utility and the cross derivative

(see Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13). If theses values are very distinct, similar e�ects with lower

wages in case I can occur. Examples one can think of are unions of very di�erent sizes

or wage oriented vs. employment oriented unions.
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The relation between wIII and wIV is comparable to wI vs. wII . To �nd wIII�1n (w1m;

w2n; w2m) one has to solve

dNn
dw1n

=
a

Un

dUn
dw1n| {z } +

c

�1

d�1
dw1n

+
c

�2

d�2
dw1n| {z } !

= 0;

direct e�ect �rm e�ect

(4.14)

and for wIV �1n (w1m; w2n; w2m)

dN
dw1n

=
a

Un

dUn
dw1n| {z } +

b

Um

dUm
dw1n| {z } +

c

�1

d�1
dw1n

+
c

�2

d�2
dw1n| {z } !

= 0:

direct e�ect indirect e�ect �rm e�ect

(4.15)

Again, one �nds a direct e�ect of a wage increase for wIII1n and wIV1n , but an indirect e�ect

only for wIV1n and the slopes of wage functions are as expected: in both cases wages w1n

increase in w2n and w2m. They always decrease with w1m. To �nd the direction of the

shift, I calculate (4:15) at wIII�1n using (4:14) and get

S3 :=
b

Um

dUm
dw1n

< 0:

Thus, wIII�1n (w1m; w2n; w2m) shifts to the right of w
IV �
1n (w1m; w2n; w2m).

7

The intuitive explanation is analogous to the comparison between I and II. At �rst

sight it seems obvious that wages in case III are higher compared to IV as long as

the negative external e�ect on complementary workers is internalized under IV . Put

di�erently, the negative wage e�ect only occurs in case IV and one expects lower wages

there. However, when the two union strengths are su�ciently di�erent, I �nd again a

positive employment e�ect. For workers of type n this means that when their bargaining

strength a is high and bargaining strength b of type m is low, the wage e�ect is modest.

In addition, workers of type m are confronted with a larger negative wage e�ect, their

7It can also be established that for a comparison between wIII1m (w1n; w2n; w2m) and
wIV1m (w1n; w2n; w2m) ; the shift is S4 := a=Un � dUn=dw1m < 0. Again, wIV1m (w1n; w2n; w2m) lies at
the right side of wIII1m (w1n; w2n; w2m) :
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wages are low and this has a positive external employment e�ect on workers of type n.

Di�erent explanations are necessary for the comparison of wages in cases I and III.

I compute wI�1n(w1m; w2n; w2m) and w
III�
1n (w1m; w2n; w2m) again (see (4:11) and (4:14)).

To �nd the direction of the shift, I evaluate (4:14) at wI�1n using (4:11). Taking advantage

of the symmetry of the �rms in the model, the �rm e�ects are equal and the shift is

therefore,

a

Un

dUn
dw1n

� a

U1n

dU1n
dw1n

? 0

a

�
1

Un

dUn
dw1n

� 1

U1n

dU1n
dw1n

�
? 0:

Whether this term is positive or negative is not obvious. Thus I do not know the direction

of the shift. But even with a non{ambiguous sign, due to the complementary workers

and the dependence of the shifts on a; b and c I have to calculate the equilibrium wages

to see which e�ect dominates. For a wide parameter space, wages are higher in case III

but with a low a and high b and a low c; wI1n can be higher than w
III
1n . This means,

that when the workers of type n are weak and the complementary workers are strong,

it can lead to higher wages if they negotiate separately with their �rm and do not form

an industry wide union an negotiate with both �rms together.

Finally, the comparison of wages between case I and IV is puzzling. For the same

bargaining strength union wages under I and IV are equal. Wages do not di�er whether

each �rm speci�c craft union negotiates separately with its �rm, or whether two industry

speci�c craft unions are formed and negotiate in one round with both �rms an industry

wide wage. In case I unions do not take into account any positive or negative external

e�ects. In case IV unions take all positive and the negative e�ects under consideration.

Additionally, in case I only one �rm takes part in each negotiation, in case IV negative

and positive external e�ects between �rms are internalized.

To compare the wage functions, I calculate (4:15) at wI�1n (w1m; w2n; w2m) using (4:11).

Bene�ting from the symmetry of the �rms in the model, �rm e�ects are equal and the
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Figure 4-3: Case I vs. case IV

shift equals
a

Un

dUn
dw1n

+
b

Um

dUm
dw1n

� a

U1n

dU1n
dw1n

7 0

or

a

�
1

Un

dUn
dw1n

� 1

U1n

dU1n
dw1n

�
| {z } + b

�
1

Um

dUm
dw1n

�
| {z } 7 0

substitutable worker

e�ect

complementary worker

e�ect

First of all, the indirect e�ect on the wages of the complementary workers does only

appear under IV and not under I and this negative e�ect reduces ceteris paribus wIV

but not wI : The size of this e�ect depends on b:

Second the substitutable worker e�ect is always positive.8 This is due to the well

known fact, that 1=Un � dUn=dwn internalizes the positive e�ect higher wages have on

substitutable workers. This leads ceteris paribus to a wIV that should be higher than wI .

Which e�ect, the complementary worker or the substitutable worker e�ect predominates,

8Plugging in the terms yields an=(A� nwn +mwm) which is always positive.
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depends on a and b: For a = b these two e�ects outweigh each other and wages are equal

under I and IV . However, for a > b the substitutable worker e�ect dominates and wI

is lower than wIV ; if b > a the complementary worker e�ect dominates and wIV < wI .

Here the employment e�ect due to asymmetric shifts of wage functions of workers of

complementary crafts does not matter: To see this, I calculate the shift for wim:

a

Un

dUn
dw1m| {z } + b

�
1

Um

dUm
dw1m

� 1

U1m

dU1m
dw1m

�
| {z } 7 0;

complementary worker

e�ect

substitutable worker

e�ect

and both shifts are plotted in Figure 4-3. They simply reinforce each other. A right

shift for workers of type n results in a left shift for workers of type m and vice versa.

4.4.3 Unions

Union utility increases in wages and employment. Thus, the ranking of union utility in

di�erent cases is a combined e�ect of quantities and wages. As shown above, results for

quantities have a clear sorting whereas the ranking of wages is ambiguous. Due to that,

the ranking for union utility is also ambiguous.

Proposition 18 1. U IVj > U IIj for all j = n;m:

2. Comparing U Ij and U
II
j ; U

I
j and U

III
j ; U IIIj and U IVj ;and U IIj and U IIIj with j =

n;m depends on bargaining strengths a; b and c:

3. For a > b U IVn > U In and U
I
m > U

IV
m ; analog for b > a U IVn < U In and U

I
m < U

IV
m ;

if a = b U IVn = U In:

Obviously, union utility is higher in case IV than in case II. This due to the fact

that wages are higher in case IV: However, employment is highest in case II, but this

cannot outweigh lower wages. Therefore, unions prefer one industry wide negotiation

about industry wages with industry craft unions to one negotiation per �rm with �rm

speci�c craft unions.
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A little bit astonishing, a comparison between case II and III does not always lead

to a higher union utility in case III even if wages are always higher in that case. The

higher employment in case II outweighs higher wages if union strength is high and

complementary union and �rm strength low. Here, unions favor lower wages and higher

employment to higher wages and lower employment. Stated in economic terms, if the

union is strong, it is advantageous to stay as a �rm speci�c craft union and negotiate

on �rm level than to merge with substitutable workers in the other �rm and negotiate

over industry wages. This is a result di�erent to the ones published before which always

suggest that substitutable workers should form one encompassing union. This leads to

higher wages, indeed, but can be disadvantageous due to lower employment.

The comparison of wages between I and II; I and III; and III and IV is ambiguous.

I found an employment e�ect which leads to higher wages of complementary workers

which was not obvious at �rst sight. However, this employment e�ect on wages is

intensi�ed: not only wages are higher, but also overall employment. Employment was

always higher in case II than case I and sometimes also wages. Therefore, the parameter

space where unions prefer II to I is larger than the parameter space where wages are

higher under II than I. The same is true for I and III and III and IV .

What does that mean economically? When a union has a high bargaining strength

the union wants to negotiate in one negotiation with complementary workers and the

�rm instead of two separate negotiations where both unions negotiate separately. This

is di�erent from the well known fact that complementary workers should negotiate sep-

arately. Case II is equivalent to case V where unions of complementary workers merge.

These joint negotiation always lead to higher employment and sometimes also to higher

wages. However, only the strong unions prefer the single table negotiations, the weak

one always prefers the separate. For the �rms the situation is easier. They always prefer

joint negotiations yielding a larger quantity.

The comparison between III and IV is similar. In case III the two industry unions

negotiate separately with the two �rms. In case IV on industry wide negotiation between

the two �rms and the two unions take place. As long as quantities are always higher
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with one industry wide negotiation, �rms prefer that scenario. However, also strong

unions prefer this setting. Their wages are higher with a joint negotiation and also

employment is higher. Only the weak union always prefers the separate negotiations.

Again, it is not true to state that it is always in the interest of workers not to negotiate

with complementary workers. With heterogeneous bargaining strength, this is only true

for workers with a lower bargaining strength.

Comparing cases I and III shows that �rms always favor higher production in case

I: That was not surprising since in case I each �rm negotiates alone with each of its

crafts and in case III each �rm has to agree in one negotiation round with its competitor

and one industry craft union. This was the worst situation for �rms where substitutable

worker form a coalition but not the �rms. However, sometimes also weak unions can

prefer I over III. Here the result is again that it is not always in the interest of a union

to negotiate together with substitutable workers.

The last comparison is between I and IV . Here, higher employment in case I does

not matter. The union always prefers the higher wages; the higher employment cannot

outweigh lower wages. So, the ranking of union utility is equal to the ordering of wages.

4.4.4 Welfare

Welfare is de�ned here as the sum of consumer surplus, pro�ts, and union utility.

W =
1

2
(A� p) (x1 + x2) + �1 + �2 + U1n + U2n + U1m + U2m

Proposition 19 W II > W I �W IV > W III .

Welfare is in its ordering exactly equal to the ordering of quantities and pro�ts.

This may be surprising at �rst glance. However, the driving force is that consumer

surplus and �rm pro�ts are highly correlated. Firm pro�ts are highest with the highest

employment and quantity produced. This is equivalent to low prices and a high consumer

surplus. This correlation between �rm pro�ts and consumer surplus is higher than the

lower union utility in some cases. This result simpli�es economic advices. As long
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as consumer surplus and producer surplus is highly correlated, the enforcement of the

negotiation regime �rms prefer also enlarges consumer surplus and overall welfare.

4.5 Conclusion

In my model, I draw comparisons with horizontal as well as vertical union mergers and

allow for di�erent bargaining strengths. I do not only sort the bargaining cases by wage

levels, but by union utility levels. For this to be feasible I have to presuppose a speci�c

union utility function.

My results are twofold: First, I can show that results do not di�er whether unions (or

�rms) form an encompassing union (or employers' association) and negotiate internally

over the distribution of rents or whether they negotiate as conicting parties in a Nash{

Bargaining Solution. This is only true if the bargaining strength of the encompassing

union (or employers' association) equals the sum of the individual bargaining strengths.

For wage bargains this implies that no di�erence occur between a one union or a one

negotiation framework.

Second, in contrast to the literature I cannot verify that it is always in the interest

of complementary workers to be organized in di�erent unions and to form encompassing

unions for substitutable workers. Once one assumes di�erent union strengths wages can

be higher when substitutable workers negotiate alone or when complementary workers

form an encompassing union. However, this higher wage e�ect is reinforced due to higher

employment when substitutable workers negotiate separately or complementary workers

together. For the simple fact that union utility increases in wages and employment it

is sometimes utility enhancing for complementary unions to negotiate together and for

substitutable unions to negotiate alone.

Thus, di�erent bargaining strengths complicate the comparison. Unions have dif-

ferent incentives to form encompassing union or to negotiate together and this strongly

depends on their relative bargaining strength.

The model di�ers from the previous literature in multiple ways: The main idea is
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that bargaining agents do not necessarily have the same bargaining strength during ne-

gotiations. With regard to wage negotiations, incentives for �rms to form an employers'

association or for unions to form encompassing unions di�er due to heterogeneous bar-

gaining strengths. Dowrick only deals with horizontal union mergers and in his model

unions and �rms always have a symmetric bargaining strength. However, G�urtzgen ex-

tends Dowrick's model to vertical union mergers but she refrains from wage negotiations

and thus heterogeneous bargaining strength.

Appendix

A Di�erent Negotiation Cases

A.1 Two Negotiations per Firm, Unions Negotiate Separated (I)

wIin =
aA(b+ 2c)

2(N(2ab+ 3bc+ 3ac+ 4c2))
; wIim =

bA(a+ 2c)

2(M(2ab+ 3bc+ 3ac+ 4c2))

xIi =
A(b+ 2c)(a+ 2c)

3 (2ab+ 3bc+ 3ac+ 4c2)
; pI =

A
�
4ab+ 5ac+ 5bc+ 4c2

�
3 (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)

U Iin =
aA2(b+ 2c)2(a+ 2c)

6(2ab+ 3bc+ 3ac+ 4c2)2
; U Iim =

bA2(a+ 2c)2(b+ 2c)

6(2ab+ 3bc+ 3ac+ 4c2)2

�Ii =
�
xIi
�2
=

�
A(b+ 2c)(a+ 2c)

3 (2ab+ 3bc+ 3ac+ 4c2)

�2
W I =

2A2(b+ 2c)(a+ 2c)(5ab+ 7bc+ 7ac+ 8c2)

9(2ab+ 3bc+ 3ac+ 4c2)2
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A.2 One Negotiation Per Firm, Unions Negotiate Separated (II)

wIIin =
aA

(3b+ 4c+ 3a)N
; wIIim =

bA

(3b+ 4c+ 3a)M

xIIi =
2A(a+ b+ 2c)

3(3b+ 4c+ 3a)
; pII =

A(5b+ 4c+ 5a)

3(3b+ 4c+ 3a)

U IIin =
2aA2(a+ b+ 2c)

3(3b+ 4c+ 3a)2
; U IIim =

2bA2(a+ b+ 2c)

3(3b+ 4c+ 3a)2

�IIi =
�
xIi
�2
=

�
2A(a+ b+ 2c)

3(3b+ 4c+ 3a)

�2
W II =

4A2(a+ b+ 2c)(7b+ 8c+ 7a)

9(3b+ 4c+ 3a)2

A.3 Two Industry Craft Unions, Each Union Negotiates in One Ne-

gotiation with Both Firms (III)

wIIIn =
aA(b+ 4c)

N(3ab+ 8bc+ 8ac+ 16c2
; wIIIm =

bA(a+ 4c)

M(3ab+ 8bc+ 8ac+ 16c2

xIIIi =
A(b+ 4c)(a+ 4c)

3 (3ab+ 8bc+ 8ac+ 16c2)
; pIII =

A
�
7ab+ 16ac+ 16bc+ 16c2

�
3 (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)

U IIIn =
2aA2(b+ 4c)2(a+ 4c)

3(3ab+ 8bc+ 8ac+ 16c2)2
; U IIIm =

2bA2(a+ 4c)2(b+ 4c)

3(3ab+ 8bc+ 8ac+ 16c2)2

�IIIi =
�
xIIIi

�2
=

�
A(b+ 4c)(a+ 4c)

3 (3ab+ 8bc+ 8ac+ 16c2)

�2
W III =

8A2(b+ 4c)(a+ 4c)(2ab+ 5bc+ 5ac+ 8c2)

9(3ab+ 8bc+ 8ac+ 16c2)2
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A.4 Two industry craft unions, one industry wide negotiation (IV )

wIVn =
aA

2N(a+ b+ 2c)
; wIVm =

bA

2M(a+ b+ 2c)

xIVi =
A(a+ b+ 4c)

6(a+ b+ 2c)
; pIV =

2A (a+ b+ c)

3 (a+ b+ 2c)

U IVn =
aA2(a+ b+ 4c)

6(a+ b+ 2c)2
; U IVm =

bA2(a+ b+ 4c)

6(a+ b+ 2c)2

�IVi =
�
xIVi

�2
=

�
A(a+ b+ 4c)

6(a+ b+ 2c)

�2
W IV =

A2(a+ b+ 4c)(5a+ 5b+ 8c)

18(a+ b+ 2c)2

B Proofs

B.1 Proposition 2

To see that xIIi > xIi � xIVi > xIIIi , a comparison of the quantities is necessary, and

yields

xIIi � xIi =
1

3

Aab (a+ b+ 4c)

(2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2) (3a+ 3b+ 4c)
> 0

xIi � xIVi =
1

6

Ac (a� b)2

(a+ b+ 2c) (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)
> 0 if a 6= b

xIVi � xIIIi =
1

6

Aab (a+ b+ 8c)

(a+ b+ 2c) (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)
> 0:

B.2 Proposition 3

As long as pro�ts in all regimes are squared quantities, the results for wages apply to

pro�ts.
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B.3 Proposition 4

1. To see that wIIIj > wIIj and wIVj > wIIj for j = n;m it is su�cient to show that

wIIIj � wIIj > 0 and wIVj � wIIj > 0:

wIIIn � wIIn =
Aa
�
4ac+ 8bc+ 3b2

�
N (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2) (3a+ 3b+ 4c)

> 0

wIIIm � wIIm =
Ab
�
8ac+ 4bc+ 3a2

�
M (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2) (3a+ 3b+ 4c)

> 0

wIVn � wIIn =
Aa (a+ b)

2N (3a+ 3b+ 4c) (a+ b+ 2c)
> 0

wIVm � wIIm =
Ab (a+ b)

2M (3a+ 3b+ 4c) (a+ b+ 2c)
> 0

2. The relation between wIj and w
II
j ; w

I
j and w

III
j ; wIIIj and wIVj is ambiguous.

wIIn � wIn =
Aab (a� 3b� 4c)

2N (3a+ 3b+ 4c) (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)
7 0

wIIm � wIm =
Aab (b� 3a� 4c)

2M (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2) (3a+ 3b+ 4c)
7 0

wIn � wIIIn =
Aa
�
2b2c� ab2 � 8abc� 8ac2

�
2N (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2) (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)

7 0

wIm � wIIIm =
Ab
�
2a2c� ba2 � 8bac� 8bc2

�
2M (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2) (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)

7 0

wIIIn � wIVn =
Aab (2b� a+ 4c)

2N (a+ b+ 2c) (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)
7 0

wIIIm � wIVm =
Aab (2b� a+ 4c)

2M (a+ b+ 2c) (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)
7 0

3. For a > b; wIVn > wIn and w
I
m > wIVm ; analogously for b > a; wIVn < wIn and

wIm < w
IV
m . For a = b; wIVn = wIn and w

IV
m = wIm.

wIVn � wIn =
Aa (b+ c) (a� b)

2N (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2) (a+ b+ 2c)
7 0

wIm � wIVm =
Ab (a+ c) (a� b)

2M (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2) (a+ b+ 2c)
7 0
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B.4 Proposition 5

1. A subscription shows that U IVj > U IIj for all j = n;m:

U IVn � 2U IIin =
A2a (a+ b)

�
2ab+ 12ac+ 12bc+ a2 + b2 + 16c2

�
6 (3a+ 3b+ 4c)2 (a+ b+ 2c)2

> 0

U IVm � 2U IIim =
A2b (a+ b)

�
2ab+ 12ac+ 12bc+ a2 + b2 + 16c2

�
6 (3a+ 3b+ 4c)2 (a+ b+ 2c)2

> 0

2. Comparing U Ij and U
II
j ; U

I
j and U

III
j ; U IIIj and U IVj ;and U IIj and U IIIj with
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j = n;m depends on bargaining strengths a; b and c and is ambiguous.

U IIn � U In =
A2ab�1

6 (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)2 (3a+ 3b+ 4c)2
7 0

�1 = �9ab3 + 7a3b� 32ac3 + 12a3c� 128bc3 � 18b3c� 2a2b2 + 28a2c2

�84b2c2 � 64c4 � 72abc2 � 48ab2c+ 14a2bc

U IIm � U Im =
A2ab�2

6 (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)2 (3a+ 3b+ 4c)2
7 0

�2 = �9a3b� 18a3c� 2a2b2 � 48a2bc� 84a2c2 + 7ab3 + 14ab2c� 72abc2

�128ac3 + 12b3c+ 28b2c2 � 32bc3 � 64c4

2U Iin � U IIIn =
A2a�3

3 (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)2 (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)2
7 0

�3 = �512ac6 + a3b4 � 384a2c5 � 32a3c4 + 256b2c5 + 256b3c4 + 56b4c3

�400a2b2c3 � 28a2b3c2 � 46a3b2c2 � 1024abc5 � 384ab2c4 + 112ab3c3

+46ab4c2 � 768a2bc4 + 10a2b4c� 80a3bc3 � 4a3b3c

2U Iim � U IIIm =
A2b�4

3 (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)2 (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)2
7 0

�4 = �512bc6 + a4b3 + 256a2c5 + 256a3c4 + 56a4c3 � 384b2c5 � 32b3c4

�400a2b2c3 � 46a2b3c2 � 28a3b2c2 � 1024abc5 � 768ab2c4 � 80ab3c3

�384a2bc4 + 112a3bc3 � 4a3b3c+ 46a4bc2 + 10a4b2c

U IIIn � U IVn =
A2ab�5

6 (a+ b+ 2c)2 (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)2
7 0

�5 = 4ab3 � 5a3b� 16a3c+ 320bc3 + 16b3c� a2b2 � 96a2c2 + 128b2c2

+256c4 + 48abc2 + 32ab2c� 36a2bc

U IIIm � U IVm =
A2ab�6

6 (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)2 (a+ b+ 2c)2
7 0

�6 = �5ab3 + 4a3b+ 320ac3 + 16a3c� 16b3c� a2b2 + 128a2c2 � 96b2c2

+256c4 + 48abc2 � 36ab2c+ 32a2bc

2U IIin � U IIIn =
2A2a�7

3 (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)2 (3a+ 3b+ 4c)2
7 0

�7 = �9ab4 � 256ac4 � 512bc4 � 36b4c+ 9a3b2 � 192a2c3 � 16a3c2 � 640b2c3

�256b3c2 � 512abc3 � 72ab3c+ 24a3bc� 256ab2c2 + 24a2b2c
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2U IIim � U IIIm =
2A2b�8

3 (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)2 (3a+ 3b+ 4c)2
7 0

�8 = �9a4b� 36a4c� 72a3bc� 256a3c2 + 9a2b3 + 24a2b2c� 256a2bc2

�640a2c3 + 24ab3c� 512abc3 � 512ac4 � 16b3c2 � 192b2c3 � 256bc4

3. For a > b U IVn > U In and U
I
m > U

IV
m ; analog for b > a U IVn < U In and U

I
m < U

IV
m ;

if a = b U IVn = U In:

U IVn � 2U Iin =
A2a (a� b)�9

6 (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)2 (a+ b+ 2c)2
> 0

�9 = 2ab3 + 12ac3 + 36bc3 + 4b3c+ 2a2b2 + a2c2 + 23b2c2 + 16c4 + 28abc2

+16ab2c+ 4a2bc

U IVm � 2U Iim =
A2b (b� a)�10

6 (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)2 (a+ b+ 2c)2
> 0

�10 = 2a3b+ 36ac3 + 4a3c+ 12bc3 + 2a2b2 + 23a2c2 + b2c2 + 16c4 + 28abc2

+4ab2c+ 16a2bc

B.5 Proposition 6

The ranking of welfare W II > W I �W IV > W III can be established through subscrip-

tion of welfare terms.

W II �W I =
2A2ab (a+ b+ 4c) �1

9 (3a+ 3b+ 4c)2 (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)2
> 0

�1 = 11ab2 + 11a2b+ 32ac2 + 15a2c+ 32bc2 + 15b2c+ 16c3 + 42abc

W I �W IV =
A2c (a� b)2 �2

18 (2ab+ 3ac+ 3bc+ 4c2)2 (a+ b+ 2c)2
> 0

�2 = 8ab2 + 8a2b+ 28ac2 + 11a2c+ 28bc2 + 11b2c+ 16c3 + 34abc

W IV �W III =
A2ab (a+ b+ 8c) �3

18 (a+ b+ 2c)2 (3ab+ 8ac+ 8bc+ 16c2)2
> 0

�3 = 13ab2 + 13a2b+ 96ac2 + 32a2c+ 96bc2 + 32b2c+ 64c3 + 84abc
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Chapter 5

Outlook

Since Ulph and Ulph concluded in 1990, \(...) Imperfections in the labor markets go

hand in hand with those in the product market (...). Some models exist along these lines

(...)|but much still remains to be done." more than one hundred papers were published

dealing with the interaction of a unionized labor market and imperfect product markets.

A lot of new results were established which gain considerable insight, but still the claim

that \much still remains to be done" is valid. In the following I present some subjectively

chosen research questions for which I would be keen to know the answers.

5.1 Heterogeneous Types of Workers

An extension of the unionized oligopoly literature to more heterogeneous workers is de-

sirable from my point of view. With very rare exceptions, most papers assume that all

employees are equal, or at most, that a �rm employs two types of complementary or sub-

stitutable workers. However, in reality, the diversity of workers employed is much greater

and this should be reected in the literature. Workers di�er for example in abilities, level

of education, and their availability on the labor market and all this considerably a�ects

the product market. For instance, the scarcity of workers is often correlated with their

education level. The more workers invest in human capital, the scarcer they become and

this improves their bargaining position in negotiations with their employers. Conspic-
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uously, more skilled workers are able to obtain wages which exceed the highest level of

union wages when they negotiate alone with the employer. Thus, the organization level

of highly skilled or very scares employees in classical unions representing their interests

is low.

This scarcity of workers and, therefore, their strength in the negotiations with the

�rms should be a topic in a literature dealing with incompleteness in both product and

labor market. The reason for not being represented in unions cannot be that skilled

workers do not have any interest in being represented. Sometimes very scarce employees

hire \agents"|sports agents, or talent agents|to negotiate employment contracts for

them and thus these \agents" adopt tasks unions do for less scarce workers.

Arising from this, the incentives to invest in skills are also a�ected. Only Bacchiega

(2008) considers this aspect in the unionized oligopoly literature but much more work

remains to be done on the long{term and especially dynamic e�ects of career choice.

Will less union power or negotiation strength of individual workers in one profession or

industry in the long{term yields worker scarcity? The e�ects certainly di�er with the

level of skills needed. The more skills are required and the less rents are granted to

workers the less incentives to invest in these skills occur in the long run.

Moreover, the inuence of innovations as well as of international competition highly

depends on the \type" of workers, but not necessarily on the level of education. Workers

supplying consumer related services do not face such a severe competition that their jobs

are relocated to other regions or countries, however, with more international mobility of

workers they might face more competition from emigrants taking over their jobs. Di�er-

ently, traditional production jobs are more endangered to relocation. For labor saving

innovations, also less demanding work can be more easily substituted than very complex

tasks. Nevertheless, in particular the advancement of the information technology has

led to job losses also for white collar workers.
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5.2 Reservation Wages|Unemployment Bene�ts

The optimal level of unemployment bene�ts is politically charged and has an impact on

the reservation wages of workers. With exception of Bughin and Vannini (1995) and

Rocha-Akis (2006), the unionized oligopoly literature assumes that reservation wages

or unemployment bene�ts are exogenous. However, it should be examined how Gov-

ernments choose the level of unemployment bene�ts. The level a Government chooses

di�ers depending on whether it maximizes votes or welfare under the budget constraint.

In addition, this decision is a�ected by several exogenous factors, for example union

strength or the level of international competition.

To let a national �rm remain competitive in a framework of international competi-

tion with competitors facing lower wages, the Government can choose to decrease the

unemployment bene�ts and thus lower negotiated wages. On the other hand, it can

be utility maximizing for politicians to raise tari�s instead of lowering unemployment

bene�ts to protect workers or to reduce unions bargaining power. The idea of Campbell

and Vousden (2000) to examine the economic consequences of di�erent policies should

be extended to the level of unemployment bene�ts with business friendly or employment

oriented Governments.

On the top of that the previously discussed heterogeneity of workers should also be

taken into account. Skilled workers probability of being unemployed di�ers compared

to unskilled ones and the reservation wages are presumably higher than the unemploy-

ment bene�ts, they might have other, better paid job opportunities. Supposably the

voting behavior of skilled and unskilled workers di�er, and thus, when politicians try to

maximize votes, the proportion of skilled or unskilled workers has an impact on their

decisions on the level of unemployment bene�ts.

5.3 State Aid|Public Intervention

Public administrations often try to inuence the location choice of �rms in their area

of responsibility. Cities, regions, or countries compete to attract capital investments of
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�rms. The unionized oligopoly literature showed that it is not under all circumstances

welfare enhancing to attract FDIs. Nevertheless, these �ndings were established in a

static analysis. When due to a political intervention �rms are attracted through lower

taxes, a one{time grant, or ongoing subsidies, a long{term incomplete contract occurs.

Firms have an incentive to take advantage of the grant but only until it expires. Even

with speci�c investments and also costs of reinvestment (e.g., social plans) �rms relocate

after the termination of state aid. This leaves a bad taste in the mouth of workers, voters,

and also the administrative authorities. These dynamic e�ects of state aids should be

taken into consideration.

In addition, the competition of countries through state aid is only seldom considered

(an exception are Hauer and Mittermaier (2008)). This should be endogenized in

unionized oligopoly models, especially when unions are active in all countries.

5.4 Product Market Impact on Union Organization

The attempts to explain union organization (i.e., whether workers should for example

form �rm speci�c or industry wide unions) are numerous as has been shown in the intro-

duction. Nevertheless, some aspects are still missing and deserve more attention. First

of all, a change in product market \behavior" should be mentioned. How does competi-

tion in the product market, for example due to entry or exit, a�ect union organization?

The empirical literature shows that in product markets with a low concentration the

union organization as well as wage negotiations are mostly more central.1 Could this

result be established in a unionized oligopoly framework? Which consequences arise

through exogenous shocks in the product market? What happens if some of the compet-

ing �rms relocate their production at least partly, while other stay only national? Does

this asymmetry result in a split up of unions since workers in di�erent �rms formerly

having similar interests now di�er in their aims?

An example of a change in the product market that a�ected the labor market is the

1See Rusinek and Rycx (2008) or Schnabel, Zagelmeyer, and Kohaut (2006).
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privatization of hospitals in Germany. The privatization obviously a�ects the product

market, but it also had intense backlashes on the labor market organization. In the

public, non{pro�t hospitals central union wages were negotiated. With the market

entry of new, privately organized, for pro�t hospitals, workers in these hospitals were not

organized in the beginning. Wage contracts were negotiated on a private basis between

each employee and his hospital. It took some time before in 2006 the �rst, plant speci�c

or �rm speci�c wages were negotiated between unions and hospitals. However, the union

density in private hospitals is still low. In addition, in 2006, physicians' union canceled a

contract with an encompassing union representing health care workers. The physicians'

union afterwards separately negotiated a collective wage contract with public hospitals

and later also with private hospitals. A rigorous theoretical explanation for this behavior

would be desirable.

5.5 Product Market Organization

The inuence of unions on the product market organization is also worth noting. Can

unions a�ect market entry? For the German institutional set{up, the answer is simply

\yes": after the union and the former monopolist of postal services agreed on an industry

wide minimum wage also entrants have to pay, these potential entrants withdraw from

entry. Which institutional settings lead to unions having the power to hinder entry? Is

it possible that unions can cause active �rms to leave the market? This is especially

interesting when workers have switching costs changing their employer, so new �rms

have to attract old workers and pay higher wages.2 On the other hand, one can also

think about switching costs of consumers and thus a lower demand for new �rms. Can

unions then raise wages after an entry to deter a �rm's exit? And why do unions have an

incentive in doing so? It is hard to �nd reasons beside Insider{Outsider models, unions

caring mainly for wages, or unorganized workers in the new �rms that makes an exit

and thus less competition advantageous for unions.

2See Majumdar and Saha (1998).
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5.6 New Institutional Economics

A common characteristic of the unionized oligopoly literature|and also most of the

other labor market literature|is that the theory is established with the assumption

that transaction costs do not incur. But there is no reason to examine labor contracts

without positive transaction costs. As Coase (1937) stated in his pathbreaking paper,

the reasons to establish �rms and replace the market by hierarchy are the existence

of transaction costs. Without them, each task would be separately contracted (i.e.,

bought on a market), instead of long{term contracts in association with hierarchical

work instructions.

Thus, talking about labor contract and especially labor contracts between unions

and �rms is not necessary without transaction costs: Neither labor contracts nor unions

would exist without them. The literature should take them into account and examine

this incomplete and long{term nature of the contracts.

Firms as well as workers must both invest speci�c. Firms have to �nd appropriate

workers, these workers must become acquainted with the new job and �rms also have

to maintain further training. Workers have to induce e�ort to acquire the job speci�c

skills and to understand the organization of the �rms they work for. Therefore, to �re

workers and hire new ones incurs costs and this has to be taken into consideration. The

theoretic strand of literature of speci�c contracts3 could be combined with the unionized

oligopoly literature. Once a labor contract is signed and speci�c investments are made, a

renegotiation of this contract is highly inuenced by the threat points of both sides. The

incentives to solve these hold{up problems is partly discussed in the unionized oligopoly

literature of innovations and long{term wage setting but rarely within the other �elds

of the unionized oligopoly literature. Especially together with the Insider{Outsider

problematic this should yield interesting insights.

The hold{up problem also has an impact on the decision when outsourcing takes

place, the core idea of Coase (1937). Should some particular task be contracted out or

3See Che and Hausch (1999), Grossman and Hart (1986), Hart and Moore (1990), or Klein, Crawford,
and Alchian (1978).
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should it be performed internally by workers with long{term contracts? This question

can only be answered in an appropriate manner with an explicitly modeled labor market.

Furthermore, the moral hazard aspects of wage negotiations are not appropriately

investigated. At the bargaining table workers do not negotiate with owners of the �rm,

instead, union o�cials as agents of workers and managers as representatives of owners

sit at the table. Thus, these four parties have all di�erent incentives and thus their

behavior and incentives should be represented appropriately. First attempts are made

by Szymanski (1994) and Chatterjee and Saha (2005) assuming that managers maximize

their own utility and owners try to achieve the desired results by incentive contracts for

managers. Nevertheless, as stated earlier, conicts of interest in one union are neglected

in the literature of unionized oligopoly.

5.7 Insider{Outsider Theory

This often discussed topic in the non{unionized labor market literature is ignored in all

unionized oligopoly papers.4 \Insiders" are incumbent employees who are protected by

labor turnover costs. Hiring and �ring is costly, so �rms have an incentive to main-

tain current labor contracts. In contrast, \Outsiders" are not protected, they are either

unemployed or work in a competitive sector. Thus, the Insider{Outsider theory is con-

cerned with the conict of interest between these two groups and gives an explanation

why involuntary unemployment occurs for outsiders. Unions play a crucial role in this

theory because they mostly represent insiders and help them to extract rents out of their

advantages of labor turnover costs.

In the unionized oligopoly literature, mostly unions represent all workers and weight

the interests of each worker equally. Nevertheless, it is assumed that union utility in-

creases with more workers employed. Thus, since unions maximize employment and

wages, a higher production in the product market enlarges their utility. Lots of results

in the literature are driven by the fact that unions accept lower wages under the con-

4For an overview, see Lindbeck and Snower (2001).
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dition that more workers are employed. When the Insider{Outsider theory is applied,

employed union members only take their own wages into consideration and the utility of

\new" or actually unemployed union member are not, or only weakly, taken into consid-

eration. This changes the �ndings established through a more competitive �rm position

in the product market.

Other interesting �ndings could probably be established when thinking about exoge-

nous shocks in the product market. These shocks are assumed in the Insider{Outsider

Theory to lead to high layo�s and result in persistent unemployment in the labor market.

The insiders have no interest to lower wages to induce higher employment. The outsiders

su�er, loose their unused job speci�c skills and this is persistent. To model these e�ects

explicitly in a product market|especially exogenous shocks to some of the �rms|could

gain interesting insides. Nevertheless, more dynamic models would be needed to examine

these questions.

Another question concerning shocks is the \utility" the insiders maximize if layo�s of

a lot of workers can arise due to an exogenous shock. Often, it can be found that unions

in such situations are willing to accept wage cuts to save jobs. Maybe this con�rms that

union o�cials only maximize the utility of their members, but not of new workers.

Related to the question of insiders and outsiders is the question who determines

the decisions of a union. In the unionized oligopoly literature it is mostly assumed

that the union maximizes its rent. However, it would be more realistic to assume that

union members have a utility function and delegate the bargaining decisions to an agent

representing their individual interests the most. These agents are also union members

but maximize their own utilities. Not all union workers have the same interests when

applying seniority considerations. Mostly �rms �re workers using the Last{In{First{

Out rule. This leads to newer union members being more in danger of unemployment.

However, very old members face no lay{o� threat and are thus more interested in higher

wages or other bene�ts than work protection. When union agents are elected by union

members and the median voter rule is applied, the delegates only represent part of the

members and this leads to di�erent negotiation results. The implication of these di�erent
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union aims should also be examined in a unionized oligopoly.

5.8 Missing Information

In the unionized oligopoly literature very far{reaching information requirements are

necessary to establish results. To solve the games by backward induction, �rms as well

as unions know the utility (or pro�t) function of the others and so predict their behavior

correctly. It is a bold assumption that �rms and unions have all this information and

maximize utility or pro�ts as full rational agents. Due to the missing information, it

is more realistic to assume that the negotiating parties apply much simpler rules of

thumb. It is presumably right to assume that unions try to increase wages and care

about employment.5 Also it is likely that �rms try to bargain for low wages. They

know that in renegotiations they can easily increase wages or employment without any

opposition of unions.

In some European countries (e.g., Austria, Finland, Germany, Ireland, and the

Netherlands) trade unions o�cially apply a \wage formula" to calculate their wage

demand. Mostly, these formulas include a measure for ination plus a productivity in-

crease measure as minimum wage increase demand. In Germany and Finland also a third

element is taken into account which should lead to more equity (i.e., a \redistribution

component" in Germany or a \wage drift element" in Finland).6 These wage formulas

need much less information concerning the oligopoly and have nothing in common with

a rational maximization of unions assumed in the literature. The trouble is that much

simpler objectives of �rms and unions are not easily integrated in tractable utility and

pro�t functions solvable in game theoretic models. In addition, the standard negotia-

tion theory does not provide solutions for such negotiation problems with very scarce

information.

Another point to consider is that �rms and unions \learn" from their behavior in

5See Clark and Oswald (1993) or Gahan (2002).
6See Schulten and Stueckler (2000) for an overview.
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the last negotiations, it is not static over time. As Mauleon and Vannetelbosch work

out in their publications, unions and �rms can learn about the impatience of the other

bargaining party through strikes. Nevertheless, the theory of learning should also be

applied to union{�rm negotiations. Reinforcement Learning, Experience{Weighted At-

traction Learning, or Genetic algorithms are only a few promising approaches to deal

with missing information.7 These models di�ers in the level of rationality, and since more

rationality needs more information also in the information requirements. Which type

of learning models is appropriate for union{�rm negotiations should be tested empiri-

cally by investigating which one predicts the outcomes best. Nevertheless, to integrate

learning in negotiations demands again more dynamic and less static models.

Another neglected problem is that wages and employment negotiated over are highly

dependent on uncertain situations in the future. So, the \one and only rational" equilib-

rium can hardly be found since it depends on lots of circumstances in the future which

cannot be predicted. Both parties, unions and �rms, form expectations concerning the

future but do not know if these expectations will be ful�lled. Certainly, the predictions

over future events will not be the same. How should �rms and unions negotiate \the

correct wage", if they cannot know what will happen in the future?

5.9 Negotiation Analysis

The strand of literature that very often applies the �ndings of bargaining theory is labor

economics and thus also the literature of unionized oligopoly. Almost always, the Nash{

Bargaining Solution or the Rubinstein approach are used. This is incomprehensible in

two ways. First, there are much more bargaining solutions discussed in bargaining theory

which all have advantages and disadvantages and could be applied. It is by no means

obvious why labor economists always apply Nash or Rubinstein. One reason can be that

they are more tractable in the labor economics framework. However this should not be

7See, Sutton and Barto (1998), Camerer and Ho (1999), and Arifovic (1994), respectively or, for an
old but hilarious discussion of decision making and learning in economics Selten (1991).
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the reason to ignore the rest of the literature.8

The second objection is raised by Manzini (1998) and also earlier by Peters (1992).

Manzini goes one step further than Gerber and Upmann (2006) when she remarks that

not only applied economists do not discuss why they use one speci�c bargaining so-

lution, she states that they apply the Nash{Bargaining Solution inappropriately. As

she clari�es: \The problem with this model is that, as it generally happens in labor

market applications, it just implements the Nash{Bargaining Solution outcome, without

reference to the underlying requirements for a well de�ned bargaining problem." In the

same line, also Peters (1992) discussed extensively the limitations of the right|and also

wrong|application of bargaining theory in the labor market literature. Thus, much

more attention for the underlying foundations of a bargaining solution is necessary. The

axioms of the underlying solution should refer to the wage negotiations modeled and not

be at random.

5.10 Industry{Wide Multi{Employer Wage Agreement

One puzzling question is why unions prefer central wage contracts with industry wages

to a central organization with decentral negotiations. In the latter, unions could price

discriminate and to be a price discriminating monopolist leads to a higher utility than a

non{price discriminating monopolist. However, one can think of a couple of reasons to

solve this puzzle.

First of all, bargaining strengths di�er in the negotiations with �rms. Considering an

industry with heterogeneous �rms and one union representing workers in this industry

it is obvious that the ability of unions to extract rents in the negotiations di�ers due

to the di�erent negotiation strength of each individual �rm. In some �rms, the union

can extract higher, in some lower rents. Thus, it is maybe advantageous to negotiate

with all �rms in one round for one industry wage, since then the bargaining strength

8See Rai�a, Richardson, and Metcalfe (2002) and Peters (1992) for an overview of the theory in nego-
tiation analysis and Gerber and Upmann (2006) for the necessity to discuss the choice of the bargaining
solution in labor economics.
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of the union is probably higher than with multiple decentral negotiations. Also, in my

opinion, the threat of strikes is quite high with central wages. Mostly in the unionized

oligopoly the opposite is assumed: A price discriminating central union can gain when

strikes occur only in some �rms of an industry, the other �rms are not on strike and thus

increase production and more workers are employed in these not{targeted �rms. This

leads to a higher fall back position of unions during strikes with decentral negotiations

and thus higher wages. I think this is a questionable assumption. With a central union

and central wage negotiations strikes normally do not occur for a longer time without

interruption in the whole industry. Instead, workers down tools in some �rms for some

time and in addition threat all �rms to be the target of the next strike. Thus, this

can lead to higher strike threats with an industry{wide wage agreement compared to

decentral wage negotiations.

Another hint why unions could prefer industry{wide wage agreements is given by

Brcena-Ruiz and Campo Corredera (2003). They show that unions prefer wage ne-

gotiations taking place synchronized and this by de�nition occurs with one centrally

negotiated industry wage.

Another idea is to take into account a more dynamic environment. Haucap and Wey

(2004) have shown that with central wages incentives to innovate are higher. Thus, in the

long run, ine�cient �rms have more disadvantages and leave the industry, and thus the

industry stays relative innovative and competitive. Whether this is in the interest of the

unions depends on many factors. One decisive will be the type of innovations: If the �rms

invent new products or services this will be in the interest of the workers. Nevertheless,

when only labor saving innovations take place workers su�er. The dynamic e�ciency of

central negotiations maybe a reason why some high{wage countries can compete with

low wage countries, since their superior products are competitive to cheaper, but less

advanced technology.
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5.11 Di�erent Types of Innovations

Even if the literature on innovations in unionized oligopolies is numerous, some exten-

sions would be desirable, especially a distinction of the di�erent kinds of innovations. In

the investment literature, it is distinguished between productivity increasing innovations,

market enlarging, cost reducing, or labor reducing innovations. Also innovations that

create new markets or innovations that make products for consumers less substitutable

are discussed. In the unionized oligopoly literature mainly cost reducing innovations as

well as labor{saving innovations are under consideration. Nevertheless, unions have an

inuence on all these di�erent kinds of innovations and to reect this could enrich the

literature considerably.
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